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Abs tract

Computer programs have been written which allow utorphological calculations

based on a knowledge of iriterital crystal structure to he carriPd out. l)ctals of

the programs are presented along with the gui(lelines developed for their use.

The programs were used to compare and contrast the current methods

employed for relating crystal shape to structure and to confront speciltc problems

in that field.

Calculations on a range of compounds show that the morphologies derived

froiti the simple Dounay-Ilarker (DII) model give almost as good a fit to the

observed form as the more sophisticated attaclinient energy (AE) calculations

except w iieu strong l)Uii( Ii tug (Ii rect.ioui.s were I res('II

In the first study of its type all the methods currently favoured in the

literature iiIclu(hiIlg like lsiiig and P 13C approaches as well as tue 1)11 audI A E

models were applietl to beuzop ltviic uic. All t lie ii iO( Ic'Is ga ge LI ie sati le t I icoretical

niorphology.

Otic 1)rol)l P uuL rciiiaiuiing iii the Ii P1(1 of rvlatiiig crystal structure itIi(l itior-

phology is that of polar morphology. None of the current uiIcthIo(ls cait accoutit

for a polar morphology. Surface, bulk, isolated molecule charge distributions

were used in a inodihcat.iou of the classical altachutietut energy iIiOdCl to account

for urea exhibitluig a polar morphology vlteti growui front the vapour phase.

For the disruptive type of tailor made a(l(lil.i yes an itiuprovenient itt the

current methodology is ProPosed with the calculation of an additional l)aratlieter.

This additional 1)arauneter accounts for the niorphology with au additive present

and gives good agrecinetit viLhi the test ease of I)eIilaiuIi(le crystals grown with

benzoic acid as an additive.
rn additive approach also allowed (lie clkcts of t.ol IIPIiC sol vent on (lie

crystal hIal)i I of I)etiZO() iietioiie to I)C C01151(IC rP(l. I y I reati i g lou Il'IIP aS a tailor-

made additive it was possible from calculations to identify the likely sites of

toluene incorporation and the subsequent elfect on crystal growth. [lie results

from time calculation were consisteuit with experiineuit.
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1 The Nature of the Crystalline State

A crystal is an ordered solid bounded by a series of plane faces which are the

outcome of natural processes. The fascination of crystals to early crystallogra-

pliers lay in the planeness and symmetry of these faces. This regular external

arrangement led these crystallographers to postulate that the shape of crystals

was the result of an ordered internal arrangement. The French crystallogra-

pher Hauy [1] showed that basic crystal shapes such as cubes , octahedrons

and rhombic cloclecaliecirons could be built up by stacking cubes, and that these

cubes could be coiisiclered as the basic building blocks of the crystal. The basic

building block is now referred to as a 'unit cell'. The use of X- ray diffraction

allows the internal structure of crystals to be identified by describing the unit

cell. The importance of this technique and the information it can provide will

be discussed further in chapter 2.

Crystalline material can he divided up into a number of categories includ-

ing ionic, covalent, metallic and molecular crystals. Ionic crystals are formed

by interactions between oppositely charged species. In so(hum chloride (NaC1)

each Na+ ion is surrounded by six C1 ions, held together by electrostatic in-

teractions. Covalent crystals including diamond are formed as a result of the

sharing of electrons between atoms to form a stable outer shell electron config-

uration. In diamond each C atom is surrounded by four other C atoms in a

tetrahedral arrangement. Metallic crystals are formed by metal atoms sharing

electrons with their surrounding neighbours. Molecular crystals, the crystals of

interest in this thesis, are formed by molecules held together iii a crystal lattice

by relatively weak Van der Waals interactions and in some cases considerably

stronger hydrogen bonds.

2 The Importance of Crystallisation

The crystallisation process has always played an important role in industry.

Many people will be faniilar with the products of crystallisation they encounter

in daily life, salt and sugar the most common examples. Less familiar, however

will be the role of crystallisation in the body's metabolism amid in industry.

Crystallisation is believed to have a vital role in the formation of teeth and

bones. A counter productive effect of crystallisation in the human body is the

formation of 'stones' in the kidney and gallbladder which can result in health

problems. In some cases surgery is required to alleviate the condition.
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Crystallisation in industry has been and still is the subject of considerable

study as it is one of the most important processes for the separation and purifi-

cation of both bulk and speciality chemicals. Indeed the increasing importance

of speciality chemicals in industry, including pharmaceuticals and agrocliemi-

cals has led to increased interest in the crystallisation of molecular crystals, the

crystals of interest in this thesis. The particular aspect of crystallisation studied

in this thesis is crystal shape. The importance of crystal shape to production

efficiency and post production properties is considerable:

1) Product Separation - The crystal shape can affect the separation of the prod-

uct from the mother liquor and the subsequent washing of the product. Plate

like crystals for example can result in reduced filtration efficiency.

2) Product Handling - The handling of the product during and after the produc-

tion process can be affected by crystal shape. Whenever flow through machinery

is required the crystal shape must allow free-flow. Small fine crystals can he dif-

ficult to handle during production stages and during use by a customer. These

types of crystals can break-up to form dust particles which may present a hazard

to workers.

3) Package and Storage - It is often required that the crystal shape allows the

maximum packing density. When long periods of storage are envisaged the

problem of caking must be niiniinised.

4) Effect Property - In speciality chemicals the 'effect' or property being sold

may depend on crystal shape. In pharmaceuticals the dissolution rate is often

important and this depends on a number of factors including crystal shape.

It is often necessary to modify the crystal shape not only to reduce pro-

duction problems but to produce a crystal with the size and shape desired by a

customer. Differences in crystal shape and size may differentiate one manufac-

turers product from another. This change in crystal shape is often referred to

as 'habit- modification'. In the oil industry habit-modifiers are used to prevent

scaling in pipes in the North Sea by inhibiting the crystallisation of calcium and
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barium suiphates. habit-modifiers are also used to prevent the crystallising of

flat plate like crystals in diesel fuels as the resultant plate like crystals can block

fuel filters.

A systematic trial and error approach in an attempt to identify habit-

niodifiers is likely to be a time consuming and expensive procedure. Control

experiments must be carried out to test that 'impurities' inherent to the system

are not a.lreacly influencing the crystal shape produced. Lahav and co-workers

[2,3] at the Weizmann Institute have elegantly shown from a structural view-

point the possibility of crystal morphology engineering by the use of tailor-made

additives. The importance of understanding the fundamental crystal chemistry

to industrial processes has been outlined by Davey [4].

3 Intermolecular Forces

1\'Iolecular crystals differ froni the other classes of crystalline material because

they are discrete uiiits which are held together by relatively weak 'non-bonded'

interactions. The attractive part of this interaction can be considered to result

from dipole-dipole, dipole-induced dipole and dispersion forces. The interaction

between two dipoles depends on the magnitude of the dipoles, their relative

orientation aiid the distance by which they are separated r. It can be shown the

dependence is in fact r 6 . When one polar species is close to another species

(which may be polar or not) a dipole can be induced in the other species and

vice-versa. The magnitude for this dipole-induced dipole interaction can be

shown to depend on dipole magnitude, orientation, r 6 and the polarisability of

the species in question. This accounts for interactions iii polar species but not for

neutral species such as the noble gases. In a neutral species the positive nucleus

is surrounded by a cloud of electron density. The average over time is a sphere.

At any instant in time the electron will be moving in a specific direction and this

results in an instantaneous dipole. At another instant in time the electron will

be moving in a different direction and so a different instantaneous dipole will

result. The interaction between these instantaneous dipoles in different neutral

entities results in the so-called dispersion forces, often referred to as the London

forces. The dispersion forces also depend on r 6 . All the attractive forces show

a common dependence on r 6 . The attractive interaction Va is often written

V0 = —A/r6	(1.1)
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Figure 1.1	 TypIcal C—C non-bonded Interaction as a function

of separation distance r.



where A is a constant depending on the nature of the two species being

considered.

Repulsive forces dominate the interactions at very short distances. This

is clue to the overlap of electron clouds. Calculations on this are very corn-

plex and so empirical potentials are fitted to experimental observahies such as

compressibility data. The most common forms of potential for describing the

repulsive interactions Vrep are shown below

Vrep = B/i" 2	(1.2)

Vrep = Bexp(—Cr)	 (1.3)

where B and C are constants. On combination of the attractive and

repulsive forces a description of the non-bonded interaction Vb can be obtained.

The two most common are the Lennard-Jones 6-12 (1.4) and Buckingham 6-exp

(1.5) functions.

= —A/i'6 + B/i" 2	(1.4)

= —Air6 + Bexp(—Cr)	 (1.5)

A typical interaction curve is shown for carbon -carbon interaction in Fig

1.1. Note the dominance of the repulsive contributions at clistaiices shorter than

3.0 A. The minimum interaction energy is -0.4kJ/mol at an interaction distance

of 3.9A. The general shape of the curve remains the same for all atom-atom

nonbonded interactions, the minimum depth and position can however vary.

4 Modelling Molecular Crystals

An understanding of the nature of the molecular crystalline state in terms of

interatoniic amid intermolecular potentials has been of interest for a number

of years. The pioneering work of Kitaigorodskii [5] and Williams [6,7] in the

derivation of parameters for describing atom-atom interactions and the use of

such parameters for crystal structure packing analysis has shown the applica-

bility of this approach for organic materials. This approach is often referred to

as the 'atom-atom' approximation since it assumes that the interaction between

two molecules consists of the sum of all the interactions between the constituent
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atoms. These two workers used the Buckingham [8J potential of the form given

in equation (1.6) to initially describe the atoni-atom interactions in simple hy-

cirocar b ons.

= —A/r6 + Be.rp(—Cr)	 (1.6)

A, B and C are the so-called atom-atom parameters for describing the

interactions between two non-bonded atoms i and j. Extension of this approach

to describe the interactions in more complicated organic systems involved inclu-

sion of electrostatic and special hydrogen bond fuiictions as well as an update

of the actual parameters [9,101. Attempts to derive parameter sets for inorganic

systems have also beeii made [11] and recently the atom-atom approach has been

used to study organo-metallic compounds [12]. Programs for carrying out these

type of calculations including PCK83 by Williams [13] and WMIN by Busing

[14] have been published.

5 Internal and External Strncture

The relationship between the internal arrangeineiit of a crystal and it's external

appearance has been of interest to mineralogists and chemists for a number of

years. Gibbs [15] proposed that the shape of a crystal will be one in which the

total free energy of tl1e system is a minimum. Wulif [16] extended this theory. He

showed that the equilibrium crystal shape is related to the surface free energies

of the faces. Wulif also suggested that the relative rates at which faces grow

away from the center of a crystal is related to these surface energies. The earliest

attempts to understand external crystal shape in terms of internal structure tried

to relate the crystal shape of mainly inorganic systems to the lattice geometry.

These simple geometrical rules developed by Bravais - Friedel [17] amid Donnay

- Harker (DII) [18] still provide a good quick initial approach for identifying

the likely crystallographic forms {hkl} which dominate the crystal shape. The

general rule is that taking into account sub-tutu ti pies of the interpi anar spacing

(dhM ) clue to space group symmetry (i.e. centering, screw axis, glide planes ) the

most important crystallographic forms {hkl} will have the greatest interplanar

spacing.

The advent of crystal structure determination (as discussed in the fol-

lowing chapter ) allowed the attempts to quantify external crystal shape to be

related to the internal structure not just at a geometrical level but to a niolec-
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ular and atomic scale. Hartman and Perclok's [19,20] Periodic Bond Chain

(PBC) Theory c1uantified morphological theory in terzns of the interaction en-

ergy between crystallising units. They identified periodic chains of strong bonds

(PBC's) and defined the flat habit faces ( F-faces), as those containing at least

two PBC's in the growth slice of thickness dhkl. They proposed that the attach-

ment energy (the energy per molecule released on the attachment of a building

block of thickness dhkl to a crystal surface) is a measure of the growth rate nor-

mal to that face. Hartman and Bennerna [21] have shown that under certain

conditions this is a valid assumption for a number of crystal growth mechanisnis.

Several predictions of morphology have been carried out by a number of

workers using the PBC theory and the atom-atom approximatioii on a variety

of materials, including diamond [22J, barium sulphate [23], anthracene [24], -

alumina [25], sucrose [26] and biphenyl [27]. Recently Berkovitch-Yellin [28] has

outlined a variation on this approach and predicted the morpliologies of a num-

ber of carboxylic acids by calculating the attachment energies of growth slices

by assuming the oncoming slice has the same structure as an equivalent slice in

the bulk. This method will be referred to in this paper as the Attachment En-

ergy (AE) niodel. This approach has been extended in an attempt to quantify

time effects of tailor-made additives [2,3]. On the whole the predicted morpholo-

gies have shown good agreement with the observed mnorphologies. Differences in

some cases have been accounted for by considering the preferential adsorption

of solvent on certain faces [26,281 and the effects of surface relaxation [29].

6 Scope and Sunmiary of Thesis

In this thesis investigations into modelling molecular crystal morphology are

carried out. Computational models are used to predict theoretical morphiologies

and to attempt to quantify the effects on crystal shape of 'tailor-made' addi-

tives. When investigating morphology and morphological modification the use

of computational models could provide a useful technique for concentrating time

consuming experimental studies in the area's likely to yield the most fruitful re-

sults. Basic approaches are presented for carrying out the calculations along

with details of the coniputer programs written to do these calculations. The

programs and approaches are tested against a variety of examples amid used to

address specific problems in the field of modelling crystal morphology.

In chapter 2 a broad overview of the theories behind crystal growth and a

more detailed look at the approaches for modelling morphology is given. Chap-
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ter 3 is the experimental section and concentrates on crystal growth and the

determination of the observed morphology. Chapter 4 provides an outline of

the approaches for carrying out the calculations and where each of the pro-

grains written fit into the approaches. Details of the three programs MORANG,

CRYSTLINK and PCLEMC are given in Appendices A, B and C.

Chapter 5 involves calculations on the lattice energies of molecular crys-

tals. Particular emphasis is paid on the materials which are to be studied in

subsequent chapters in this thesis. Chapter 6 has studies on four materials

namely anthracene, biphenyl, /3-succinic acid and benzoic acid. The reasons

for the study of these materials are two fold. Firstly a comparison between

the Donnay-Harker and Attachment Energy models and secondly a compari-

son of the calculated morphologies resulting from different choice of atom-atom

parameter set.

One of the remaining problems concerning predicting crystal morphology

is that of polar crystals. It has been shown that a conventional approach cannot

predict a polar morphology [30,31]. In chapter 7 this problem is confronted

using urea as a test case. A variation on the convential approach is suggested

as a possible route for predicting polar morphology. In chapter 8 the effects of

tailor macic additives are considered. Small amounts of tailor-made additives

can affect the shape of a crystal [2,3]. Proposed developments are outlined and

the results confronted with experimental observations.

In chapter 9 the study is concentrated on one material. Benzophenone,

an aromatic ketone is investigated using Donnay- Harker, PBC analysis, At-

tachment energy and Ising models. This chapter bril1gs together a number of

approaches and discusses the advantages of each approach. The effect of toluene

solvent on the observed morphology of benzophenone is accounted for by con-

sidering toluene as a tailor-made additive. Chapter 10 includes a discussion of

the results in the previous chapter an an evaluation of the approaches outlined.

Suggestions for future work and development are also included.

Appendix A is concerned with the details of the program MORANG.

Appendix B deals with the details of the program CRYSTLINK, Appendix C

concentrates on PCLEMC including program details and sample input. Ap-

pendix D deals with the accuracy of fitting hydrogens to incomplete structures.

Appendix E has a list of publications resulting from this work and details on

calculations carried out by other users of time programs.
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1 Introduction

The following chapter is split into three main sections, a general introduction, a

discussion on crystal growth and a section on the relationship between internal

crystal structure and morphology. In the first section a brief imitroduction into

crystal lattices, defects, planes and an outline of the useful information that can

be obtained from a full x-ray or neutron diffraction structure analysis is given.

The terminology introduced is used in the subsequent sections in this chapter.

Crystal growth proceeds in two stages, nucleation followed by growth.

For nucleation to occur a certain degree of supersaturation has to be attained.

Once nucleation has occured growth can begin. In the second section a broad

oveview of the crystal growth process is presented. The mechanisms by which

growth is thought to take place are discussed.

In the final section the relationships between morphology and internal

structure are introduced and outlined. The terminology introduced in the first

two sections will coiistantly be referred to in the third section.

1.1 Crystal Lattices

A crystal is an ordered three dimensional array of entities. The asymmetric unit

is the basic material entity from which the crystal is built. r111e asymmetric

unit may consist of a an atom, a miumber of atoms, a molecule or a number of

molecules.

It is helpful when trying to discuss crystal structure to introduce the ge-

ometric concept of the crystal lattice. A lattice is a three dimensional array of

points where each point in the lattice is in the sanie enviromnent as it's neigh-

bours. A lattice defines the basic structure of the crystal. It is the scaffolding

of the crystal. A two dimensional lattice is shown in Figure 2.1. The lattice

points can be linked in a variety of ways to form regular networks, the repeating

unit is called the unit cell. In a two dimensional lattice two vectors a and b are

required to describe the cell. A three dimensional lattice can he broken up into

unit cells requiring three vectors to describe the unit cell. In a crystal structure

each lattice point is replaced by an asymmetric unit or a cluster of asymmetric

units.

The unit cell is the fundamental unit from which the crystal can be built

by simple displacement translations (like bricks in a wall). The unit cell is cle-

scribed by three dimensions a, b, c and three angles c, /3 and y as shown in Fig

14
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Figure 2.1	 A simple two dimensional lattice.

System	 Axes	 Angics

Cubic	 a=b=c a=fl=y=90'
Tetragonal	 a = b, c	 a = ft = y = 9O
Orthoi-hombic	 a: b: c	 a = ft	 = 9O
Monoclinic	 a: b; c	 a = = 9O; ft
Rhombohcdral	 a = b = c	 a = ft = y
Hexagonal	 a = b;c	 a = ft 9O';y = J2t1
Triclinic	 a;b;c	 a;ft;y

Table 2.1	 The seven crystal systems.

x

Figure 2.2	 A typical unit cell.



2.2. These values are referred to as the unit cell dimensions or lattice param-

eters. A unit cell tiiay contain a number of asymmetric units usually referred

to as Z. The relationships between the unit cell parameters define seven crystal

systems. The seven crystal systems and definitions are given in Table 2.1. They

range from the unsymmetrical triclinic case with three unequal dimensions at

three unequal angles to the highly symmetrical cubic system with three equal di-

mensions at right angles. Further background on crystal lattices can be obtained

from standard texts on the subject [1].

1.2 Internal Structure of Crystals

In 1912 Max von Laue suggested that if crystals were irradiated with a wave-

length as sinai! as the distance between atoms then a diffraction pattern should

result. W. Friedrich carried out an experiment passing an X-ray beam through a

crystal of zinc sulphide and obtained a diffraction pattern [2]. Bragg [3] showed

that the diffraction could be considered in terms of 'reflection' of the incident

beam from parallel planes of atoms in the crystal structure.

The diffractioii results from time interaction of the X-rays with the elec-

trons in the crystal, the intensity of the diffraction depends on the nature of the

scatter and its position. Analysis of the diffraction pattern can provide infor-

ination on the internal structure of the crystal. A full crystal structure analysis

can reveal a great deal of information. For molecular crystals this information

can be classified imito three categories:

1. Details of the tJiiit Cell - The analysis will give the dimensions of the unit cell

(a,b,c) and the angles between the unit cell sides (cr, 3, -y) as shown in Figure,

2.2.

2. Molecular Iiiformation - Time co-ordinates of the atoms in one molecule. These

co-ordinates (x,y,z) are relative to the unit cell dimensions and are called frac-

tional co-ordinates. These co-ordinates are time relative positions of time atonis in

space and allows bond distances, bond angles and torsional angles for molecules

to be calculated.

3. Symmetry Information - The analysis will also give details of the number of

molecules in a unit cell and the relationship between one molecule and the other
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molecules (if any) in the unit cell.

A combination of these three pieces of information therefore gives a corn-

plete description of the structure of a crystal. This technique has over the past

twenty years gained increasing importance. Computer databases have been set

up to record the structures solved. Two databases have been set up for organic

and inorganic structures. The Cambridge Structural Database (CSD) [4] for or-

ganic molecules has over 69000 entries in the current release (September 1988)

and allows searching by formula, journal, author name and compound name.

Figure 2.3 shows a histogram of time number of new entries in the database for

particular years and reflects the increasing prominence of this technique. Crys-

tals may be classified into one of seven crystal systems. Figure 2.4 shows an

analysis of the database in terms of crystal system and shows a preference for

monoclinic, triclinic and orthorhombic systems. The Inorganic Crystal Struc-

ture Database [5] is the corresponding database for inorganic structures, both

these databases are mounted as part of the SERC Chemical Databank Sys-

tem at Daresbury Laboratory and are accessible via the JANET network. The

Cambridge database has beemi slightly altered at Daresbury to allow interactive

searching on a VAX computer system. This new form of the database is called

the Crystal Structure Search Retrevial (CSSR) database [61.

The emergence of X-ray crystallography allows time internal structure to

be obtained and this is the basis for modelling of physical properties of crystals

in terms of their internal structure.

1.3 Crystal Defects

Crystals are not perfect either internally or externally. Defects present in the

structure can be classified according to the degree that they extend into the

crystal lattice. Point defects (zero dimensional defects) are atomic sized and

can be categorised into three types, namely vacancies, interstitials and impuri-

ties. Vacancies are essentially missing crystallising entities (atoms or molecules).

Interstitials are extra atoms in sites not normally occupied in time lattice. Impu-

rities are foreign atoms occupying sites in the lattice.

Linear defects (one dimensional defects) are often referred to as clisloca-

tions. There are two basic types of dislocations called edge and screw. An edge

dislocation is shown in Fig 2.5. An extra half plane of atoms has been inserted

in the top half of tIme crystal. The inserted plane is indicated by shaded front

16



Figure 2.5 A typical edge dislocation (extra half plane of

atoma are shaded for identification).

Figure 2.6	 A typical screw dislocation The exposed layer

rotates around the point P.



atoms. The edge dislocation results in compressed interatomic distances in the

top half of the crystal and results in strain. A screw dislocation as shown in

Figure 2.6 consists of a step on the surface which can be thought to result from

a cut in the crystal (center to edge), the crystal to the left of the cut being

pushed upwards. The exposure of this step provides a site for oncoming entities

to bind. The inclined step rotates around the point P resulting in a continuous

spiral. The two basic dislocation types shown are idealised cases. In most crys-

tals a mixture of both these types of dislocation are thought to be present. The

role played by dislocations in the crystal growth process will be discussed in the

section 2.3.

Two dimensional defects, sometimes referred to as planar defects are

mainly boundaries resulting from stacking faults or twinning. Growth sector

boundaries can also occur depending on the method and conditions of growth.

Three dimemisional defects (volume defects) are usually the result of 'trapping' of

material with a different matrix from the host crystal. This can include solvent

molecules or large impurities.

1.4 Crystal Planes and Directions

The most common way of presenting details of crystal shape is the use of simple

descriptive ternis such as needle, plates, cubes and octahedron. Figure 2.7 shows

some examples of these terms. Clearly such terms are of limited use. A more

detailed definition of crystal habit is needed if attempts are to be made to relate

external crystal shape to internal structure. This is achieved by characterising

the faces (and the corresponding planes in the structure) relative to the crys-

tallographmic axes defining the unit cell. Coiisicler three lion- coplanar axes (a,

b and c) with a plane cutting these axes at the points A, B and C as shown

in Figure 2.8. If a, b and c are considered as unit lengths of crystallographic

repeats in the x, y amid z directions respectively then the lengths of the intercepts

are OA/a, OB/b and OC/c. The reciprocal of these lengths are known as the

Miller indices (hkl) i.e a/OA = h, b/OB = k and c/OC = 1. In some cases a

plane may be parallel to a crystallographic axes. In such a case the iiitercept

with such an axis occurs at oo. The Miller index is the 1/oo and this is given

the notation 0. Figure 2.9 shows some planes for a cubic lattice and the cor-

responding Miller indices. In current crystallographic notation it is common to

use (hkl) to refer to a face, uk! (without brackets) to refer to a set of planes and

{hkl} to designate all the symetrically equivalent faces. The distance between
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Figure 2.7 Some simple crystal shapes
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FIgure 2.8	 DefinItion of Miller indices.
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Figure 2.9	 Some simple Miller indices.

a

FIgure 2.10 Repeating (010) planes and the corresponding

interplanar spacing.



succesive planes (hkl) is called the interplanar spacing (d hkj ). Figure 2.10 shows

succesive (010) planes and the corresponding interplanar distance. Further de-

tails on calculations of interplanar spacings is given in Appendix A and further

background can be obtained from any standard text on crystallography [1].

A direction in a crystal is usually specified as [uvwj where u,v and w are

the multiples of the unit cell dimensions. The clirectioii is therefore ua+vb+wc.

One method of identifying the faces present on a crystal shape is to mea-

sure the interfacial angles and compare these measured angles with calculated

angles based on unit cell dimensions and a range of Miller indices. This ap-

proach is used in the thesis to identify the morphology of 1-alanine ( see chapter

3). The details behind calculating the angles between crystal planes is outlined

in the section on the program MORANG ( see Appendix A).

2 Crystallisation

2.1 Supersaturation

The amount of material that can be dissolved in a solution (lependS on the nature

of the material, the solvent and the temperature. Figure 2.11 shows a typical

solubility curve as a function of temperature. Three area's can be defined, the

stable, nietastable and unstable regions. At point A time solution is described as

being under-saturated and crystallisation cannot occur. On cooling from point A

to C (temperature change LT ) the metast able region is entered and the solution

is said to be supersaturated. Temperature cooling is one method of achieving

supersaturation. Another common method is solvent evaporation. This results

in an increase in the concentration and movement into the metastable region.

This is illustrated in Figure 2.11 ( point X to point D).

In the metastable region nucleation can occur. The mechanisms for nu-

cleation will be discussed in the next section. One of the 'secrets' of growing

crystals of a high quality is to remain inside the metastable during growth i.e.

follow the path from C to D in Figure 2.11 [7]. Care must be taken not to enter

the unstable region where spontaneous nucleation can occur.

Supersaturation (o) is often referred to as the 'driving force' for crystalli-

sation. At low supersaturation

= LC/C = HLT/RT 2	(2.1)

where C is the concentration, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature
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and XH is the enthalpy of dissolution II Crystal growth proceeds via nucleation

which is a 3D process and growth which is a 2D event. Both these depend

strongly on supersaturations as will be shown in the following sections.

2.2 Nucleation

Once a certain degree of supersaturation has been achieved nucleation can occur.

Nucleation is a 3D process and is thought to proceed via a progressive step by

step build-up of a iiumber of particles. Another possible mechanism for the

formation of a nucleus is simultaneous collision of a number of particles. This

is thought to be an unlikely event. The nucleation process can be divided into

a number of categories as shown in the flowchart in Fig 2.12.

1) PRIMARY NUCLEATION

i) Homogeneous nucleation - nucleation in a completely pure solution probably

via a step wise collision of a number of particles.

ii) Heterogeneous nucleation - nucleation aided by the presence of foreign bodies

such as dust or the roughness of the vessel walls.

2) SECONDARY NUCLEATION - nucleation aided by the attrition of growing

crystals or by the addition of a seed crystal.

2.2.1 Homogeneous Nucleation

Homogeneous nucleation can be considered to be a balance of competing free

energy terms as shown in equation (2.2), where y is the surface free energy, r is

the radius on the nucleus and fG is the bulk free energy per unit volume.

= 4irr2 -y - 4f3irr3iG	 (2.2)

The first term in equation (2.2) is positive and the second negative. Fig-

ure 2d3 shows the individual contribution of these terms and the summation

of these contributions. Figure 2.13 shows the maximum value of zG at some

critical radius r. Nuclei smaller than this critical size can only decrease their

free energy by dissolving, nuclei with radii greater than the critical value can
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only decrease their free energy by growing. It can be shown that the size of the

critical radius and the rate of nucleation are dependent on supersaturation.

a 1/ti
	

(2.3)

Rate a exp(-1/o- 2 )	 (2.4)

An increase in supersaturation therefore leads to a decrease in critical

radius and an increase in the rate of nucleation [8].

2.2.2 Heterogeneous Nucleation

The presence of a foreign body results in nucleation taking place at lower values

of supersaturation by providing a surface for nucleation. Foreign bodies can

include particles of dust, added seed crystals or small crystals resulting from the

attrition of growing crystals. Roughness on the vesel walls can also provide sites

for nucleation. A modified version of equation (2.2) gives,

LG = 47rr 2 (7 - 7) - 4/37rr 3 LG	 (2.5)

where	 is tIme interfacial energy between any particle and any foreign

surface. Essentially ('y - 7s) effectively reduces the positive contribution of the

first term compared to the homogeneous case. The free energy change is there-

fore reduced [8].

2.3 Growth Mechanisms

Crystal growth from solution is a detailed process that takes place on an atomic

scale. The exact details of what happens is still subject to debate and disscus-

sion. A number of stages are thought to be involved,

i) BULK TRANSPORT - movement of crystalhising entities from bulk to edge

of boundary layer.

ii) BOUNDARY DIFFUSION - transport through the boundary layer to the

surface of the growing crystal.
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iii) INCORPORATION - adsorbsion onto the crystal surface, diffusion along

the surface and attachment to the surface step. During these processes solvent

molecules (when growing from solution) are lost. This is referred to as desolva-

tion.

A sununary of these steps is given in Figure 2.14. Two comnion mech-

anisms are thought to be responsible for crystal growth, the two dimensional

nucleation mechanism and the screw dislocation mechanism.

The two dimensional nucleation mechanism, often called the 'birth and

spread' model involves time formation of a nucleus on the surface of a growing

crystal and the spreading out of time nucleus to form a new layer. This is showim

iii Figures 2.15(a). This results in growth normal to the suface. Each new layer

has to be initiated by the formation of time nucleus on the surface. This is time rate

determing step since as explained earlier this requires the step by step collision

of a number of entities. It is of course possible that more than one nucleus can

form on the layer or a nucleus can form on a layer that is still spreading out.

This is referred to as the poly-nucleation model.

The rate of nucleation on the surface is dependendent on supersaturation

( as outlined in the previous section). The rate of growth is very low at lower

values of supersaturation. Discrepancies between observed rates of growth and

predicted rates based omi the birth and spread model led Burton, Cabrerra amid

Frank [9] to propose that a screw dislocation emerging at the surface as shown in

Figure 2.15(b) provides a constant source of a steps onto which oncoming eiitities

can be incorporated. This is referred to as time screw dislocation mechanism or

the BCF mechanism.

Three regions of growth can be distinguished. In time first region at very

low supersaturations the growth is dominated by time screw dislocation or BCF

mechamsni amid time growth rate is dependent on the supersaturation squared i,e

R
	

(2.6)

This first region is often referred to as the parabolic region. At slightly

higher supersaturations growth will theim be donunatecl by time two dimensional

nucleation mechanism and the growth rate R can be shown to be roughly related

to the exponential of ti1e supersaturation i.e.

R c	 5/6exp(d,.)	 (2.7)
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This second region is referred to as the exponential region. Increasing

the supersaturation will result in entering the third region the region of rough

growth. In this region the growth rate has a linear dependence with the super-

saturation. i.e

Rccr	 (2.8)

The three regions are shown in Figure 2.16

Figure 2.17 shows a simple case of smooth and rough surfaces. Figure

2.17(a) shows a smooth surface. An oncoming entity at point A has binding

energy W. On the rough surface Fig 2.17(b) an entity approaching at B and C

have binding energies of 2W and 3W respectively. The growth rate at a rough

surface is therfore much faster than at a smooth surface. Rough surfaces are the

fastest growing faces and are not normally found on crystal forms. Growth at

rough surfaces tends to result in imicorporation of impurities. Figure 2.16 shows

the growth rate as a function of supersaturation. The three regions are clearly

defined. Computer simulations by Gilmner [10] and a recent review by Bennerna

and Van der Eerden [11] show these three regions. The optimum rate is labelled

B, maximum growth rate without entering the rough interface region.

2.4 Crystal Growth

2.4.1 Melt Growth

Crystal growth from the melt is one of the simplest and widely used technique

for the preparation of large crystals of molecular materials. The advantages of

the technique are that it is a single phase system and the risk of contamination

is therefore a mininium. Growth rate is high as the process involves a liquid to

solid phase transformation. Supersaturation is proportional to time temperature

difference across the interface and thus affords good control [7].

The melt growth technique suffers from two main disadvantages, defect

generation and practical problems. Since molecular crystals have low defect

formation energies (relative to inorganic solids) the technique can result in un-

acceptablely high defect densities. The second major disadvantage is that for

some materials it may not be practical to employ time melt growth technique.

The material under study may decompose before melting or the melting point

may be too high for convience. The melt may contain a volatile component

resulting in instability. After growth from tIme melt the crystal may have to be
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cooled to rootii temperature. A structural phase transition iiiay occur during

cooling whicli can result. in strain or even damage. In cases where these problems

are present then solution or vapour growth can provide a useful alternative.

2.4.2 Growth From Solution

Growth from solution takes place at or about equilibrium conditions and en-

ables the preparation of unstrained samples of high perfection and quality. The

problems resulting from high temperature growth are not normally encountered

in solution growth since it takes place at or about room temperature. How-

ever growth from solution is not a single phase system and care must be taken

to minimise contamination or incorporation of solvent. Essentially the method

involves seeded growth from a supersaturated solution. Changes in supersatu-

ratioii needed for growth can be achieved from controlled temperature cooling

or solvent evaporation. A detailed look at the experimental set-up is given in

Chapter 3.

The principle factors governing the quality of the crystal are seed selec-

tioti, temperature lowering rate and agitation. A good seed shoul(l be optically

clear and contain no visable defects. A good seed should result iii a good crys-

tal. The aim of temperature lowering is too maintain supersaturation beyond

the solubility limit but within the nietastable zone (see Fig 2.12). Going beyond

the inetastable region results in three dimemisional nucleation in the surrounding

solution. These nuclei will timemi grow in competition with time seed.

Agitation is necessary to control the width of the boundary layer so that

the growth is miot dominated by diffusion and to prevent concentration gradient

build up in the tank which would result in nucleation.

2.4.3 Vapour Growth

Vapour growth is an area of organic crystal growth where only a limited amount

of work has beeii carried out. This method is likely to gain increasing importance

in the field of molecular electronics . The size of the crystals currently being

grown is limited by the physical size of the apparatus [7].
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3 Structure and Morphology

3.1 Bravais-Friedel, Donnay-Harker Laws

The simple geometrical rules pioneered by Bravais-Friedel [12] and by Donnay-

Harker [13] provide a good initial approach for identifying the forms likely to

dominate the crystal habit. The rule developed by Bravais-Friedel suggested

that the importance of a crystallographic form {hkl} is directly dependent on

the corresponding interplanar spacing dhJ1. The greater the interplanar spacing

the greater the morphological importance (MI) of a form.

A number of violations of this law were observed. Some of these anoma-

lies were accounted for by Donnay and Harker [13] who considered the effects of

space group symnietry. If dhkl is considered as as the period required to obtain

a repeat of the surface structure and if symmetry elements are preseiit in the

unit cell then the surface structure may be repeated more than once in the pe-

riod dhM. If the surface structure is repeated twice then the effective interplanar

spacing is dhij/2. Figure 2.18 shows a sketch with four elements in a unit cell.

As can be seen from the sketch the surface structure is repeated twice within

the period defined by the interplanar spacing d 010 . The 'effective' interplanar

spacing is therfore defined by d020 . No such symmetry problems occurs in the

interplanar spacing d 100 . These reductions can have a significant effect on the

relative importance of a form. If the effective interplanar spacing is halved then

the relative morphological importance is also halved. The occasions whemi these

reductions of the interplanar spacing take place are identical to the conditions

for the extinction of diffracted x-rays that are listed for the 230 space groups in

Internatiomial Tables for X-ray Crystallography [14]. These extinction conditions

and corresponding effective reductions of morphological importance of certain

forms are a result of lattice centering, glide plamies and screw axes. Time addi-

tional perioclicities introduced as a result of centering, glide planes and screw

axes result in the extinction of certain reflections. For a face centered lattice the

conditions for mion-extinction of reflection from (hkl) planes include h+k=2n,

k+l=2n and l+l=2. The (100), (010) and (001) planes do not satisfy these

conditions and their reflections are not observed. The (110) and (200) planes

do satisfy time conditions and their reflections are observed.

The laws developed by Bravais, Friedel, Donnay and Harker are often

quoted together as the BFDH law. The general law can be summarised thus:

'Taking into account submultiples of the interplanar spacings dhkl due to space
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group synimetry the most important crystallographic forms will have the great-

est interplanar spacings'. If there are two forms (h 1 , k 1 ,! 1 ) and (11 2 , k2,12),

and cl(h i ,k i ,1i ) > cl(h2,k2,12)

then MI(h 1 ,k 1 ,1 1 ) > MI(h2,k2,12)

where MI is the morphological importance of a form.

For any crystalline material given the unit cell dimensions and space

group information it is possible to search through a range of Miller indices (hkl)

and calculate the corresponding interplanar spacing dhkl. Allowing for the extinc-

tion conditions of the space group in question, and removing the symmetrically

equivalent faces it is then possible to sort out the faces in order of morphological

importance (i.e. largest interplanar spacing). A computer program MORANG

has been writtemi which allows this type of calculation to be perfornied (see

Appendix A)

The reciprocal of the slice thickness can be assumed to be a measure of the

distance from the centre of a crystal to the face. This means the most important

faces (hkl) will have the greatest interplanar spacing dhkl and tile smallest centre

to face distance. Using the center to face distance for a series of faces and the

basic crystallographic information such as the unit cell dimensions and space

group information it is possible to compute the smallest polyhedron enclosed by

these faces and produce a computer drawn picture of the morphology [15].

3.2 Hartman-Perdok Approach

The process of crystallisation is one in which the energetics of the process must

play an important role. Hartman amid Perdok [16] attempted to quantify crystal

morphology in terms of the interaction energy between crystallising units. They

identified uninterrupted chains of 'strong bonds' calling these chains Periodic

Bond Chains (PBC's). A PBC can contain a number of different types of 'bonds',

the influence of the chain on the overall crystal shape is governed by tile weakest

link in the chain which will be the rate determining step for the speed of growth

along the direction of the chain.

The ternis 'strong' and 'bond' require further clarification. The term

'bond' refers to an interaction between crystallising units. In the case of molec-

ular crystals a 'bond' is an intermolecular interaction. The term 'strong' is a

relative one dependent on the material of interest. Bonding in inorganic ma-

terials is much stonger than bonding in organic materials, tile use of the term

'strong' is with reference to the other bonding present in the material of study.
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Hartnian and Perdok divided up the crystal faces into three categories

with respect to the positions of the strong PBC's. A flat face of F-face contains

one or iiiore PBC vectors. A stepped face or S-face contains one PBC vector,

a kinkcd face ( K-face) has no PBC vectors. Consider three itiiportant P BC's

along the a,b and c directions (i.e [100], [010] and [001] ). Figure 2.19 shows the

three classes of faces. If a crystallising entity approaches one of the main faces

it can attach to only one PBC. If the face is (100) tliexi the PBC to which the

entity can attach is the one along the a-direction. If the entity approaches the

(001) face it can form a bond with the PBC iii the c-direction. This is shown at

point (1). (010) and (001) are examples of F-faces.

Consider the (011) face, a molecule approaching this type of face is sliowii

at point (2). The interacting entity can form 'bonds' with two PBC's along

the b and c directions. The energy released is therefore greater than an entity

attaching to a main face where only one bond is fornied. The growth rate normal

to (011) is therefore greater than nornial to any main face. (011) is an example

of an S-face.

An entity approaching a (111) face is shown at point (3). Approaching

at this point allows the formation of bonds to three PBC's (a,h arid c). This

means the growth rate normal to this face is greater than that of either (011) or

(010). (111) is an example of a K-face. K-faces usually grow too fast to appear

on the final crystal morphology, F-faces usually dominate the crystal habit.

This approach has gained increasing importance as it has proven capable

of explaining to a large degree the morphology of crystals from the internal

structure. This approach has been applied to a variety of materials of which

diamond [16], barite [17] and napthalene [18] are some examples. The first stage

in any PBC analysis is time ideiitification of time strong bonds present. PCLEMC

(see Appendix C) allows these bonds to be identified. In lattice energy mode

all the strong bonds can be identified and this will be used for the case of

benzophienone in Chapter 9.

3.3 Attachment Energy Model

One of the fundamental concepts of the PBC theory was that of attachment

and slice energies. r lie attachment energy is c[eflned as time energy released on

the addition of a slice of thickness dhu to the surface of a growing crystal. The

slice energy, sometimes referred to as time layer energy, is defined as time energy

released on the formation of a layer of thickness dhkj [19]. Time attachment energy
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of a face was proposed to be a measure of how fast a crystal face grows away

from the center of the crystal [20]. The faces with the lowest attachment energy

will be the slowest growing and therefore the niorphologically most important.

If we have two faces (1i, k 1 , l) and (h 2 , k 2 , 12)

and Eatt( h, k 1 ,1 1 ) < Eatt (h 2 , k 2 , 12)

theti MI(h 1 ,k 1 ,1 1 ) > IVII(h2,k2,12)

It is possible to calculate the slice and attachment energies from a 3D-

model of a crystal. The use of the fractional co-ordinates of one asymmetric unit

and the symmetry operators for the space group in question allows one unit cell

to be generated. Repeated generation of this unit cell along the directions of

U V and W allow a model of the crystal to be created. For molecular crystals

it is possible to calculate that lattice energy by summing all the atom-atom

interactions between a central molecule and all the surrounding molecules. This

is covered in more detail in Chapter 5. The slice energy by summing all the atom-

atom potential interactions from a central molecule to all the molecules around

within a layer of thickness of dhjcj. The attachment energy may be calculated by

summing all the interactions between a central molecule and all the molecules

outwith the slice of thickness dhjd . The position of the slice can be defined as

having an origin at the center of gravity of the molecule or at an atom site of

each symmetrically independent molecule in the unit cell, the subsequent slice an

attachment energies then being an average of all the symmetrically independent

sites in the unit cell [19]. A schematic of this procedure is shown in Figure C.1

(Appendix C).

Using this approach a number of calculations on carboxylic acids and

amnides have been carried out. The predicted morphologies were in good agree-

ment with observed inorphologies from sublimation, though some differences

were observed in crystals grown from solution. The differences were accounted

for by considering the interaction of the solvent by using electrostatic potential

maps of various faces and evaluating which faces have the greatest affinity for

the solvent and will thus be the most affected by the solvent interaction.

Apart from the assumption that time attachment energy is a measure of

the growth rate normal to that face this model also assumes that the surface is a

perfect termination of the bulk and flO surface relaxation or rearrangement takes

place. This has been shown to have significant effect in the study of the inorganic

cases of Al 2 03 amid Fe2 03 [20]. A futher assumption is that the on coining layer

is in fact identical to a similar layer of thickness dhkl in the bulk of the crystal.
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Hartman and Bennema [21] have analysed the relationship between attachment

energy (Eatt ) and the relative growth rate normal to a face. They showed that

the attachment energy for a face could be assumed to be proportional to time

relative growth rate of a face and that this assumption was particularily valid at

low supersaturations wheim BCF and 2D nucleation mechanisms cloniinate. Some

deviation at higher supersaturations was reported and this will be discussed in

future chapters.

3.4 Tailor-Made Additives

It has been established over a numl)er of years that impurities can affect crystal

shape. Recent work by Lahav et al [22] has shown that for molecular crystals

this can be accounted for by structural explanations. Tailor-made additives are

'designer' impurities which resemble the host system with differences which can

affect bonding iii particular directions. Changing the bonding in particular ori-

entations changes the growth rate in a particular direction which results changes

in crystal shape.

Failor-nmade additives can be divided into two categories, the 'chisrup-

tive' and 'blocker' types. It is easiest to explain time time roles of these additives

by considering simple schenmat.ic examples of what is believed to he happening.

Disruptive additives are generally smaller than time the host system. They are

structurally similar to time host system amid use this structural similarity to enter

the surface of time growing crystal. Additional molecules coming onto the surface

tlmemi encounter a 'normal surface' except for that area due to the altered struc-

ture of the additive molecule. This is shown in Figure 2.20 (A). For a disruptive

type of additive this results in a failure to complete a proper bondiimg sequence

normally adopted by time host material. A disrputiou of time bonding in a specific

directiomm affects the growth rate in that directiomi. Altering relative growth rates

changes crystal shape.

The 'blocker' type of additive is usually bigger than the host system.

Again time additive is structurally similar to time host material but with an end

group that differs significantly from the host system. The section of time molecule

which is structurally similar to time host system is accepted into certain specific

sites on sonie faces as a host nmolecule. The differing end group (time blocker)

then prevents time onconming immolecule getting jut0 their rightful positions at the

surface. This affects the growth rate at that surface amid results in changes in

crystal shape. This is shown in Fig 2.20 (B).
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In order to model these changes in morphology induced by the presence

of additives a number of new parameters must be calculated. Currently E 51 and

Eatt are calculated when carrying out a standard prediction of morphology. In

order to predict the morphology with an additive present tlieii the parameters

Eatt' and Eatt" are calculated. E 1 is the slice energy calculated with an

additive at the centre of the slice. This is essentially the stability of the growth

slice with an additive present. It can be compared to E51 as a comparsion of

the stability of the slice with additive relative to the pure slice. is the

attachment energy of a growth slice containing an additive onto a pure surface.

This can be compared to the Ea tt parameter for a pure material. The parameters

E51 and Eatt can be compared to E 1 and Eatt' as a measure of the relative

'incorporation energy' of an additive at a particular surface site with reference

to a pure molecule. Lahav and co-workers [22] use time term 'binding energy'

instead of incorporation energy. The faces where there is minimum change in

binding energy (incorporation energy) are time faces where the additives are likely

to incorporate. In this work a further parameter is proposed. Eatt" is the energy

released on the addition of a pure growth slice onto a surface poisoned with

an additive. This additional parameter can be used as a measure of centre to

face distances amid calculate the morphology with an additive present. Figure

26 shows a schematic representation of the parameters discussed above, these

parameters will be used to consider the effects of tailor-made additives.

3.5 Roughening Transition

3.5.1 Introduction

In section 2.3 the mechanisms of crystal growth were considered. Figure 2.17

(a) and (b) shows smooth ordered growth and rough disordered growth. These

were discussed in section 2.3. When rough growth takes place the possibility of

inclusion of impurities increases and consequently the quality of time crystal falls.

It is therefore of importance to be able to model this transition from ordered to

disordered growth. Ising models have been used to consider this transition. The

aim of this section is not to consider in detail the principles behind the Ising

model as it is not the main focus of this thesis and consideration of such a wide

subject in detail is beyond the scope of this section. The aim is to bring to the

readers attention the important parameters in sucii a model and to outline what

is involved in such a calculation. For the interested reader the recent review by

Bennenia is recommended [11]. The crystal-motherphase interface has been the
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subject of considerable study. In particular the study of the transition between

rough and smooth crystal growth. In section 2.3 a simple look at the concept of

rough and smooth growth interface was considered. Jackson [23] defined the a-

factor a useful structural/thermodynamic parameter for describing the surface

roughness.

a = Ihkl L Hf/kT	 (2.9)
where ehkl is the surface anisotropy factor given by Esl/Ecr. The anisotropy

factor can be considered to be a ratio of surface to bulk intermolecular interac-

tions. When a is below a certain critical value the surface can be considered to

be rough having unstable growth. When a is above the critical value then the

growth interface is smooth and growth proceeds in an ordered manner.

At a given temperature both Ecr and zH15 are constant. The parameter

determing a is the slice energy. For a high slice energy, the anisotropy factor will

be high and a will be high and the interface smooth. If the face is a weak face

thmemi the slice energy will be smaller in magnitude, the anisotropy factor small

and the a value will be small. This means that the surface will be rough. From

a simple viewpoint, the faces with time highest slice energy (lowest attachment

energy) will be the most smooth. The morphologically most important faces

will be the most difficult to convert to rough growth. The weaker the face in

terms of morphology the easier it will roughen.

3.5.2 Physical Significance of Surface Anisotropy Factor

In order to calculate hk1 for a molecular crystal a series of inter-molecular po-

tential calculations based on a known crystal structure must be carried out.

PCLEMC (Appendix C) can calculate the anisotropy factor. however a simple

view of the importance of the anisotropy factor can be obtained from looking at

simple cubic lattice.

Figure 2.21 shows a simple lattice. The intermolecular bonding from

the central molecule is highlighted with clotted lines. There are six main inter-

moleculer bonds surrounding time central molecule. The bonding in the (100)

plane is highlighted with dashes. There are four main bomnis in the (100) plane.

The surface anisotropy factor is therefore 4/6=0.66. This simple model con-

siders only the nearest neighbour bonding . There is bonding of a secondary

nature across time diagonals. This is however likely to be weak relative to the

main bonds.
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Figure 2.21 Simple crystal lattices and faces, Illustating the Importance

of the surface anisotropy factors for a simple lattice and (100) face

FIgure 2.22 SImple crystal structures and the corresponding connected

nets showing (100) and (110) surfaces.



3.5.3 Ising Models

In order to study the surface properties of crystal surfaces Ising models of the

interfaces are often employed. In Ising models of crystals the crystal is partioned

jut0 cells having two possible properties only, either solid or fluid. Ising Surface

models can be split into two categories [11],

i) One layer model- At -oo the layers are completely solid. At the 1st

layer there is a mixture of solid and fluid blocks. From the second layer to +00

the layers are completely fluid. The interface has been reduced to one layer or

a two dimensional mixed solid-fluid crystal.

ii) Infinite layer model- For models of this type the interface consists of

infinite layers with a layer at -oo completely solid and a layer completely fluid at

+00. The real interface consists of only a few layers. The solid on solid (SOS)

model or condition is introduced which means that solid blocks occur on other

solid blocks and overhangs and vacancies are ruled out.

Using this SOS approach amid carrying out simulations of processes in-

cluding creation (fluid units come onto surface become solid), anuiiliilation (solid

units evaporate to become fluid) and diffusion (surface diffusion to other posi-

tions 0fl the surface) relevent properties including 6R, the dimensionless rough-

ening temperature can be obtained [11]. Such simulations are comnputationally

intensive and as a consequence restricted to simple cases only.

The one layer interface is a two dimensional Ising lattice. The order-

disorder phase transition in a two ciimensional lattice was solved exactly by

Onsager [24J. The phase transition takes place at a critical temperature 6. It

has also been shown that for simple cases that and & are numerically close

to each other. It is reasonable to assume that they will also be close for more

complicated structures. The theory of Onsager has recently been developed and

generahised for more complicated two-dimensional crystals by Rijpkerna [25].

This was a major breakthough as it was now possible to calculate O for more

complex crystal structures given a ratio of bond strengths. Figure 2.22 shows

simple crystal structures and the corresponding nets. Figure 2.22 (a) and (b)

show simple crystal structures with intermolecular bonding labelled. Figures

(c) and (d) show the connected nets. The (110) connected net is clearly more
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complicated than the (100) net even for these simple structures. The calculation

of & for a 'real' crystal structure involves a four stage process.

1. Identifying the strong bonds and relative bond strengths

2. Derivation of the connected 2D nets for the crystal structure

3. Conversion of connected nets into square planar nets

4. Use of bond energies and square planar nets to calculate 8

It should be iioted that the exact calculation of 6C is only possible if the

two dimensional crystal is planar and there are no crossing bonds. If bonds do

cross and one bond is substantially stronger than the other then the weaker of

the two bonds can be ignored. If the bonds are of equal strength theii tl1ey can

be removed in turn and & calculated within a narrow range. If the nets become

complicated tlieii calculating the value of O within a narrow range can become

difficult. This is the case for apatite [26].

The morphology of the crystal can now be characterised according to 9.

The higher the value of O the stronger the two-dimensional net, the slower the

growth rate of the corresponding form on the crystal and the more morphologi-

cally important the form. If we have two faces (h 1 ,k 1 ,1 1 ) and (h2,k2,12)

and 9c (h i, ki, l i ) >

then JsvII(h 1 ,k 1 ,l 1 ) > v1I(hi2,k2,l2)

In this thesis &C will be calculated for the organic crystal benzophenone

using bond-strengths from PCLEMC and connected nets from Jetten [27] (see

chapter 9).
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1 Introduction

Crystalline materials exhibit a wide variety of properties including stability and

solubility. As a result a wide range of techniques have to be employed to grow

crystals of high quality [1]. At Strathclyde University melt, vapour and solution

growth are used to produce highly perfect organic crystals. When materials are

unstable at high temperatures solution growth at or about room temperature is

usually the most successful approach (see chapter 2 section 2.4)

The method involves stirring a seed in a saturated solution. Changes in

supersaturation which produce crystal growth can be obtained by temperature

lowering or solvent evaporation, the former being the preferred method due to

greater control. Seeds can be obtained by cooling of saturated solutions. The

seed choosen for further growth studies should be optically clear and show no

twinning or large areas of iniperfection. The rate of temperature lowering is

selected to maintain the saturation beyond the solubility limit ( otherwise the

crystal will start to dissolve) and within the metastable region beyond which

nucleation may occur in the surrounding solution (see Figure 2.12). A knowledge

of the solubility of the material as a function of temperature will help with

determination of the 'best' cooling rate for crystal growth. For the interested

reader a more detailed look at the growth of organic crystals and the possible

methods that can be used has been presented by Sherwood and McArcIle [1].

In this chapter the basic experimental set-up for crystal growth from solu-

tion aloI1g with details of the growth of crystals of the organic material 1-alanine

is given. L-alanine was choosen as an example because the morphological details

in the literature were limited and since it has strong intermolecular bonding it

would provide a good test of the calculations. It would also serve as a useful

illustration on how MORANG (see Appendix B) can help in determinations of

morphology. The morphology was determnimied using optical goniometry. Mea-

sured interfacial angles are compared with calculated aiigles for a range of Miller

indices and the observed morphology determined. Details on the calculation of

these angles is given in Appendix A as part of the write up on the computer

program MORANG.

2 Experimental Set-Up

The basic experimental set-up for growth from solution is shown in Figure 3.1. A

flask containing a seed in a saturated solution is held in a tank containing water.
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The seed and solution are stirred by the simple motor (A). A larger motor (B)

stirs the water to ensure even heating throughout the tank. Heat to the tank is

supplied by the heater which is controlled by the contact thermometer and box

B. The temperature is lowered by stepper motor (C) which is driven by control

box A. Control box (A) allows the user to input the cooling rate required per

day. Variations on this set-up has been used by a number of workers to grow a

wide range of crystals [2,3,4]. These workers have shown this system has a high

degree of ten1perature control and stability over long periods.

3 L- alanine

3.1 General Details

L-alanine (CH 3 CH(NH 2 )COOH) is one of the naturally occuring a-amino acids,

Figure 3.2 shows the amino group at the a position relative to the carboxyl

group. The a carbon is labelled 'C2' in Figure 3.2. L-alanine crystallises in the

orthorhombic space group P2 1 2 1 2 1 with four molecules in a unit cell of dimen-

sions a = 6.025A b = 12.324A and c 5.783A[5]. The morphology of crystals

is generally described as prismatic with {120} and {011} forms dominating the

morphology [5].

3.2 Experimental Procedure

The solubility data for 1-alanine in water taken from [6] and plotted in Figure

3.3 shows a smooth curve indicating that 35°C to 25°C is a convenient cooling

range. As 1-alanine appears to be unstable at high temperatures [6] and insoluble

in other convienent solvents seeds were prepared by cooling an aqueous solution

saturated at 40°C to room temperature overnight. The seed was then introduced

into saturated solution at 35°C. The solution was then cooled at a rate of 0.1°C

per day. The cooling rate was choosen after initial experiments by Bullock [7]

who grew 1-alanine crystals at a cooling rate of 0.5°C. The crystal grown with

the cooling rate of 0.1° C per day was smaller than that reported by Bullock but

was of a higher quality. The crystal was optically clearer and had no secondary

nucleation on the crystal faces.

Figure 3.4 has some computer drawn pictures of the grown crystal. The

pictures were produced using the crystal drawing program SHAPE [8] and mea-

sureci centre to face distances taken from the crystal. The pictures were drawn

with and without back edges ( Figures 3.4(a) and 3.4(b) ) to give the reader
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the clearest representation. A projection down the c-axis ( Figure 3.4(c)) is also

given to show the barrel like morphology.

3.3 Optical Goniornetry

Initial attempts to identify the forms present on the 1-alanine crystal was by

the use of stereographic projections, however the closeness in the dimensions of

the and c axes meant that this method was not accurate enough to determine

the morphology completely. In order to achieve this higher degree of accuracy

the crystal was mounted on a STOE model J optical two circle goniometer at

ICI Chemicals and Polymers, Runcorn. The use of optical goniometry and the

procedure for carrying out the measurements has been explained elsewhere [9].

Essentially the use of an optical goniometer allows the angles between faces to

be measured with a high degree of precision. The limiting factor to the precision

is usually the quality of the crystal and its faces.

Once the angles have been obtained these can be compared to the calcu-

lated angles for sets of Miller indices allowing the forms present on the crystal to

be identified. This can be time consuming and so a computer program was writ-

ten as part of this thesis to help in such determinations. Details of this program

MORANO is given in Appendix A. Table 3.1 has a list of the observed angles

and calculated angles. This shows that the forms present Ofl the 1-alanimie crystal

are (120), (110), (020) and (011) in agreement with tIme general description given

earlier [51.

Time prediction of the morphology of the 1-alanine crystal carried out later

in this thesis shows good agreement with the observed form reported here.
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Table 3.1	 Observed and calculated interfacial angles for

1-alanine using program MORANG and cell parameters

reported by [5].

FACES

MEASURED

	

(120) (020)
	

45.6

	

(110) (120)
	

18.3

(020)	 (011)	 64.7

ANGLE

CALCULATED

45.64

18.30

64.86
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1 Introduction

Two of the major aims of this work were to document computer code for carry-

ing out this type of morphological study and to develop an approach and guide-

lines for carrying out the calculations. Three computer programs CRYSTLINK,

MORANC and PCLEMC have been written as part of this work. PCLEMC

was the maui program written, MORANC and CRYSTLINK are ancillary pro-

grams. A summary of each of these programs is given in the following section

along with brief details of other programs used. The three programs written

as part of this thesis, MORANG, CRYSTLINK and PCLEMC are considered

in greater detail in Appendices I, II and III respectively. The program sum-

mary is followed by a section clesceribing the approaches adopted for carrying

out the calculations. Particular emphasis is placed on the roles of the computer

programs in the overall scheme.

2 Computer Program Summary

2.1 PCLEMC

PCLEMC (Program to Calculate the Lattice Energy of Molecular Crystals) is

a computational model of a crystal and consists of a method for describing the

structure of the crystal and an approach for evaluating the energy of this model

of the structure. PCLEMC has been written to deal with molecular crystals.

The program takes in the unit cell information, the fractional co-ordinates of

the atoms in one molecule and space group symmetry and uses these to generate

a tl1ree dimensional model of the crystal. The program then uses an atom-atom

approximation (as discussed in Chapter 1) to describe the interactions between

molecules in the crystal model. A much more detailed look at PCLEMC and

its operation is carried out in Appendix C. Essentially PCLEMC outputs the

lattice energy, slice energy, and attachment energies, parameters which allow

morphological predictions to be carried out.

2.2 Ancillary Programs Written

2.2.1 MORANG

MO RANG is a highly interactive package designed primarily to aid in determin-

ing crystal niorphology. The program is written iii standard Fortran-77 and has

three main functions:
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1). The identificatioii of the most important crystallographic forms according

to the interplanar spacings. This is essentially the Donnay-Harker approach as

outlined in chapter 2.

2). The calculation of the angles between crystal planes and directions.

3). Using a combination of the above options the user can input an observed

interfacial angle plus experimental error and the program will output the likely

planes. This allows the identification of the forms present on the crystal habit.

This approach was used in the case of l-alanine as outlined in chapter 3.

The program was developed from two existing programs MORPH [1] and

ANGLE [2]. Significant modifications to both these programs were necessary to

incorporate these programs into a larger, interactive standard package. Details

of the modifications are given in Appendix A and in the actual source code.

2.2.2 CRYSTLINK

CRYSTLINK was written as a support program and contains a series of useful

routines which carry out a variety of data manipulation procedures. The pro-

gram is written in Fortran and runs on a VAX 11/782. The program utilises

some of the mathematical routines available in the NAG library [3] and as a re-

sult requires linking to this library. The program could easily be modified to run

on other maclimes with slight changes to the file handling options some of which

are specific to the VAX [4]. An early version of this program has been converted

to run on an IBM-AT. The program coiitains four sub-menus at present.

SUB MENU 1 - contains the data formatting routines. A starting file

obtained from the USSR database [5] can be used to generate partial or com-

plete files for a variety of programs including MNDO [6], PCLEMC, UNDO [7],

GAMESS [8] and ORTEP[9]. This cuts down the time used in preparing these

files and reduces the errors which can be introduced when files have to be created

by users at the keyboard.

SUB MENU 2 - this is part of the programs interface to molecular graph-
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ics packages. Molecular graphics routines work in cartesian co-ordinate systems,

when dealing with crystal systems it is much more convenient to work in crystal

co-ordinates which are fractions of the unit cell dimensions (see Chapter 1, sec-

tion 3). This routine has been used when fitting hydrogens to incomplete struc-

tures and when obtaining the co-ordinates of an additive. Using INTERCHEM

[101 it is possible to fit Imydrogens assuming standard bond lengths and geome-

try and tlieii niinimnise time hydrogen positions with respect to the intramolecular

energy using a quantum chemistry package. Both these types of programs use

independent cartesian axis settings but these can he converted back to crystal

co-ordinates by interfacing this routine to the molecular graphics package (IN-

TERCHEM in this case). This routine is also used to obtain the co-ordinates

of an additive in terms of a host lattice. The additive can be fitted to the host

lattice using the molecular graphics package and the co-ordinates converted back

to the crystal system of ther host material using this routine.

SUB MENU 3 - This subroutine allows the generation of files containing

time information for slice and packing diagranis. Input required includes the

standard CSSR file plus symmetry operators as given in International Tables

[11]. Output is a file in the CSSR format but includes new generated co-ordinates

and updated connectivity. Connnectivity is essentially the information in the file

which tells the molecular drawing package which atoms are connected. The size

of this file is limited by the format of the CSSR database file to 999 atoms. This

file can be used as input to a variety of molecular graphic packages including

CHEMX [12], VIEW [13] and INTERCHEM as well as any package that will

accept the CSSR format as input.

SUB MENU 4 - This menu will contain a number of miscellaneous rou-

tines. At present it has a routine which can calculate the centre of gravity of

a molecule from a CSSR file. The program outputs tl1e centre of gravity in

fractional co-ordinates.

2.3 Other Programs Used

2.3.1 TCCALC

TCCALC is a program developed by Rijpkema [14] which allows time calculation

of the critical Ising temperature &, from a rectangular imet and a given ratio
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of bond energies. The bond energies can be obtained froiu PCLEMC in LATT

mode (see Appendix C). The procedure for obtaining rectangular nets from

connected nets and connected nets from a crystal structure has been outlined in

some detail by Bennema and Van der Eerclen [15]. This approach will be applied

to benzophenone iii this thesis.

2.3.2 SHAPE

SHAPE is a crystal drawing program written by E.Dowty [16]. Given simple

information such as unit cell dimensions, space group symmetry and center to

face distances the program computes the smallest polyhedron enclosed by the

faces and distances and produces a picture of the crystal.

If observed centre to face distances are used then a picture of the ob-

served crystal form results. If the reciprocal of the interplanar spacings are

used as measures of the centre to face distances then the Donnay-Harker (DH)

model of the morphology is produced. When attachment energies as produced

from PCLEMC are used as estimates of centre to face distances tlieii SHAPE

computes the Attachment Energy (AE) model.

2.3.3 INTERCHEM

INTERCHEM is Strathclyde University's 'in-house' molecular modelling pack-

age written by P. Bladon and R. Breckinrictge. The package allows the display of

stick, ball and stick, and space filling models of structures. Input can be accepted

from standard crystallographic sources [5] or molecular orbital/mechanics calcu-

lations. Manipulation of structures includes rotation and fitting. The program

runs on a VAX computer and requires a WESTWARD or PERICOM graphics

screen for display purposes. The package was originally written for the display

of single molecules. Crystal packing diagrams can be obtained by using the op-

tions in CRYSTLINK (see Appendix B) to produce a file that can be read in to

INTERCIIEM.

3 Overall Approaches

3.1 Basic Approach

The flowchart shown in Fig 4.1 can be considered to consist of two main streams,

the theoretical stream (top-half) and the experimental stream (bottom-half).
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Both streams converge at the box labelled (M) on the flowchart which is where

the theoretical predictions are compared with the observed fornis. The computer

programs used in each step are highlighted in brackets.

The experimental stream consists of two routes for obtaining the observed

forms labelled (Q) and (P). Route (P) is time route taken for identifying the

morphology of 1-alanine reported in Chapter 3. Interfacial angles are measured

and MORANC used with these nieasurecl angles to identify the forms present.

Route (Q) is the straightforward use of the forms reported in the literature.

The theoretical stream begins with a cycle labelled (A). This cycle in-

volves fitting hydrogens to incomplete structures using a molecular graphics

package (INTERCHEM). CRYSTLINK can then be used to convert the results

back to crystal co-ordinates. On passing out of this cycle the flow moves onto

route (B) which then splits up into two branches (C) and (D).

Branch (C) involves identifying time most important forms according to

the laws of Bravais-Friedel and Donnay-Harker (see Chapter 2). The program

MORANO (see previous section) performs this type of calculation. The results

are then used in two ways. Firstly, along route (C) the results are used with

SHAPE to produce the Donnay-Harker model of the morphology. Secondly the

results are passed into route (D) via the path oil the flowchart labelled (E).

This allows the most effective use of cpu time. Tile i(lentification of time most

important forms accorchimig to the DH approach requires only a few seconds

Cpu time, energy calculations using PCLEMC require considerably longer. It

is therefore most efficient to use MORANG to identify time important forms on

which to concentrate tile energy calculations.

Branch (D) begins with a cycle labelled (F). This cycle is to obtain the

charge distribution over the molecule if not already available. Tile charge distri-

bution can be obtained from quantum chemistry packages, files can be prepared

by CRYSTLINK. A file is then prepared for PCLEMC using one of the options

available in CRYSTLINK, the charges introduced and the lattice energy cal-

culated using PCLEMC in 'LATT' mode ( see Appendix C). The summation

limit r is increased until no significant contribution to the lattice energy results.

In Chapter 5 some profiles of the sumurnation limit as function of lattice energy

have been plotted. This is compared to time experimental sublimation enthalpy

if available through cycle (G). At this point time results from route (C) are in-

troduced to focus the energy calculations on the likely forms. PCLEMC is then

used to calculate time slice and attaclunent energies, these attachmnent energies
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are then used with SHAPE to compute the Attachment Eiiergy (AE) model

(shown in route (D) ).

After the calculation of the lattice energy branch (J) splits from path

(D). Branch (J) is the Ising approach ( see Chapter 2). Firstly the strong bonds

in the crystal are identified. PCLEMC will output this information if flagged to

do so. The connected nets for the important forms identified according to the

Donnay-Flarker approach (stream F) are then obtained. These nets can, with

the relative bond strengths be used as input to TCCALC which will calculate

This can be used as a measure of relative centre to face distances and used

to COfl1pute the Ising model of the crystal (see route labelled (J) ). Routes (C),

(D) and (J) converge on box (M) where the morphologies are compared.

3.2 Additive Approach

The approach for the additive calculation is shown in the schematic given in Fig-

ure 4.2. The diagram consists of two streams labelled (A) and (B). Stream (A)

starts with the desigii of the additive. This process involves using a molecular

graphics package to build the additive and then to fit the additive onto the host

system. CRYSTLINK can then be used to produce crystal co-ordinates in terms

of the host lattice system from the cartesian co-ordinates used by the molecular

graphics package. The file produced can then be converted into a file in the for-

mat for PCLEMC using another option available in CRYSTLINK. This is used

as input to stream (B) at box (C). Stream (B) begins with a straight-forward

prediction of the morphology. This is essentially the previous schematic reduced

into one box. The new parameters for predicting the new morphology with the

presence of an additive can then be calculated using PCLEMC. The nature of

the model has been explained earlier (Chapter 2), the format of the input and

output for PCLEMC will be discussed in the following cl1apter. The new pa-

rameters can be used with SHAPE to compute the model of the morphology

with the additive present.
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1 Introduction

The lattice energy, often referred to in the literature as the crystal binding energy

or cohesive energy, can for molecular crystals be calculated by summing all the

interactions between a central molecule and the surrounding molecules. Each

intermolecular interaction can be considered to consist of the sum of constituent

atom-atom interactions [1,2]. If there are mm atonis in the central molecule and ii'

atoms in each of the N surrounding molecules then the lattice energy Eiatt can

be calculated through the summation shown in equation (1).

N ri

Eiatt = 1/2Vk	 (5.1)
k=1 i=i j=i

V k. j is the interaction between atom i in the central molecule and atom

j in the kth surrounding molecule. V, the interaction between two non-bonded

atoms i and 3 can be described by Lennard-Jones and Buckingham type poten-

tials as shown earlier in chapter 1. Equation (5.2) shows a simple Lennard-Jones

6-12 potential function plus an additional Coulombic description of the electro-

static interaction (time third term in ecluation (5.2) ).

= —A/r6 + B/r' 2 + q1 q3 /r	 (5.2)

A and B are the atom-atom parameters for describing a particular atom-

atom interaction (eg. C—O or C--H), q 1 and qj are time fractional charges on

atoms i and j separated by a distance r. The selection of potential function and

the sources of atom-atom parameters is discussed in greater detail at the start

of chapter 6.

A number of published programs including WMIN [3] and PCK83 [4] use

this type of approach for calculating the lattice energies. These packages also

allow the minimnisatiomi of lattice energies with respect to the structural variables

( lattice constants amid atomic co-ordinates ) and have beeii used to investigate

packing analysis problems [5].

The lattice energy is a valuable parameter to calculate since it can be

compared against the experimentally determined sublimation enthalpy (see sec-

tion 3 in this chapter). It therefore serves as a useful check for any new program/

parameter set being written or tested.
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2 Lattice Suinniation Limit

Calculation of all the interactions between a central molecule and all the sur-

rounding molecules in a crystal is clearly a huge computational task. On inspec-

tion of the potential function shown in equation (2), it is clear that since A,B,

qj and qj are constants for a particular atom-atom interaction the magnitude of

the interaction energy depends on the distance between the atoms r. At large

seperation distances the interaction energy will be small. The Van der Waals in-

teractions will act over a small range depending as it does on the inverse powers

of r. The electrostatic interaction will be a longer range interaction depending

as it does on 1/r (see third term of equation (5.2) ). Clearly at certain distances

the interaction between two molecules will become negligble. An intermolecular

interaction is just the sum of the interatomic interactions present between two

molecules.

In 'LATT' mode PCLEMC allows the lattice energy to be calculated us-

ing various sizes of summation limit (see Appendix C). The summation limit is

the radius of the sphere inside which the summation between the central and

surrounding molecules is carried out. This allows the identification of the limit

beyond which increasing the the sphere size results in no further significant con-

tribution to the lattice energy [6]. Figure 5.1 shows the profiles of the lattice

energy as a function of summation limit for -glycine, anthracene, -succinic

acid and urea. These materials exhibit a range of intermolecular bonding (in-

cluding hydrogen bonding) and different degrees of electrostatic interactions.

The electrostatic contribution varies from negligible in the case of ant.hracene to

over 60 percent in the case of urea.

The plots all show the same general trend. An initial increase is followed

by a levelling off after 20A. The lattice energy beyond this linmit shows little

change resulting from increasing the summation limit. The lattice energy on

this plateau can be compared against tIme sublimation enthalpy.

3 Comparison wit ii S ubliinat ion Enthalpy

Iii Table 5.1 the calculated lattice energies are given along with the experimental

sublimation enthalpies for a range of organic molecules [7]. TIme range studied

includes not only a variety of intermolecular interactions (hydrocarbons through

to aniino acids) but also a selection of the most important crystal classes (mon-

oclinic, triclinic and orthorhombic) as reflected in the analysis of tIme CSSR
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Table 5.1 Calculated Lattice Energies and Experimental Sublimation

Enthalpies for Some Organic Compounds.

Material	 Calculated	 Experimental	 Further
Lattice	 Sublimation	 Calculation
Energies	 Enthalpies	 Details

-(kcal/mol)	 (kcal/mol)

Anthracene
	

25.1
	

25.0
	

Chapter 6

Biphenyl
	

21.6
	

19.5
	

Chapter 6

Urea
	

22.0
	

21.0
	

Chapter 7

Benzoic Acid
	

20.4
	

21.9
	

Chapter 6

Succinic Acid
	

28.2
	

28.1
	

Chapter 6

Glycine
	

33.0
	

32.6
	

Chapter 8

L-alanine
	

31.7
	

33.0
	

Chapter 8

Benzophenone
	

24.5
	

22.7
	

Chapter 9

Experimental sublimation enthalpies taken from (7].



database in Chapter 2 section 1.2. The table also includes details on the param-

eter sets used and where in the thesis to find further details on the calculations.

The lattice energy and sublimation enthalpy should be of the same order

of magnitude but be of opposite signs. Table 5.1 shows excellent agreement

between the calculated and experimental values through the range of materials.
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1 Introduction

In this chapter studies of the morphologies of anthracene, biphenyl, /3-succinic

acid and benzoic acid are carried out. The theoretical morpliologies using

Donnay-Harker (DH) and Attachment Energy (AE) models are calculated and

compared with the observed inorphologies. Details of the principles behind these

calculations have been presented earlier (see chapter 2), the basic approach for

carrying out these calculations has also been presented (see chapter 4). The

purpose of these calculations is three-fold.

1) A further test of the computer programs and the guidelines outlined earlier.

2) A comparison of the DH and AE models for materials where there is isotropic

bonding such as anthracene amid biphenyl and materials where stong bonding

directions occur such as j3- succinic acid and benzoic acid.

3) An investigation of time variation in predicted morphology from energy calcu-

lations with choice of atom-atom potential fuction.

In order to carry out these investigations a small 'database' of potential

parameter sets was used. These potentials reflect the different approaches for

describing the interactions between atoms. Three different approaches are used

for describing the hydrogen bonding interactions for the cases of j3-succinic and

benzoic acid.

2 Atom - Atom Potential Parameters

A variety of atom- atom potential parameters have been derived by a number

of authors to describe interactions in particular classes of compounds [1]. The

interaction between two non- bonded atoms can be considered to consist of a

simple electrostatic interaction (Veiec ), a Van der Waals attractive and repulsive

contribution (Vd) and in some cases a hydrogen bond contribution . The elec-

trostatic contribution is commonly described by a simple coulombic interaction

as shown by equation (6.1) where q i and cij are the fractional charges on atoms

i amid j separated by a distance r. D is the dielectric constant.
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Vejec -	 (6.1)
- Dr

The non - bonded Van der Waals interactions can be described by a

number of potential functions all of which have the same basic fortn, consisting

of an attractive and repulsive contribution. Two of the most common are the so-

called Lennard- Jones 6-12 [2] and the Buckingham 6-exp [3] functions illustrated

by equations (6.2) and (6.3) where A,B and C are the paranieters to describe

interactions between particular pairs of atonis.

Vd = —A/r6 + B/r' 2	(6.2)

Vd = —A/r6 + Bexp(—Cr)	 (6.3)

In this chapter five different parameter sets are used to evaluate atom-

atom interactions and a short summary of these parameter sets follows.

2.1 Parameter Set I

This set of parameters derived by Scheraga et al [4,5] were applicable to both

hydrocarbons and carboxylic acids and SO they were applied to all four cases

studied in this chapter. This was the oniy set which was applied to all four

cases. The authors used the 6-12 potential to describe the interactions between

atoms except for the case of a hydrogen bond where a 10-12 potential ( similar

in structure to the 6-12 function) was used. The attractive parameter for the

6-12 potential function was determined by these authors from experimental mea-

surenients on atom polarisabilities, the repulsive parameter determined by an

energy minimisation procedure. The attractive part of the 10-12 potential was

determined from quantum chemistry calculations on hydrogen bond strengths

the repulsive part determined again by an energy minimisation procedure, simi-

lar to the procedure adopted in the 6-12 case. The electrostatic contribution was

described by the simple coulomnbic interaction outlined earlier (equation (6.1)).

2.2 Parameter Sets II and III

Parameter sets II and III were derived by Williams [6] and Kitaigordski [7]. Both

sets use the 6-exp function ( see equation 6.3)) and were derived for hydrocar-

boiis only and so were not applied to the cases of /3-succinic acid and benzoic
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acid in this chapter. Williams used compressibility measurements of the inter-

planar spacings in graphite to obtain the exponent of the repulsive part of the

C-C interaction potential, the corresponding value for the H-H interaction be-

ing obtained from quantum chemistry calculations. The other parameters were

obtained from a fitting of calculated properties to some experimentally observed

properties including structural details and sublimation enthalpies.

2.3 Parameter Set IV

This set of parameters from Hagler [8] were derived to deal specifically with

carboxylic acids and use the 'classic' 6-12 potential function ( see equation (6.2)

) . Unlike set I or set V the authors found that no special hydrogen bonding

function needed to be introduced. The authors use the consistent force field

(CFF) approach which involves evaluating the constant parameters for a partic-

ular potential fuction to describe interactions in particular classes of compounds

by a least squares fitting of the calculated to experimentally observed properties.

This requires the use of all the available relevant experimental data for a par-

ticular family of compounds including structural details, sublimation energies

and dimerisation energies. The parameters obtained by these authors including

charges (Set III in reference [8] ) were applied to the cases of 13-succinic and

benzoic acid.

2.4 Parameter Set V

Like set IV this set of parameters derived by S1nit [9] is particular to carboxylic

acids. These workers used the 6-exp function to describe the interactions be-

tween atoms except in the case of hydrogen bonds of the form OH-O where the

interactions (Vhb ) are described by a Lippincott - Schroeder potential [10] of the

type shown in equation (6.4) below.

= D[1 -exp[-n(roy —rOH) 2 )/2r0y] - 1/gexp[(-ng(r 11 _o -rff_o)2)/2rH_oJ

+Aexp(-bro_o) -	 (6.4)

In equation (4) the variables D, ii, g, A, B, b, m,ro H atid ru_o are empir-

ical parameters introduced by Lippincott and Schroeder [10] and rot-I, r_o and

r0 _0 are the observed distances in the crystal of interest. Smit and co-workers

[9] used these parameters for the hydrogen bond and starting parameters for the
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TABLE 6.1 The major faces for anthracene, biphenyl and succinic

acid identified according to their slice thickness

ANTHRACENE	 BIPHENYL
FACE	 d(hkl)	 FACE	 d(hkl)

(0 0 1)	 9.195	 (0 0 1)	 9.472

(1 1 T)	 4.888	 (1 1 0)	 4.621

(1 1 0)	 4.583	 (T 1 1)	 4.239

(2 0 I)	 4.174	 (1 T T)	 4.072

(2 0 )	 4.164	 (2 0 0)	 4.043

(1 1 )	 4.091	 ( 0 1)	 3.845

(1 1 1)	 3.603	 ( 0 T)	 3.605

(2 0 0)	 3.520	 (1 1 2)	 3.395

(0 2 0)	 3.019	 (I T 2)	 3.226

(0 2 1)	 2.863	 ( 0 2)	 3.220

-SUCCINIC ACID	 BENZOIC ACID
FACE	 d(hkl)	 FACE	 d(hkl)

	

(1 0 0)	 5.517	 (0 0 2)	 10.89

	

(]. 1 0)	 4.683	 (1 0 0)	 5.46

	

(0 2 0)	 4.431	 (1 0 )	 5.16

	

(0 1 1)	 4.420	 (0 1 1)	 5.02

	

(1 1 T)	 3.491	 (0 1 2)	 4.66

	

(1 2 0)	 3.454	 (1 0 2)	 4.65

	

(1 1 1)	 3.409	 (0 1 3)	 4.20

	

(0 2 1)	 3.344	 (1 0 Z)	 4.13

	

(1 2 T)	 2.883	 (1 T 1)	 3.75

	

(1 2 1)	 2.837	 (1 1 0)	 3.75



TABLE 6.2 - Calculated lattice energies for anthracene, biphenyl

B-succinic acid and benzoic acid for various

parameter sets.

LATTICE ENERGY (kcalfmol)

MATERIAL	 SET I	 SET II	 SET III	 SET IV	 SET V

Anthracene	 -25.1	 -24.9	 -23.0

Biphenyl
	

-23.0
	

-22.7	 -21.6

-Succinic	 -28.2	 -30.8	 -31.9
Acid

Benzoic	 -18.9	 -20.4	 -20.1
Acid



6-exp function from other authors to derive parameters for carboxylic acids by

fitting the parameters to experimental observations on structures and dimerisa-

tion energies of a family of carboxylic acids. The authors derived four parameter

sets, they expressed a slight preference for their third set and so this set was

used for the cases of succinic and benzoic acids in this chapter.

3 Ant liracene

3.1 Structural Details of Anthracene

Anthracene (C 14 H 10 ) shown in Figure 6.1 is an aromatic hydrocarbon which

crystallises in the monodlinic space group P2 1 /a in a bimolecular unit cell of

dimensions a = 8.562A, b = 6.038A, c = 11.184A with /3=124.7° [11]. Figure 6.2

shows the arrangement of the molecules in the unit cell. The general extinction

conditions for the space group in question were given in International Tables

[12] as:

hOl h=2n, OkO k=2n, hOO h=2n.

Since the anthracene molecules are situated at special positions (i.e cen-

ters of symmetry) an additional special extimiction condition must be considered

i.e ( hkl h+k=2n. )

3.2 Results Of Anthracene Calculations

The ten major faces according to slice thickness for anthracene were identified

using MORANG (see Appendix A and Chapter 4) and are listed in Table 6.1

and the morphology based on these results is given in Figure 6.3(b). Parameter

sets 1,11 and III were used along with a charge distribution given by Scheraga

[4] to perform energy calculations on anthracene, the calculated lattice energies

Viatt for anthracene are given in Table 2. The electrostatic contribution to this

lattice energy was found to be negligible. The lattice energy can be related to

the energy of sublimation by the equation:

Vexp =	 - 2RT	 (2.5)

where Vexp is the 'experimental' lattice energy, 	 iniersH 5 is the enthalpy

of sublimation and 2RT represents a correction factor for the difference between

the gas phase enthalpy and the vibrational contribution to the crystal enthalpy

[6]. Two sublimation enthalpies of 22.5 and 24.5 kcal/mnol have been reported
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Figure 6.1	 Anthracene molecule, (a) stick diagram with

double bonds highlighted, (b) ball and stick model



b

FIgure 6.2	 Anthracene molecules arranged In the unit cell.
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FIgure 6.3	 Morphologies of anthracene,	 (a) observed

(b) Donnay-Harker model	 (c) Attachment Energy model (set I)

(d) Attachment Energy model (set Ii)

(e) Attachment Energy model (set Ill)



Table 6.3 Calculated slice and attachment energies for the major

faces in anthracene using all three parameter sets

(results in kcal/mol).

FACE
	

SET I
	

SET II
	

SET III

Esi	 Eatt
	

Esi	 Eatt
	

Esi	 Eatt

(0 0 1)

(1 1 T)

(1 1 0)

(2 0 T)

(2 0 )

(1 1 •)

(1 1 1)

(2 0 0)

(0 2 0)

(0 2 1)

-21.6

-16.5

-16.9

-16.1

-13.9

-13.7

-14.1

-14 . 7

-10.4

-9.6

-3.4

-8.6

-8.2

-9.0

-11.2

-11.3

-11.0

-10.4

-14.7

-15.4

-21.8

-16.5

-16.7

-15.7

-13.8

-14.0

-14.3

-14.4

-10.3

-9.7

-3.1

-8.4

-8.2

-9.2

-11.1

-10.9

-10.6

-10.5

-14.6

-15.2

-19.7

-15.1

-15.5

-15.0

-12.8

-12.4

-12.8

-13.8

-9.5

-8.7

-3.3

-7.9

-7.5

-8.0

-10.2

-10.6

-10.2

-9.2

-13.5

-14.2



for anthracene [4] . Using equation (2.5) this gives the 'experimental' lattice

energies of -23.7 and -25.7 kcal/mol which are in reasoiiable agreement with the

calculated lattice energies listed in Table 6.2.

The calculated slice and attachment energies for the top ten faces listed

in Table 6.1 are given in Table 6.3 for parameter sets 1,11 and III, the resultant

inorpliologies constructed from these results are given in Figures 6.3(c),(d) and

(e). A comparison of these morphologies follows.

3.3 Morphologies of Anthracene

Anthracene grows in a number of forms but generally it has a hexagonal like

tabular habit with the (001) faces being the major faces with the (110), (111)

and (01) side faces as shown in Figure 2(a) [13]. It sometimes grows without

the (liT) faces and with a increased importance of (01) faces, occasionally the

(200) faces are observed. The DH model (Fig 6.3(b)) shows all the same faces

as in the growth form except that the (20) faces are predicted in the model but

not observed. The DH model is also slightly thicker than the observed form.

The AE models all show excellent agreement with the observed form, the results

from SET II showing a slightly thinner morphology thaii that observed or that

produced by the other two parameter sets. There is only a slight variation

in crystal shape clue to changes in parameter sets. These results are in good

agreement with the surface eiiergy calculations by Hartman [14].

4 Bipheiiyl

4.1 Structural Details Of Biphenyl

Biphenyl ( C 12 H 10 ) crystallises in a bimolecular unit cell of dimensions a =

8.120A, b = 5.630A, c = 9.510A with /3=95.10° [15]. The space group is P21/a

and the same extinction conditions which applied to the anthracene case can be

applied to biphenyl. rllhe biphenyl molecule is shown in Figure 6.4 , a picture of

the unit cell is shown in Figure 6.5.

4.2 Results Of Biphenyl Calculations

The ten major faces according to slice thickness obtained from MORANG are

listed in Table 6.1. In the biphenyl case the charge distribution over the biphenyl

molecule was not available from any of the parameter set sources amid so a charge
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Figure 6.4	 Biphenyl molecule, (a) stick model with double

bonds, (b) bail and stIck model with corresponding

MNDO, charge distribution.
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Figure 6.6	 Morphologies of biphenyl,	 (a) observed

(b) Donnay-Harker model	 (c) Attachment Energy model (set I)

(d) Attachment Energy model (set II)

(e) Attachment Energy model (set Ill)







distribution from an MNDO [161 calculation was used. The charge distribution

over a biphenyl molecule is shown in Figure 3. The calculated lattice energy of

biphenyl using the three parameter sets 1,11 and III listed in Table 6.2 compare

quite well with the 'experimental' lattice energy of -20.7 kcal/mol derived from

the reported sublimation energy of 19.5 kcal/rnol [17] and equation (5). The

slice and attachment energies for the three parameter sets are listed in Table 6.4

the corresponding morpholgies are shown in Fig 6.6(c),(cl) and (e).

4.3 Morphologies of Biphenyl

Biphenyl is generally reported as crystallising as (001) plates with (110) as the

major side faces [18,19]. Human and co-workers [18] report that the (201) and

the (200) faces are occasionally observed on crystals grown from low supersat-

urations. This is in good agreement with the DII and AE models shown in

Figure 4. In Groth [19] however the (020) and (101) faces are reported as be-

ing in the crystal form. A comparison with the axial ratios reported in Groth

[a:b:c1.442:1:5.483] with /3=94.77° and those of Trotter [a:b:c=1.442:1:1.689]

with /3=95.10° shows a cliscrepamicy. The reported and calculated interfacial

angles (using both cell ratios and the program MORANG ) are listed in Table

6.5. Good agreement is found between the angles except in the case of the (101)

and (001) where the reported angle and the calculated angle (using Trotters cell

ratios) differ by 23.6°. Calculations of the interfacial angles between (001) and

the other faces show the best fit to the reported angle of 70.62° occurs between

the (01) and the (001). Since the calculations carried out in this chapter were

done so using Trotters cell dimensions we have re-indexed the (101) face as the

(01) face and used this modified form as observed niorphology for biphenyl (

see Fig 6.6(a)).

None of the models predicts the presence of the (020) form reported in

[19]. The (020) form is not iii the top ten faces according to DH calculations and

even when included in emiergy calculations it's relative centre to face distance is

too high to have any effect on the constructed morphology. There is some slight

variation in the size of faces in the AE models, the maximum changes being the

slight differences in face area being observed in the (01) and (200) faces (see

Fig 6.6(c),(d) and (e)).
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5 /3-Succinic Acid

5.1 Structural Details of /3-succinic acid

Succinic acid (FIOOC - Gil 2 - Gil 2 - COOlI) is a dicarhoxylic acid which

crystallises in the monoclinic space group P2 1 /c in a unit cell of dimensions

a = 5.519A, b = 8.862A, c = 5.1O1A with 8=91.59° [21] with two molecules in

the unit cell. A picture of a succinic acid molecule is given in Figure 6.7 the

arrangement of the molecules in the unit cell is given iii Figure 6.8. Allowing for

the change in setting the extinction conditions are the same as those outlined

for the anthracene case.

5.2	 Results Of/3-succinic acid Calculations

The ten faces with the greatest interplanar spacings are listed in Table 1 along

with the results for anthracene and biphenyl. The lattice energy for /3-succinic

acid was calculated using parameter sets I,IV and V the results listed in Table 2.

For sets I and V the charge distribution was taken from Sclieraga [4] the charges

for set IV being taken from Hagler [8]. The calculated lattice energies again show

good agreement with the 'experimental' lattice energy of -30.1 kcal/mol derived

from the sublimation energy of 28.9 kcal/rnol [4]. The morphologies given in

Figures 6.6 (c), (d) and (e) are the morpliologies derived from the attachment

energy calculations on succinic acid given in Table 6.6

5.3 Morphologies Of 3-Succinic acid

The morphology of /3-succinic acid crystals grown by sublimation [21] shows a

crystal with the (020),(100),(011),(111) and small (110) faces (see Fig 6.9(a)).

The DH model identifies most of these faces as present in the theoretical form

although it underestimates the importance of the (020) faces and overestimates

the importance of the (100) and (011) faces. This is clearly shown in Fig 6.9(b).

The AE models (Fig 6.9(c), (d) and (e)) show much better agreement identifying

all the faces and reflecting the general shape of the crystal niuch better than

the DII model even though all these models overestimate and underestimate the

importance of the (111) and (011) faces respectively. Between the AE models

there is some slight variation in the size of the faces, SET I and SET V giving a

slightly better fit to the observed morphology than SET IV. The results are in

excellent agreement with the calculations of Berkovitch-Yelhin [21].
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Figure 6.7 Molecules of succinic acid, (a) stick model

with double bonds highlighted, (b) bali and stick model

with heteroatoms labelled.



FIgure 6.8	 BaIl and stick model showing the arrangement of the

succinic acId molecules in the unit cell. The hydrogen bonding

Is labelled along with the heteroatoms.
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FIgure 6.9	 Morphologies of succinlc acid,	 (a) observed

(b) Donnay-Harker model	 (c) Attachment Energy model (set I)

(d) Attachment Energy model (set IV)

(e) Attachment Energy model (set V)



Table 6.6 Calculated slice and attachment energies for the major

faces in succinic acid using all three parameter sets

(results in kcal/mol).

FACE
	

SET I
	

SET II
	

SET III

Esi	 Eatt
	

Esi	 Eatt
	

Esi	 Eatt

(1 0 0)

(1 1 0)

(0 2 0)

(0 ]. 1)

(1 1 T)

(1 2 0)

(1 1 ].)

(0 2 1)

(1 2 T)

(1 2 1)

-18.5

-18.4

-23.9

-17.0

-8.3

-15.7

-21.7

-15.3

-7.3

-20.1

-9.8

-9.8

-4.3

-11.2

-19.9

-12.5

-6.5

-12.9

-21.0

-8.0

-20.0

-20.0

-24.7

-18.6

-9.4

-16.9

-21.0

-16.0

-7.9

-20.8

-10.8

-10.8

-6.0

-12.2

-21.3

-13.9

-7.8

-14.7

-22.8

-10.0

-21.0

-20.9

-27.4

-19.0

-9.2

-17.9

-24.7

-17.3

-7.9

-22.9

-10.9

-11.0

-4.5

-12.9

-22.7

-14.0

-7.2

-14.6

-24.0

-9.0



6 Benzoic Acid

6.1 Structural Details Of Benzoic Acid

Benzoic acid (C 6 H 5 COOH) shown in Figure 6.10 is an aromatic carhoxylic acid

which crystallises in the space group P2 1 /c with four molecules in a unit cell of

diinen sions a = 5.510A, b = 5.157A, c = 21.973A with /3= 97.41° [22]. Figure

6.11 shows the arrangement of the niolecules in the unit cell. The diiners formed

in the crystal are clearly visable. The extinction conditions for the space group

in question given in International Tables for X-ray Crystallography [12] are:

hOl 1=2n and OkO k=2n

6.2 Results Of Benzoic Acid Calculations

The important planes likely to dominate the crystal form were identified ac-

cording to interplanar spacing and are listed in Table 6.1 . Energy calculations

were carried out using parameter sets I,IV and V. A charge distribution was not

available for sets IV and V and so an MNDO distribution was obtained [16]. The

charge distribution over the benzoic acid molecule is given in Figure 6.10. The

lattice energies listed in Table 2 are in reasonable agreement with the reported

'experimental' lattice energy of -23.0 kcal/mol derived from the sublimation en-

thalpy of 21.8kcal/rnol [17]. The slice and attachment energies for the top ten

forms listed in Table 6.1 were obtained for three parameter sets and are listed

iii Table 6.7.

6.3 Morphologies of Benzoic Acid

The observed morphology for benzoic acid taken from [22] and outlined in Fig

6.12(a) shows a (001) main face with smaller (011),(100) and (10) side faces.

The DH model of the morphology has all these faces present in the computer

drawn picture but is much thicker along the c-axis than the observed morphology.

The DII model also has additional (110) and (Ill) faces present.

The AE niodels (Figs 6.12(c),(cI),(e)) are iii good agreement with each

other and with the observed form. Time AE models give much better agreenient

than time DH model. The oniy differences between tIme observed morphology and

the predicted morphiologies from energy calculations are the overestimation and

underestimation of tIme (100) and (10) faces respectively.
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Figure 6.10	 Benzolc acid molecules, (a) stick model with

double bonds, (b) ball and stick arrangement with heteroatoms

labelled and an MNOO charge distribution.



Figure 6.11	 Arrangement of benzolc acid molecules in the unit cell.
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(e) Attachment Energy model (set V)



Table 6.7 Calculated slice and attachment energies for the major

faces in benzoic acid using all three parameter sets

(results in kcal/mol).

FACE	 SET I	 SET II	 SET III

Esi	 Eatt	 Esi	 Eatt	 Esi	 Eatt

(0 0 2)

(1 0 0)

(1 0

(0 1 1)

(0 1 2)

(1 0 2)

(0 1 3)

(1 0 z)

(1 1 1)

(1 1 0)

-17.3

-13.9

-13.9

-6.6

-6.6

-5.8

-7.3

-12.6

-3.7

-3.7

-3.1

-6.5

-6.5

-13.8

-13.8

-14.5

-13.1

-7.8

-16 . 7

-16.7

-15.7

-11.5

-11.7

-7.3

-7.3

-5.4

-6.9

-10.3

-3.8

-3.8

-3.2

-7.4

-7.2

-11.6

-11.6

-13.5

-12.0

-8.6

-15.1

-15.1

-15.2

-10.1

-10.9

-9.3

-9.3

-8.4

-6.3

-8.9

-4.8

-4.8

-4.8

-9.1

-9.1

-10.7

-10.7

-11.6

-13.7

-11.2

-15.2

-15.2



7 Discussion

In the four studies present in this chapter the attachment energy (AE) calcu-

lation models give a better fit to the observed morphologies than the simple

Donnay-Harker (DH) approach . The improvement is particularily apparent in

the cases of succinic and benzoic acid where there is directionally strong bond-

ing. In benzoic acid the hydrogen bonding is contained inside climers (see Fig

6.11) and consequently the DH model for benzoic acid is not as bad a fit as

for succinic acid. It is however not as good as in the antliracene and biphenyl

cases. Iii the cases of biphenyl and anthracene the bonding is isotropic and con-

sequently the DH models give almost as good a fit as the AE models. This is in

agreement with the work of Terpstra [23] on apatite and Dowty [24] on silicates.

The authors report that the Donnay-Harker predictions give agreement with

observed forms in both cases. The bonding in these materials is stronger than

in the molecular crystals considered in this chapter but the bonding is uniform

in all directions i.e there is no relatively strong bonding directions.

Even though the DH models do not give as good a fit as the AE models

to the observed morphologies, the DH models can still be used as a initial guess

of the important forms before refinement by energy calculations. This proce-

dure was outlined in the basic approach flowchart earlier (see Chapter 4). This

procedure allows the energy calculations to be concentrated on the most iinpor-

tant forms and therefore the most efficient use of computing time. The top ten

synimnetrically independent forms identified from the Dli approach were used for

energy calculations in this study. From the results of this study it appears that

the cut-off limit of the top ten forms appears to be high enough to allow all the

forms likely to dominate the crystal habit to be considered. This cut-off limit

will be reviewed in future studies and the 'guidelines' presented in this thesis

modified accordingly.

The results indicate very little variation in the theoretical morphology

from choices of potential parameter sets. This indicates that as long as the

parameter set choosen reflects the bonding present in the material i.e. the cal -

culated lattice energy is in reasonable agreement with the sublimation enthalpy

the approach of predicting morphology is independent of the choice of potential

function.
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8 Conclusions

1. The Donnay-Harker (DH) model gives results comparable with the Attach-

mnent Energy (AE) model except in cases with directionally strong bonding where

the AE model results are significantly better.

2. The AE model results are largely independent of the potential parameter set

choosen to describe the intermolecular interactions.

3. The artificial cut-off limit of considering only the top ten forms identified in

the DH analysis for further energy calculations appears to be high enough to

capture the most important forms.
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Chapter 7

Modelling Polar Morphology

An Investigation of Urea
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1 Introduction

One problem that remains in relating internal structure to crystal morphology

is that of polar morphology. Sonic crystals have polar directions and the growth

rates at opposite ends of these polar directions caii l)e different. The conven-

tional Donnay-Ilarker, Hartman-Perdok or Attachment energy niodels of the

morphology are based on the bulk crystal structure and therefore always give

the same growth rates at the different ends of a polar direction. Addadi and

his co-workers [1] have recently reviewed the problem of 1)olar morphology and

detailed the effects of tailor-made additives on the diflerent surfaces exposed

at time opposite ends of a polar direction. Furthermore Acldacli (I summarised

the factors that could result in polar growth including the effects of solvent at

opposite eiids of the polar clirectioii and the result of flexible entities exposed

at opposite faces adopting different conformations. Recently Davey et al [2]

have accounted for the polar morphology in the case of c-resorcinol in terms

of the solvent interactions at the surfaces of the faces growing at opposite eiids

of tIme polar direction. For resorcinol the {011} faces are benzene rich and the

{ 0ii} faces are hydroxy rich. These faces will therefore have different degrees

of interactions with different solvents.

Figure 7.1 shows a model molecule aligned along the polar b direction.

The (010) surface consists of a layer of exposed A atom types. TIme (010) sur-

face consists of a layer of B atom types. Clearly these surfaces are different in

chemical nature. Solvents will therefore have differeimt interactions with these

surfaces, and the exposed entities at time different surfaces may adopt different

con format ions.

Figure 7.2 has oncoming molecules approachiiiig the (010) and (010) sur-

faces. The result is time same interaction on both sides, two (A-B) interactions.

Simice bulk properties are used to determine time magnitude of the (A-B) interac-

tion this results in Eatt(010)= Eatt(0I0). A classical attachnient energy cannot

therefore predict a polar morphology.

Urea is an important commodity chemical in the fertilizer and plastics

industry. When growim from sublimation and solution urea crystals exhibit a

polar morphology [31 During growth by sublimation there are no solvent ef-

fects present. It suggests that polar morphology in this case is a result of the

properties of the molecules in the crystal and at the crystal surface. Charge

distributions over isolated urea molecules and urea molecules in time enviroment

of the crystal bulk and at time surface are calculated using quantum chemistry
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Figure 7.1 Schematic showing the packing of a model structure along a

polar direction. The different nature of the surfaces at the opposite

ends of a polar direction is shown.
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Figure 7.2	 Schematic showing why classical attachment energy approach

cannot predict a polar morphology.
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Figure 7.3	 Projection of the urea structure

The two types of intermolecular bonds are labelled.
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Is surrounded by four neighbours via b-type contacts.



code currently under development [4]. These distributions are used in a modifi-

cation of the classical attachment energy approach to attempt quantify the role

of surface/bulk/isolated molecular charge on polar morphology.

2 Structural Details Of Urea

Urea 0 = C(NH 2 ) 2 as shown in Fig 7.3 is one of the simpler organic molecules.

It was one of the earliest structures solved and has been the subject of a number

of structural studies. Urea crystallises in the highly symmetrical tetragonal

space group P42 1 m with two molecules in a cell of dimensions a=5.576 and

c=4.684A[5]. The co-ordinates reported in this investigation were used for all

the calculations in this chapter. Figs 7.3 and 7.4 show time arrangement of time

urea molecules in the crystal viewed down the [110] and [001] projections. The

important intermolecular hydrogen bonding (see section 4) is labelled in these

plots. The cluster shown in Fig 7.5 shows time important molecules surrounding

one urea molecule. Details on the generation of this cluster are given in section

4.

3 Observed Morphologies of Urea

Like the structure, time morphology of urea has been the subject of considerable

investigation. When grown from solution the morphology is clonminated by the

{1l0} and {111} forms as shown in Fig 7.6(a). When the growth rate from

solution is reduced the resultant morphology is shown in Fig 7.6(b) [6]. The

{110} forms still dominate but the {001} form has begun to appear at the

expense of the {111} and occasionally occurs to the exclusion of the {111} forms

[6]. Grown from sublimation the same forms dominate the crystal habit but time

overall shape is more bulkier [3] . A computer drawn picture (using estimated

center to face distances) of the morphology from sublimation is shown in Fig

7.6(c). The observed morphology taken by electron microscope is shown in Fig

7.7 [3]. Iii all these cases time crystal exhibits a polar n1orphology.

Fig 7.6(d) is a hypothetical sublimation morphology with polar morphol -

ogy prevented by setting time growth rates of {111} and {iii} as the same. On

comparison with Fig 7.6(c) the effects of polar morphology are clear. For Fig

7.6(a) this would produce a crystal with pointed ends.
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Figure 7.5	 Urea cluster with a central molecule surrounded by the

important molecules Identified in the bonding analysis using PCLEMC.
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FIgure 7.6	 Morphologies of urea

a) Observed from solution

b) Observed from solution with reduced growth rates

c) Observed from sublimation [3J

d) Hypothetical morphology from sublimation with polar morphology

prevented.



FIgure 7.7	 Scanning electron microscope pictures of urea crystals

grown by sublimation [3]



4 Energy Calculations

The parameter sets of Hagler and Lifson [7] derived for the study of amides were

used for the calculations on urea. Charges are supplied with the parameters.

The lattice energy calculated of -22.6 kcal/mol is in good agreement with the

experimental sublitnation enthalpy of 21.0 kcal/mol reported in the literature

[8]. PCLEMC was used in 'LATT' mode to analyse the intermolecular bonding

in urea. The results are listed in Table 7.1. Two types of hydrogen bonding

can be identified. Bonds of type (a) as shown in Fig 7.3 link the urea molecules

together along the c-axis. Bonds of type (b) as shown in Fig 7.4 hold the urea

molecules together in the (001) plane. For each urea molecule there are 6 main

intermolecular bonds, four of type (b) and two of type (a). Fig 7.4 shows a

projection down the [001] direction showing the four b type hydrogen bonds.

The six bonds from one urea molecule to the surrounding molecules accounts

for over 90 percent of tile lattice energy. Figure 7.5 shows the 6 important bonds

surroumiding one urea molecule. The important contacts were determined using

PCLEMC and the cluster generated using CRYSTLINK (see Appendix B).

5 Charge Distribution Calculations

Traditionally the charges on atoms in a molecule are obtained from gas phase

molecular orbital calculations. The molecule is essentially being regarded as

isolated in space. These charges are then used for packing studies of the crystal

state with no consideration of the effect on the charges over the molecule of

the crystal enviroment. Some authors have noted this and commented on the

difficulty of obtaining the charge distribution over a molecule in the field of a

crystal [9].

An ab-initio quantum chemistry package CRYSTAL is currently being

developed for the study of three dimensionally periodic systems [4]. This allows

the charge distributions over molecules in a crystal to be calculated. The current

development version of CRYSTAL is limited to systems with only 20 atoms in

the unit cell and using only a STO-30 basis set. An improved version under

development will have the capacity to deal with 30 atoms and a range of basis

sets [10].

Charge distributions over both isolated and crystal urea molecules were

calculated using a STO-.3G basis set. CRYSTAL was run on tile CRAY XMP/48

at Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. The resultamit charge distributions are
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Table 7.1 The strong intermolecular interactions identified using

PCLEMC in bonding analysis mode. Central molecule can be

regarded as 1(000) where 1 represents the molecule in the

unit cell and (000) represents the translations in the

lattice directions U , V and W.

Second	 Interaction Energy	 Bond type
Molecule	 (kcal/mol)

1(001)	 -4.51	 a

1(0O)	 -4.51	 a

2(100)	 -3.16	 b

2(110)	 -3.16	 b

2(000)	 -3.16	 b

2(010)	 -3.16	 b



shown in Fig 7.8, the isolated distribution in round brackets and the CRYS-

TAL bulk distribution in square brackets Differences in charges are found for all

atoms the most significant differences being found on hycirogens. The differences

result from the close hydrogen bond interactions in the crystal which are not

considered in an isolated niolecule model.

Sonic feeling for these interactions can be obtained by using simple diniers

and triniers as mo(leIs. TI charge dhistril)ution over a urea trimer along the

c-axis is showii in Fig 7.9. The trimer was built using the packing options

in CRYSTLINK (see Appendix B). The calculations were carried out using a

STO-3G basis set and the package GAMESS [11]. The hydrogens on the bottom

molecule of the trimer in Fig 7.9 have a charge that is very similar to the isolated

molecule given in round bracket.s in Fig 7.8 ( 0.196 isolated, 0.206 in trimer).

However for the same hycirogens in the molecule at the center of the trimer the

charge is 0.230 (see Fig 7.9) which is much closer to the bulk value of 0.233,

square brackets in Fig 7.9. The triiner is a simplified model of the structure

since it contains molecules pointing in only one direction and only one type of

hydrogen bonding (i.e type a ).

Using the packing options in CRYSTLINK a iiiore reasonable model of

the solid state can be generated. The six important surrounding molecules (iden-

tified in the intermolecular bonding analysis in section 4) were generated around

a central molecule and the charge distributioii over these molecules calculated

using GAMESS [11] and a STO-3G basis set. Fig 7.5 shows the cluster built

using the CRYSTLINK packing options detailed in Appendix B. rfhe central

molecule in the model should feel tile same effects as a molecule in the bulk

crystal emiviroment. The resultant charges are shown in Fig 7.8 in curly brackets

along with the isolated and bulk distribution. The cluster calculation model

served two purposes. Firstly a test of the results from CRYSTAL as this pack-

age is still under development and secondly to investigate the possibilty of using

the GAMESS package and CRYSTLINK to produce simple models in order to

mimic the effects of the crystal enviroment.

Using the slice packing options in CRYSTLINK (see Appendix B) it is

possible to generate slices of specific orientation {h1'l} and of a given depth

(usually specified as a factor of the interplanar spacing dhkl). A double layer

of {111} was generated for urea and the charge distribution calculated using

GAMESS [11] at a STO3G basis level. Figure 7.10 shows a urea {111} slice.

The charge distributions over the two molecules in the unit cell on that surface
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in the cluster calculation.
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is shown in Fig 7.11.

r he charges calculated were carried out using a STO-3G basis set. It

is not the actual values that are important but the differences. The force field

which gives the best description for amides is that of Hagler and Lifson (7]. The

published force field has it's own charge distribution. In order to be consistent

with the force field the differences in the STO-3G isolated/bulk/surface charges

were used to scale those published by Hagler. Haglers published charges were

assumed to be that of the bulk for two reasons. Firstly the charges had been de-

rived for a force-field describing bulk properties. Secondly the published charges

trends were in better agreement with the calculated bulk charges than with the

isolated gas phase molecule calculations. Haglers published charges were as-

sumed to be bulk and then scaled to produce surface and isolated molecule

charges. The scaled isolated molecule charges are given in Fig 7.12.

6 Morphological Calculatioiis

6.1 Classical Attachment Energy

The theory behind and the methods for carrying out tl1e classical attachment eu-

ergy calculations have been detailed in previous chapters (2 and 4 respectively).

In this chapter calculations will be concentrated on the main forms observed in

urea i.e. the {11O}, {OO1}, {111} and {iiiii}. A classical prediction was carried

out, both using the Hagler parameter set [7] mentioned in section 4.

The slice and attachment energies were calculated using PCLEMC in

'FULL' mode , the resultant relative growth rates are given in Table 7.2. The

computed morphology are given in Fig 7.13(a). In Table 7.2 both {111} and

{ III} have the same relative growth rates for the classical approach. This

is reflected in the computed morphology which has both forms present. The

computed morphology is in reasonble agreement with the observed form from

sublimation (see Fig 7.6(c)). The computed morphology shows {11O} as the

major form with {OO1}, and {111} as less important. It is the presence of the

{Iiii} forms that is the major difference. A comparison with the hypothetical

structure in Fig 7.6(d) where polar niorphology has been prevented illustrates

the point.
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6.2 Polar Attachment Calculations

In 'POLR' mode PCLEMC allows the charges on the oncoming molecules to

be different from that in the bulk of the crystal. PCLEMC decides oil the

charge distribution over a molecule through it's slice assignment routine (see

Appendix C). The bulk and isolated molecule distributions from CRYSTAL

(see previous section) are shown in Fig 7.8. These charges were then used to

scale the published charges of Hagler [7] to produce 'bulk' and 'isolated' charges.

These are shown in Fig 7.12

The resultant growth rates in 'POLR' mode are shown in Table 7.2. The

resultant morphology is shown in Fig 7.13(b) . Table 7.2 shows for both charge

sets that in 'POLR' mode the growth rates for {111} and {iii} are not time

same. Tli is reflected in the plots where the surface area's of time faces of time

two forms are different. The {Ui} are smaller. This indicates that the {111}

forms are more important than the {iii}. This is in agreement with what is

observed except that tile {iiI} forms are not actually observed because of their

decreased importance.

The surface charges shown in Fig 7.11 were used to scale Hagler's pub-

lisheci charges to produce surface and isolated charges for Hagler's parameters

sets. Tile surface charges were assigned to the {111} layer iii PCLEMC, the

isolated distribution to tile oncoming molecules. Tile resultant growth rates are

shown in Table 7.2. Using the surface charges,,/isoJafed ciarges tJe growLb rates

of {111} and {Iii} fornis are different. The coniputed morphology reflects this

with time computed polar niorpliology shown in Figure 7.13(c). Tile growth rates

of {11O} and {OO1} are unaltered in this plot.

7 Discussion

Tile predicted morphology of urea from a classical attachment energy approach

shows reasonable agreement with tile observed form from sublimation. Tile main

forms {11O}, {OO1} and {111} are all predicted and observed as being present.

The main difference is the prediction of the appearance of time {iii} forms.

The modification of the classical approach to assign the oncoming molecules the

isolated molecule charge distribution shows some reduction in the importance

of the {iiI} forms. This reduction is not large enough to to make these forms

disappear. The model is also a much simplified one since as the oilcomiiig

molecules approach the surface both their and the molecules at time surface charge
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CLASSICAL
	

BULK/ ISOLATED
	

SURFACE/ISOLATED

	

-4.5	 -4.2	 -4.5

	

-5.2	 -4.5	 -5.2

	

-5.7	 -4.5	 -6.0

	

-5.7	 -4.9	 -7.0

Table 7.2

FACE

(1 1 0)

(0 1 1)

(1 1 1)

(1 1 1)

Attachment energies for the important forms in urea

calculated using various models. Results in kcalfmol.



clistributioiis are likely to undergo gradual changes rather than the 'black and

white' or bulk and isolated distribution approach adopted initially. The use of

surface charges to describe the charge distribution in the {111} layer and isolated

distribution on oncoming molecules does provide a polar morphology. This

approach should be tried against another small molecule, -y-glycine a possible

candidate.

An interesting result from this chapter is the agreement between the

CRYSTAL charges and the charges from the model cluster. This allows the

possibility of modelling the charge distributions over more complicated systems

that CRYSTAL cannot handle as yet by constructing simple clusters. Most

organic materials crystallise in less symmetrical space groups than urea. Mono-

clinic systems seem to be the preferred crystal system. This would mean smaller

clusters in terms of molecule numbers than was necessary in the urea case.

8 Conclusions

1. Polar morphology in the case of urea grown from the vapour phase is not

an effect of solvent or flexible entities but can be accounted for from a struc-

tural viewpoint by modification of the classical attachment energy approach to

consider bulk, surface and gas phase molecular charge distributions.

2. Quantum chemistry code is being developed to allow molecular charge distri-

butions in the solid state to be considered. Results in this chapter suggest that

by constructing simple clusters an effective mimic of the solid state packing can

be achieved and hence the bulk molecular charge distribution evalulated and

compared against the traditional gas phase calculation.
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Chapter 8

Modelling the Effects Of Tailor-Made Additives

On Crystal Morphology
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1 Introduction

Tailor-made additives are impurities specially designed to alter crystal shape in

a desired manner. The additives work by incorporating into the crystal faces

at specific sites. Once in the surface the additive affects the growth rate by

hindering the oncoming molecules from getting into their rightful sites on the

surface. The additives hinder on coining molecules by either disrupting the ex-

pected bonding sequence or actually blocking the molecules from getting close

to their required surface site. This alters the growth rate in a specific direc-

tion and consequently changes crystal shape. Time disruptive type of additive

will be considered through the benzarnide/benzoic acid, adipic/succinic acid and

1-alanine/glycine host/additive systems. The 'blocker' type additive will be con-

sidered via the glycine/l-alanine host/additive system. The theory behind the

calculations has been discussed already in Chapter 2 (see Fig 2.20). The impor-

tant parameters to be used are the E 51 and Eatt' which can be compared with

the E51 and Eatt as a measure of the ease relative to the pure host material that

an additive can get into the surface at a specific site [11. Eatt" a new parameter

is proposed as a useful value that can in some cases be used to re-compute the

morphology with the effects of an additive considered.

2 Beuzoic Acid/Benzamide System

2.1 Structural Details

Benzamide (C6 H 5 CONH 2 ) shown in Fig 8.1 crystallises in the mnonoclinic space

group P2 1 /c with four molecules in a unit cell of a5.607, h=5.460 and c=22.053A

with /3 = 90.66° [2]. A picture of the arrangement of the unit cell is shown in Fig

8.2. Crystallographic details concerning the structure of benzoic acid have been

given in Chapter 6. Fig 8.1 shows a benzoic acid and a benzamide molecule, the

structural similarity is clear.

2.2 Morphological Calculations

The additive approach detailed in chapter 4 was adopted. A Donnay-Harker

analysis (DH) was carried out using MORANG (see Appendix A). The extinction

conditions for benzamnide are identical to those for benzoic acid given in chapter

6. The important forms are given in Table 8.1. These important forms were used

in the attachment energy calculations (AE). The parameters of Hagler and Lifson
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Figure 8.1	 Molecules of benzamide (X) and benzoic acid (Y)



b

Figure 8.2	 Molecules of benzamide packing in the unit ceH a'ong the

b-axis



[3] were used to describe the interactions between benzanucle molecules in the

crystal. The calculated lattice energy is -20.9 kcal/mol. This in agreement with

the calculations on benzoic acid. Benzoic acid packs in a similar arrangement

to benzamide. The calculated lattice energy for benzoic acid is -20.4 kcal/mol

(see Chapter 6). The difference could result from the difference in the amide

and carboxylic acid dimers.

The slice and attachineiit energies for the important faces are given in

Table 8.1. The DII and AE models of the morphology were computed using

SHAPE [4] and are shown in Fig 8.3(b) and (c). The observed morpholgy is

shown in Fig 8.3(a). This was computed using estimated center to face distances

taken from work by Lahav [1].

The results show generally good agreement between the computed mor-

phologies and observed with the {001} dominating the crystal habit with the

{100}, {011} and {10} forms completing the morphology.

2.3 Benzoic Acid Additive Calculation

INTERCHEM [5] was used to build a benzoic acid molecule from a berizamide

molecule. CRYSTLINK was used to convert the co-ordinates of the benzoic

acid molecule into time fractional co-ordinates of the host benzainide lattice and

to prepare a file for input to PCLEMC. PCLEMC was used in 'ADDT' mode

(see Appendix C). The calculations were concentrated on the most important

forms. The important parameters detailed iii section 8.1 and in chapter 2 were

calculated and are given in Table 8.2. The change in binding energy is the

change in energy for an additive to get into a specific site relative to the pure

material [4]. The least change in binding energy is time one where additives are

most likely to get into the surface site. The change in binding energy for each

of the crystallographic sites on the four main faces is given in Table 8.2. From

these results it seems that sites 3 and 4 for time (011) face is the most likely site

for the benzoic acid additive to get into since there is no loss in incorporation

energy at these sites. Time additive going into other sites results in a slight loss

in incorporation (binding) energy.

The Eatt" parameter is a measure of the relative growth rate with an

additive present in the surface site. Two models can be developed . In model

(2) it can be assumed that the additive only gets into the (011) faces then there

is a reduction in time growth rate of these faces relative to the other faces. This

is shown in Table 8.2. The morphology computed for model (2) is shown in
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Table 8.1	 Table of important forms in benzamide from a Donnay

Harker analysis. The slice and attachment energies for

these forms are also given.

FACE	 d(hkl)	 Esl	 Eatt
(Angstroms)	 (kcal/mol)	 (kcal/mol)

(0 0 2)	 10.96	 -17.6	 -1.7

(1 0 0)	 5.59	 -12.3	 -4.3

(1 0 )	 5.01	 -11.6	 -4.6

(1 0 2)	 4.95	 -10.7	 -5.1

(0 1 T)	 4.88	 -10.0	 -5.4

(0 1 )	 4.56	 -5.8	 -15.1

(0 1 3)	 4.13	 -1.3	 -9.9

(1 0 Z)	 3.94	 -12.1	 -4.4

(1 0 4)	 3.89	 -8.3	 -6.3

(1 T 0)	 3.73	 -5.2	 -7.9
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Figure 8.3 Morphologies of benzamide

a) observed

b) Donnay-Harker model

c) attachment energy model
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Eatt''
	

Eatt''
MODEL 1
	

MODEL 2

(kcal/mol)
	

(kcal/mol)

-1.6	 -1.7

-4.8	 -4.3

Table 8.2 Changes in incorporation energy and relative growth rates

for benzamide crystal host system with benzoic acid

additive.

FACE	 SYMM	 CHANGE IN
INCORPORATION
ENERGY
(kc a 1 / mo 1)

	

(002)	 1
	

+1.7
2
	

+1.7
3
	

+1.7
4
	

+1.7

	

(100)	 1
	

+2.6
2
	

+2.2
3
	

+2.2
4
	

+2.6

	

(102)	 1	 +2.5	 -5.2	 -4.6
2	 +2.3
3	 +2.3
4	 +2.5

	

(011)	 1	 +1.3	 -4.2	 -3.5
2	 +1.3
3	 -0.3
4	 -0.4



I	 I

Figure 8.5 Schematic showing growth along the b-direction

of a benzamide crystal. A disruptive benzoic acid molecule (X)

is shown affecting growth along this direction.



Figure 8.4(c). Since the energy loss at the other faces is small it seeni possible

that the additive gets into the other faces to a lesser extent. In model (1) the

Eatt" parameter was used for all faces. The relative growth rates are shown in

rrable 8.3, the computed morphology is shown in Figure 8.4(b). For both models

there is a reduction in the growth rates along the b-direction. In model (2) the

effect is miiore noticible. This is in good agreement with the results observed

in experiments. Figure 8.4(a) shows time observed morpliolgy with an additive

present [1]. A comparison the relative growth rates given in Tables 8.1 and 8.2.

the reduction of growth rates is clear. Estimated centre to face distances from

the work of Lahav [1] were used to compute the observed morphologies.

2.4 Discussion

The computed morphologies from both the DH and AE models show good agree-

memit with the observed form with the {OO1}, {100}, {O11} and {1O} forms

dominating the morphology. The observed effect of benzoic acid additive is to

reduce the growth rate along the b-direction [1]. This is reflected in the calcula-

tions. The additive appears most likely from energetic considerations to be able

to get into the (011) faces. Omice in the faces it is growth along the b-direction

that time additive vi1l have most effect. The observed extent of reduction in

growth rate appears to be between the two models. Figure 8.2 shows the pack-

ing arrangement of benzamide niolecules in the unit cell. Figure 8.5 shows an

idealised representation of a benzamide crystal growing along the b-iirection. A.

benzoic acid molecule can get into the growing direction at point (X) where it

completes the normal bonding sequence. A further benzamide molecule trying

to continue the growth rate at point (Y) cannot complete the proper bonding

sequence as it encounters O:::O repulsion when expecting a H atom to complete

an N-H:::O hydrogen bonding sequence.

3 Succinic/Adipic Acid System

3.1 Structural Details

Adipic acid is one of a family of di-carboxylic acidis with a general formula

(11000— (CH 2 ) - COO H). For adipic acid n=4 amid succinic acid n=2. Adipic

crystallises in a monoclinic cell of dimensions a=10.01, b=5.15, c=10.06A with

= 136.75°[6]. There are two adipic molecules in each unit cell. Fig 8.7 shows

molecules of adipic and succinic acid. Fig 8.7 shows a unit cell of adipic acid,
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x

Figure 8.6	 Molecules of adipic acid (X) and succiriic acid (Y).



b
Figure 8.7	 Adipic acid packing in the unit cell. The ticteroatoms

and hydrogen bonding has been labelled.



6.86

4.78

4.66

4.51

4.12

3.49

3.45

3.32

3.00

2.80

(1 0 0)

(1 0	 )

(2 0 •2:)

(1 1 1)

(0 1 1)

(2 1 1)

(0 0 2)

(3 0 2)

(1 1 1)

(2 1 !)

-12.8

-13.4

-15.6

-13.9

-6.5

-15.7

-7.7

-16.4

-15.3

-16.1

-10.0

-8.7

-4.3

-8.3

-22.4

-4.1

-20.1

-2.8

-4.8

-3.2

Table 8.3
	

Important form8 for adipic acid morphology determined by

Donnay-Harker analysis and attachment energy calculations.

FACE
	

d ( hk 1)
	

Es 1
	

Eatt
(Angstroms)
	

(kcal/mol)
	

(kcal/mol)



the heavy atoms and hydrogen bonding has been labelled. A comparison with

succinic aci(l unit cell shown in Fig 6.8 illustrates the similarity in crystal packing

of the two systems. The structural details of succinic acid are available in chapter

6.

3.2 Morphological Prediction

A Donnay-Harker (DH) analysis of the adipic acid system was carried out using

MORANG and the same extiuctioii conditions as those for succinic acid (see

chapter 6). The important forms according to the DII model are listed in Table

8.3. The resultant DH model of the morphology is shown in Fig 8.8(b). Energy

calculations were carried out using the parameters and charges of Hagler and

Lifson [3]. The calculated lattice energy of -35.5 kcal/niol can be compared with

the calculated lattice energy of -30.8 kcal/mol for succinic acid. Siiice adipic acid

adopts a similar packing arrangement to succinic acid and adipic acid is larger

molecule this means n and n' (see equation 5.1) are increased and a greater

lattice energy expected. The important forms identified in this analysis were

used for attachment energy (AE) calculations. The AE results are listed in

Table 8.3 along with the DH results. The resultant computed morphologies are

shown in Figure 8.8(b) and (c). The observed morphology is shown in Fig 8.8

(a) [7,8,9]. The AE model shows good agreement with the observed form with

the {100}, {110} and {001} faces dominating the hexagonal shaped morphology.

In the observed form time {001} faces are the major forms. The DH model of

the morphology identifies the most important forms such as {100} but does not

produce the observed overall hexagonal shape.

3.3 Additive Calculation

INTERCHEM [5] was used to fit a succinic acid molecule onto an adipic acid

molecule using the heavy atom backbones of both molecules. CRYSTLINK used

to obtain co-ordinates for succinic acid in terms of the host adipic acid lattice.

PCLEMC was thieti used in ADDT mode to calculate the important parameters

E51 1, Eatt i and Eattu . The binding energy terms shown in Table 8.4 indicate

that the additive can get into a number of faces with sinaI! losses in the energy

relative to the pure material occupying the same site. The additive can get into

{ 10} and {100} forms which are two of the main faces. It seems unlikely that

the additive can get into the {011} or {002} forms since the loss in binding

energy is greater than 10 kcal/mnol. The Eatt' parameter for time faces with the
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{002}
- {002}

{100}

a

{11O}

b

{1o)

{I1O}

{1 1 1}

O}

r..

{002}

Figure 8.8	 The morphologies of adiplc acid.

a) observed

b) Donnay-Harker model

c) atlachment energy model



b

I11}

..

a'

{0o2}

{102}

FIgure 8.9 The morphologies of adipic acid with succinic acid

present.

a) observed

b) calculated.



-2.6

-2.8

-4.0

-3.7

-6.5

-4.8

-4.6

-5.9

-4.9

-7.7

(1 0 0)

(1 0 •2:)

(2 0 •)

(1 1 )

(0 1 1)

(2 1 1)

(3 0 !)

(1 1 1)

(2 1 •)

(0 0 2)

+2.0

+1.1

+1.5

+2.3

+10.7

+1.2

+0.2

+0.6

+0.5

+10.8

Table 8.4	 Table of change in incorporation energy and new

relative growth rates for adipic acid with

succinic acid present.

FACE	 CHANGE IN INCORPORATION 	 Eatt''

	

ENERGY (kcal/mol)	 (kcal/mol)



(0

Figure 8.10	 Adipic acid unit cell in similar arrangement to previous

figure. A succinic acid molecule has been introduced at point X.



relatively small loss in binding energy, listed in Table 8.4 was used to compute

a niorphology with the additive preseiit. The resultant morphology is shown

in Fig 8.9(b), the {102} and {11i} forms dominate the morphology with small

{ 100} forms present. Figure 8.9(a) shows the effect of succinic acid on adipic

acid crystal iuorphology.

3.4 Discussion

The predicted morphologies from DH and AE models show good agreement with

the observed morphology. The {001} is the most important with the {110} and

{ 100} forming a hexagonal shape. The AE model shows a good agreement but

with extended growth along the c-direction. The calculated effect of succinic

acid is to reduce the growth rate along the c-direction. This can be seen by

comparing the growth rates with and without additive given in Tables 8.4 and

8.3. The resultant plotted morphology makes the {10} and {11i} forms domi-

nate the crystal shape as shown in Figure 8.9(b). These faces were small faces

in the original prediction (see Fig 8.8(c)). The calculations suggest that the

{ 100} face has also a reduced importance, the rate along the c-direction being

reduced as shown in Figs 8.8(c) and 8.9(b). The observed effects of succinic on

adipic acid morphology can be seen by comparing Figs 8.8(a) and 8.9(a). The

experimentally observed effects on adipic acid morphology of succinic acid have

not been detailed fully in terms of the adipic acid morphology and so do not

allow a detailed comparison. However the change in morphology is consistent

with a structural explanation. Figure 8.8 shows the arrangement of adipic acid

molecules in the unit cell. The H-bond distances of 1.5A are labelled. Figure

8.10 shows a similar view except at point X a succinic acid molecule has re-

placed an adipic acid molecule. There has been a corressponding increase in

the H-bond distance to 3.9A. At this distance the hydrogen bond distance no

longer exists. This means that interactions along this direction are reduced.

This affects growth particularily along the c-axis and the a axis to some extent

an hence results in the increased importance of the {10} forms.

4 L-alanine/ o-g1ycine

L-alanine amid a-glycine are time first two members of a family of compounds

known as the naturally occuring amino acids. The general formula for this

family of compounds is (R - CH 2 (NH 2 )COOH). For 1-alanine R = Gil 3 and for
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FIgure 8.11	 L-alanlne (X) and glycine (Y) molecule.



Figure 8.12 L-alanine molecules fri the unit cell.



6.16

5.41

5.23

4.31

4.22

4.17

3.95

3.45

3.39

3.35

-4.5

-5.2

-7.4

-5.3

-12.4

-10.2

-10.3

-12.8

-5.40

-22.9

-21.4

-17.0

-21.2

-10.3

-11.5

-11.2

-10.2

-21.0

(0 2 0)

(1 1 0)

(0 1 1)

(1 2 0)

(0 2 1)

(1 0 1)

(1 1

(1 2 1)

(1 3 0)

(0 3 1)

Table 8.5	 The important forms identified for 1-alanine using

Donnay-Harker and attachment energy calculations

FACE	 d(hkl)	 Esl	 Eatt
(Angstroms)	 (kcal/mol)	 (kcal/mol)



a-glycine R=H.

L-alaiiine crystallises in the orthorhombic space group P2 1 2 1 2 1 with four

molecules in a unit cell of dimensions a6.025, b=12.324 and c=5.783A[10].

Figure 8.11 shows molecules of 1-alanine (X) and glycine (Y). The structural

similarity is clear differing only where the CH 3 group in alanine replaces one of

the H atoms in glycine. Figure 8.12 shows the packing in the unit cell. The

four molecules iii each unit cell form a network of hydrogen bonding through

the 1-alanine crystal. Some of the hydrogen bonding distances are labelled in

Fig 8.12.

4.1 Morphological Predictions

A Donnay-Harker (DII) nioclel of the morphology was carried out using MORANG

and the extinction conditions for the space group P2 1 2 1 2 1 given in International

Tables for X-ray Crystallography [11]. The extinction conditions are

hOO h=2n, OkO k=2n, 001 l=2n

The most important forms are given in Table 8.5, the resultant computed

morphology is shown in Fig. 8.13(b). The important froms were used in energy

calculations using the parameters of Monamny and Carruthers [12]. The lattice

energy calculated using PCLEMC of -31.7 kcal/mol is iii reasonable agreement

with the experimental subliniation entlialpy of 33.0 kcal/rno) (13]. The top ten

forms idemitified in the DH analysis were used in the AE calculations. The slice

and attachinemit energies are listed in Table 8.5 amid the computed morphology

is shown in Fig 8.13(c). The observed morphology determined in chapter 3 is

shown in Fig 8.13(a). A more detailed look at the morphology is available in

chapter 3 (see Fig 3.4)

4.2 Additive Calculation

a-glycine was considered as an additive using the same approach as adopted in

the first two examples in this chapter. The glycine molecule was fitted into the

1-alanine unit cell using INTERCHEM [5]. Additive calculations were carried

out using PCLEMC in 'ADDT" mode. The resultant changes in incorporation

energy for glycine to occupy a site compared to a host 1-alanine molecule are

given in Table 8.6. The new growth rates with a glycine molecule in the site are

also given in Table 8.6. the computed morphology using these new growth rates

is shown in Fig 8.14.
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{O1 1 }
	

{11O}

{O1 1 }

{020}
	 {llo}

Figure 8.13	 Morphotogies of t-alariine

a) Observed (see chapter 3) 	 b) Donnay-Harker model

c) Attachment Energy model.



{020}

{O11}

{11O}

Figure 8.14	 The effect of glycine additive on the 1-alanine crystal

morphology.



Eatt''
(kca 1/mo 1)

-4.0

Table 8.6 The change in incorporation energy for and the new

calculated growth rates for the major faces on an

1-alanine crystal with glycine as an additive.

FACE	 SYMM

(020)
2
3
4

	

(110)	 1
2
3
4

	

(011)	 1
2
3
4

CHANGE IN INCORPORATION
ENERGY (kcal/mol)

+1.1
+1.1
+1.1
+1.1

+0.8
+1.3
+0 • 7
+1.1

+1.1
+1.5
+1.0
+1.4

-4.5

-7.0

(120)	 1	 +0.6	 -4.5
2	 +1.3
3	 +0.6
4	 +0.9



4.3 Discussion

The observed Inor)hology exhibits a barrel like morphology with the {120},

{1 lO}, {020} and {OI l} forms present (see Fig 8.13(a) amid Fig 3.4). The { 120}

form is the major face. The DII model does not identify this face as being

present, overestimating as it does the importance of the three remaining forms,

the {11O},{020} and {O11} forms. The DII model also identifies the {1O1} as

being present. The DII model is in general too bulky. The AE model is less

bulky and ideiitifies only the faces observed as being present, including the {120}

form, not identified by the DH analysis. The results in Table 8.6 indicate that

the glycine can get imito n1ost faces with only small losses in the incorporation

energy. On looking at Fig 8.12 the reasons are clear. The glycine allows the

most important strong hydrogen bonding to be completed between the amino

and carboxyl groups because of the similarity with alaniiie. The small loss is

only due to replacing a methyl group with a II atom and therefore results in less

intermolecular interactions atlonger contact distances. The new growth rates

given in Table 8.6 for the situation where an additive is present show only small

differences form the pure growth rates given in Table 8.5. This is reflected in

the computed morphology shown in Fig 8.14. the only difference has been the

loss of the {021} forms.

5 a-glycine/L-alanine

5.1 Structural Details

a-glycine crystallises in the monoclinic space group P2 1 /n with four molecules

in a unit cell of dimensions a=5.105, b=11.969 and c=5.4644A with = 111.69°

[14]. Figure 8.15 shows a glycine molecule beside a 1-alanine molecule. Figure

8.15 shows the packing of the molecules of glycine molecule in the unit cell.

5.2 iViorphological Predictions

A Donnay-Harker (DII) analysis was carried out, the results are listed in Ta-

ble 8,7 with the relative morphological importance (M.I.) The computed nior-

phology is shown in Fig 8.16(c). The observed niorphologies of c-glycine from

sublimation amid solution are shown in Figure 8.16(a) and (b) [15]. The AE

calculations on the important observed forms were carried out using the pa-

rameter of Monamy and Carruthers [12]. The calculated lattice energy of -32.7
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FIgure 8.15	 Glycine molecules packing Iii the unit cell



5.98

4.67

4.40

4.36

4.09

3.87

3.71

3.52

3.13

3.05

(0 2 0)

(0 1 1)

(1 ]. 0)

(1 0 T)

(1 1 1)

(0 2 1)

(1 2 0)

(1 2 1)

(0 3 I)

(1 3 0)

1.0

0.78

0.73

0.72

0.68

0.64

0.62

0.59

0.52

0.51

Table 8.7 Important forms identified in the Donnay-Harker analysis

of glycine.

FACE
	

d ( hkl)
	

RELATIVE MORPHOLOGICAL
(Angstroms)
	

IMPORTANCE



(101)	 {002}

(1101

(101)

(110)

Tlio morpliologlea of o glyclvio

a) observed from sublimation

b) observed from solution
	 (020)

c) Donnay-Harker model

d) attachment energy calculation



Table 8.8 The calculated slice and attachment energies for the

important forms in glycine. Results in kcal/mol

FACE
	

Esi
	

Eatt

(020)	 -20.3	 -6.2

(110)	 -21.0	 -5.9

(011)	 -12.1	 -10.3

(101)	 -13.2	 -9.7

(lOT)	 -2.5	 -15.1

(002)	 -6.0	 -13 . 3

(200)	 -18.9	 -6.9



kcal/inol is in good agreement with the experimental sublimation enthalpy of

32.6 kcal/mol [13]. The slice and attachment energy calculations carried out

using PCLEMC are given iii Table 8.8, the resultant computed morphology is

shown in Fig 8.16(d).

5.3 Additive Calculation

An l-alaniiie molecule was fitted onto a glycine through the heavy atom backbone

and its co-orcliiiates were obtained in terms of the glycine host system using

INTERCHEM and CRYSTLINK. PCLEMC was then used in ADDT mode, the

results are listed in Table 8.9. The results include the change in incorporation

energy plus the new growth rates with the additive present (the E att" parameter).

The The change iii incorporation energy indicates that the additive is most

likely to get into the (020) face. The additive also appears likely to get into the

(011) faces although this is not as favourable as the the (020) face. The binding

energies suggest that it is unlikely that the additive gets into the (110) face. The

1-alanine/glycimie case differs from the previous cases considered in this chapter

because the additive molecule is bigger tlieii the host system and the additive

is acting as a 'blocker' type. In the previous cases the additives were acting

as the disruptive types. In this case the positive Eatt" values are an indication

of the the extent of this blocking ability as it is a measure of the repulsion for

the oncoming molecule as it attempts to get into it's rightful position. The

parameter is particularily large for tl1e (00) face and the (011) face. This is

in agreement with experimental observations [16] where 1-alanine was shown to

affect in particular the growth of time (20) face. TIme (020) was affected in the

same way by ci-alanine.

5.4 Discussion

The observed morphologies from sublimation (Fig 8.16(a)) and solution(Fig

8.16(b)) show time same major forms, the {020} and {110}. Time sublimation

morphology also has the {002} and the {iOi} forms present. The solution

phology has the {011} forms present. Both the DII and AE model have the

{020}, {110} and the {011} present. The AE model is in good agreement with

the forms observed from solution. Berkovitch-Yellin has carried out similar cal-

culations on glycine [15] and generally found agreement with the calculations

here except better agreement with the forms from sublimation. Time difference is

probably due to a different description of the electrostatic interactions. A more
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Figure 8.17 Observed morphology of c. glycine (a) with 1-alanine

additive added
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Table 8.9 The change in incorporation energy for the main forms

on glycine with 1-alanine as an additive.

FACE	 SYMM	 CHANGE IN INCORPORATION 	 Eatt''
ENERGY	 (kcal/mol)	 (kcal/mol)

	

(020)	 1
	

+1.3	 -0.6
2
	

+1.9
	

+94.1
3
	

+1.9
	

+94.1
4
	

+1.3	 -0.6

	

(110)	 1
	

+28.6	 -3.7
2
	

+70.9
	

+22.8
3
	

+29.3
	

+61.6
4
	

+71.5	 -7.1

	

(011)	 1
	

+77.2	 -6.7
2	 -17.1
	

+88.8
3
	

+77.2	 -3.7
4	 -17.1	 -4.9



sophisticated set of parameters particular to glycine obtained from experimental

deformation density (listributions for glycine from low temperature diffraction

has been employed by Berkovitch-Yellin [151.

Time additive calculations indicate are in good agreement with what is

observed experimentally. The effects of 1-alanine on time crystal habit are shown

in Fig 8.17. The obvious effect is time increase in the importance of the (020)

face. An increase in the surface area of the (011) forms is also noted [16]. This

is coimsistent with the calculatiomis where as it appears likely that time additive

can get into these faces. The calculations are in general terms in agreement with

the results reported in [16]. The Eatt" paran1eter is miot nearly as effective for

the blocker type additive as it was for time disruptive type. The positive values

caim be used only as an interpretation of the 'blocking al)ility' of an a(l(litive.

Clearly more work is necessary to determine the orientation of the blocker part

of the additive with respect to time surface aiid oncoming layer to produce a more

meaningful Eatt" term.

6 Coiiclusious

1. The use of E51 and Eatt ' allows evalulation of the likely sites for additive

i micorporation.

2. The new parameter (Ea i ' ) gives a route for quantifying the effects of an

additive.

3. The Eatt" parameter works particularity well for the disruptive type of addi-

tive.

4. The Ea" paranieter is less effective for the blocker additive type although it

call be used as a rough guide to blocking ability.
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Chapter 9

The Morphology Of Benzophenone. A Comparison Of

Donnay- Harker, Hartman-Perdok, Attachment Energy

And Ising Models
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1 Introduction

In chapter 2 methods for relating crystal morphology to internal structure were

presented. A further review of these methods will be presented elsewhere [1].

The aim of this chapter was to apply all these methods in a study of the organic

compound benzophenone. The 'classical' Donnay-Harker (DH) and Attachment

Energy (AE) models will be used as for other materials in this thesis. Addition-

ally the Hartman-Perdok (HP) and Ising (IS) approaches will also be applied to

benzophenone. Jetten [2] has completed a PBC analysis of beiizophenone and

derived connected nets for the Ising approach. This work will form a basis for

the calculations of the HP and IS models in this chapter. New intermolecular

bond strengths calculated as part of this thesis will he introduced into the PBC

analysis of Jetten.

The resultant computational models of the morphology were compared

and contrasted with each other and with the observed morphology. The results

in this chapter will be presented elsewhere [3]. This is the first of a series

of systematic studies using all these approaches. Further studies will include

paraffin [4] and /3-glycerol tristerate [5]. A similar approach to that undertaken

for the case of tailor-made additives in the previous chapter was adopted in

order to quantify the habit modifying effect of toluene.

2 Benzophenone

Benzophenone (C 6 H 5 C = 006 H 5 ) is an aroniatic ketone which crystallizes in

the orthorhomnbic non- centrosymetric space group P2 1 2 1 2 1 with four molecules

in a unit cell of dimensions a=1O.26A, b= 12.O9Aaiid c=7.88A[6]. Only the co-

ordinates of heavy atoms were reported [6] and so the hydrogen co-ordinates were

fitted assuming sp 2 hybridisation and a standard C-H bond length of 0.1mm

using INTERCHEM [7]. The hydrogen positions were then optirnised to an

energy mininiuni using MOPAC [8], the co-ordinates of the hydrogen atoms

are listed in Table 9.1 along with the heavy atom positions as reported [6]. A

discussion of the fitting of hydrogens is given in Appendix D. The co-ordinates

of the hydrogen atoms differ only slightly from those of Yoon [9] who added

the hydrogens with sp 2 hybridisation but without any minimisation. Figure 9.1

shows a molecule of benzophenone with the atoms labelled. Figure 9.2 shows

a. unit cell of benzophenone with time hydrogens removed for clarity. Figure 9.3

shows the packing arrangement of benzophenone down the a-axis. In Fig 9.3 the
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CO
Cl
C2
H2
C3
H3
C4
H4
C5
H5
C6
H6
Cli
C2l
H21
C3l
H31
C41
H41
C51
H5l
C6l
H61
01

0.199
0.298
0.284
0.202
0.383
0.375
0.489
0.565
0.504
0.589
0.404
0.417
0.061

-0.003
0.048
-0.134
-0.181
-0.202
-0.306
-0.146
-0.203
-0.012
0.033
0.234

0.3138
-0.1400
-0.0158
0. 0656

-0. 0744
0.0656

-0. 0331
0.0535
-0.0741
0. 0705
0.0094
0. 0747
-0.1381
-0.0099
0.0581

-0.0761
0. 0637

-0.0331
0.0535

-0. 0781
0.0687
0. 0058
0. 0757

-0.3131

0.280
0.304
0.220
0.137
0.237
0.172
0.338
0.351
0.421
0.500
0.403
0.469
0.243
0.309
0.390
0.282
0.337
0.186
0.160
0.124
0.053
0.151
0.098
0.291

0.217
0.130
0.027
0.009
-0.052
-0.131
-0.028
-0.091
0.070
0.087
0.150
0.230
0.193
0.103
0.043
0.086
0.013
0.158
0.143
0.254
0.314
0.271
0.345
0.315

Table 9.1 Fractional co-ordinates and charge distribution

for benzophenone. Heavy atom postions from [6]

hydrogens found assuming standard geometry followed

by minimisation by MOPAC. Charge distribution from MOPAC.

ATOM
	

x
	

Y
	

2
	

CHARGE





Figure 9.2	 Unit cell containing four benzophenone molecules





hydrogen atoms have been renioved for clarity and the double bonds highlighted.

3 Doniiay-Harker Approach

For the space group P2 1 2 1 2 1 the extinction conditions given in International

Tables [11] are

(h00) h=2n, (0k0) k=2n, (001) l=2n

MORANG (Chapter 4 and Appendix A) was used to identify the most

important forms according to the imiterpianar spacing dhkl. Tue importance of

extinction conditions to such calculations has been discussed in Chapter 2. A list

of the most important forms for benzophenone according to interplanar spacing

is given in Table 9.2 along with the derived relative morphological importance.

The computer drawn morphology using these results is given in Figure 9.13(b).

The interplanar spacings in terms of the molecular packing can be seen in Fig

9.3 for the (011) and (021) faces. The (011) interplanar spacing is greater thami

that of (021). This is clearly visable in Figure 9.3.

4 Energy Calculations

A number of authors have derived sets of atom-atom parameters for the study

of a variety organic materials. No parameters for the specific study of benzophe-

none appear to have been published or tested. The parameters of Monarny et

al [11] are the most generally applicable used in this thesis. These parameters

along with the fractional charges from MOPAC [8] were used to describe the

interactions in benzophienoiie. The charge distribution over a benzophenone

molecule is given in Table 9.1. The computer program PCLEMC (Appendix

C) was used to calculate the interactions between benzophenone molecules, the

results of which are listed in Table 9.3. The calculated lattice energy of - 24.5

kcal/mol is in excellemit aggreement with the 'experimental' lattice energy of -

23.9kcal/mol derived from the sublimation enthalpy of of 22.73 kcal/mol [12].

Details of deriving the 'experimental 'lattice energy has been discussed in chap-

ter 6. PCLEMC was then used in debug mode (see Appendix C) to identify the

strongest interniolecular 'bonds' in the crystal structure. The strongest bonds

are listed in Table 9.3. A similar labelling of molecules and intermolecular in-

teractions to that in Jettens thesis [2] was adopted to allow comparison between

the PBC projectiomis and relevant discussions presented by Jetten [2]. There are

four molecules in the benzophenone unit cell. The convention adopted by Jetten
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Table 9.4	 Observed center to face distances [15], Hartman-Perdok

estimated attachment energies, calculated attachment

energies and Ising model results for benzophenone.

Face	 Bonds in slice	 Eatt(HP)	 Eatt(AE)	 ISING	 Observed
(JETTEN)	 kcal/mol	 kcal/mol	 ijec	 Distance

(110) a+b+c+d+2f+2j	 -10.9	 -10.3	 0.44	 19.5

(101) 2a+c+d+e+f+j	 -13.3	 -12.9	 0.5].	 30.3

(011) a+b+2c+e+f+g+2h	 -12.1	 -12.0	 0.55	 29.3

(020) 2c+2d+2h+2j	 -14.9	 -14.6	 0.63	 27.0

(111) a+b+c+d+e+f	 -14.6	 -14.1	 0.64	 28.5

(021) 2d+f+g+2h	 -15.5	 -14.9	 0.67	 29.0

(002) 2a+2b+2h	 -17.3	 -17.1	 0.86	 32.5









a

b

C

Figure 9.6 The (100) connected net and corresponding rectangular net

a), b) connected net 	 c) transformed rectangular net.















model of the morphology and this is shown in Figure 9.13(e).

8 Comparison Of Morphologies

The observed morphology of benzophenone reported by Becker et al [16] shows

a coniplicated morphology dominated by the {11O} faces. The center to face

distances for time observed crystal form are listed in Table 9.4 [15], the resultant

computer drawn morphology is shown in Fig 9.13(a). The {1O1}, {111} are the

next most important forms. The {002}, {O11},{021} and {020} forms are also

observed. All the models predict morphologies with {11O} cloniinant and with

{1O1}, {O11} and {020} forms present. None of the models predict the presence

of the {002}. the IS model and the DII models also do not pre(lict the {111}

forms as being present. The AE and HP models show small {111} forms to be

present.

Inspection of the computed muorphologies shows that the li p and AE

models give almost identical results. The HP approach involves identifying the

intermolecular bonds in the slice from studying pro jections. Using these and

bond energy values it is possible to estimate the slice energy. The AE model

partitions the slice directly from the structure (see PCLEMC, Appendix C). The

small differences between the HP estimated and AE calculated Eatt values are

due to the fact that the HP analysis only the stronger intermolecular bonds are

considered. In the AE model calculated using PCLEMC all the intermolecular

interactions are automatically considered. The HP and AE models both predict

small {111} forms to be present. The DH and IS models do not probably due

to an overestimation of the importance of the {101} and {011} forms. The DH

model gives a largest surface area to the {020} form the IS model giving the

smallest importance to the {020} form of all the models.

In general all the prcdicte(l mnorpliologic.s are very si imiilar. All pre(hictious

overestimate the importance of the {101} and {011} forms and this results in

{021} and {020} miot being observed in any predictions. This can be seen by

viewing the calculated and observed mnorphologies down specific zones. Fig

9.14(a) shows the observed and calculated morpliologies viewed down the [100]

direction. The observed form has the {110} forms domimiant at the front with

the {020}, {021},{011} and {002} side forms. The calculted morphology shows

the {110} main face and the {020} and {011} side faces. It does not show time

{ 021} or the {002} forums. The crystal also appears to be short along the c-axis

and long along the b-axis with reference to the observed morphology.
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Figure 9.13 The morphologies of benzopheone

a) Observed [15]	 b) Donnay-Harker model

c) Hartman-Perdok model	 d) Attachment energy model

e) Ising model
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Figure 9.14 Comparsion of observed and calculated projections

a) down the [1001
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Figure 9.14(b) shows the calculated and observed morphologies viewed

along the [001] direction. The observed form shows the {020} front face with

the {110} forms either side. The {011} and {021} forms can also be seeii in

this view. The calculated morphology shows the {020} and the {110} faces in a

similar arrangenient to the observed form. However the calculated morphology

does not show the {021} but does show a much larger {011} form which excludes

the {021}. These faces are in competition with each other. Overestimation of

the importance of the one form results in the second not being observed in th

final morphology. The view along the c-axis is a complicated one. The most

important faces are the surroundling ones , the {110} and {020}. The calculated

morphology shows good agreement clown this zone with the same surrounding

faces and the same general size and shape with the observed morphology.

The projection down the [001] direction shows the relative rates of the

{ 110} and the {020} are in reasonable agreement with experiment. Using the

estimated center to face distances for the observed morphology it is possible to

scale, using the {110} form as a base value, 'experimental' attachment energies.

This is shown in Table 9.6. Note the excellent agreement between the calculated

and experimental values for the {020} and the {002} forms. The {021} and {111}

forms are in reasonable agreement. However neither the {002} or the {021} forms

appear on the calculated niorphologies and this is clue to the overestimation of

the importance of the {101} and {011} This is clearly showim in Table 9.6

One possible reason for the difference in the calcu'lated and observed

morphology for the smaller faces may be the conformational freedom the phenyl

rings have in the benzophenone molecule. The crystal structure has the rings

tilted at 540 to each other. The rings are tilted at this angle to prevent 112—H21

repulsion which would be encountered at smaller tilt values. The rings could

be tilted further apart since the H2—H21 non-bonded interaction is a relatively

weak one. Table 9.6 shows the relative change in energy when the rings are

tilted further apart. The calculations were carried out using MOPAC [8]. The

results indicate that the rings can be tilted up to 85° apart with only a small

loss in conformational energy. In the motherphase the benzophenone molecules

are likely to have a range of plienyl-phenyl tilt values amid some 'conforniational

correction' is required at the surface for the molecule to achieve the proper tilt

for the crystal structure. This is likely to be surface specfic and will depend

on the approach path/orientation of the molecule to get into the surface. The

changes are likely to be small. However small changes in the growth rates can
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have significant effects particularily when a number of faces Inay be competing.

In benzophenone that area concerns the {021},{101},{111},{01i} and {002}

forms. If we assume a reasonable description of the [001) zone side faces as

indicated by the calculated and observed projections in Fig 9.14(c) then the

growth rates of the {110} and {020} faces can be left fixed. If the importance

of the {011} and {101} forms are reduced by 10 percent and the importance of

the other forms in that are increased 10 percent then the forms not previously

seen are now observed. The computed morphology assuming these corrections

is shown in Fig 9.15. This is in excellent agreement with the observed form

shown in Fig 9.13(a). This illustrates the sensitivity of a region where there are

a number of competing faces to slight changes in relative growth rates.

9 Solvent Effects - Toluene

The morphology of beuzophenone grown from toluene near the melting point

differs considerably from that of the melt [9,15]. The morphology when grown

from toluene is donminateci by {021} with {111} and {110} forms completing

the morphology [8]. A computer drawn picture of this morphology is shown in

Figure 9.16. In a similar approach to that adopted for tailor-made additives

a molecule of toluene was built in INTERCHEM [7] and fitted to the phenyl

ring in benzophenone. The co-ordinates if the toluene in terms of the host

lattice were obtained using CRYSTLINK (see Appendix B). Figure 9.17 shows

a toluene molecule fitted into the crystal lattice of benzophenone. Time slice and

attachment energies were then calculated with toluene as an additive. Table

9.8 shows the change in incorporation energy and the subseciuent interaction of

the toluene molecule with the oncoming molecules to the surface ( Eu" ). A

positive value for Eatti' indicates that toluene is acting like a 'blocker' additive

(see chapter 2 atI(l 8) prevcntiiig iiiolcciilrs getting to the surface an(l affecting

growth rate. Table 9.7 shows time changes in incorporation energy for all seven

faces in benzophenone. Toluene molecules are most likely to get into faces

where the least change in incorporation energy results. Toluene appears to be

able to get into (021) at sites 2 and 4 with the least loss in energy. (111) at

site 4 seems to be another candidate as a site for toluene incorporation and

the four sites for (020). Whemi in these sites the interaction with the oncoming

molecules is preventing further growth. This indicates that (021) and (111) and

possibly (020) should become more important. This is in agreenment with what

is found experimentally except that the (020) form is not observed. A possible
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Table 9.5 Relative stability of benzophenone with different phenyl

phenyl tilts. Change in energy relative to conformation

in the crystal structure.

Phenyl-Phenyl	 Change in Energy
Angle	 (kcal/mol)

54
	

0

56
	

0.04

60
	

0.16

65
	

0.34

75
	

0.69

85
	

1.19





\

\(021)

\
\

\

Figure 9.17	 Toluene fitted onto one of the phenyl groups in

benzophenone and blocking the (021) face. The oxygen and heavy

atoms of toluene have been labelled for clarity.



Table 9.6	 Calculated attachment energies compared against

'experimental' attachment energies scaled from the

main observed form (110).

FACE	 ATTACHMENT ENERGIES (kcallmol)

CALCULATED	 EXPERIMENTALLY
DERIVED

	

(110)	 -10.3	 -10.3

	

(101)	 -12.9	 -16.1

	

(011)	 -12.0	 -15.1

	

(020)	 -14.6	 -14.3

	

(111)	 -14.1	 -15.1

	

(021)	 -14.9	 -15.4

	

(002)	 -17.1	 -17.2



explanation is that (021) and (020) are developing in the same zone (see Fig

9.14(a) and if (021) is dominating then (020) would not be observed.

10 Discussion

All the current methods for interpreting crystal morphology in terms on internal

structure give in the case of benzophenone the same predicted morphology which

is good agreement with the observed form for the main faces. Overestimation of

the importance of some faces results iii some of the less important growth forms

not being predicted. Slight reductions in the relative importance of these forms

results in the smaller faces appearing on the predicted morphology. This example

illustrates the sensitivity of a region, where a nuimiber of faces are present, to

slight changes in relative growth rates.

Conformnational calculations indicate that the phenyl rings in benzophe-

none tilted at 540 in the crystal structure can be tilted further with only slight

changes in conformational energies. When a crystal is growing molecules may

have a range of phenyl tilts in the rnotherphase which have to return to the

crystal structure value to enter the structure. The degree of 'confomational

correction' imeeded to enter the structure is likely to be surface dependent and

may affect the rates of growth of some faces. In the traditional model of crys-

tal growth the main paramiieters are diffusion to tl1e surface, adsorption onto

the surface, diffusion across the surface au 1 torpoto'x	 .

may be that an additional parameter considering conformational correction is

required. Conformational correction may have a significant role in overall crystal

shape determination and polymorphism. This is clearly aim area where exten-

sive molecular and quantum mechanics calculations could make a significant

contribution.

Time ad(litive approach (letaileCi ill chapters 2,4 and 8 proved useful in

interpreting the effect of toluene on time morphology of benzophenone. Calcula-

tions indicated that the (021) amid (111) faces were the most likely for toluene

molecules to get into. Once in these faces the calculations indicated that the

toluene molecule is likely to block further molecules getting onto the surface

and so alter the crystal shape i.e. make (021) and (111) faces niore important.

This is in good agreement with what is found experinientally. When grown from

toluene the benzophenone morphology is altered with the (021) faces clomninat-

ing the morphology. The {111} forms also have increased importance in crystals

grown from toluene.
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Table 9.7 Changes in incorporation energy and interaction with

oncoming layer for the seven faces of benzophenone and

toluene

FACE SYMM	 CHANGE IN INCORPORATION ENERGY	 Eatt''

	

(101)
	

1
2
3
4

	

(011)
	

1
2
3
4

	

(021)
	

1
2
3
4

	

(002)
	

1
2
3
4

	

(111)
	

1
2
3
4

	

(110)
	

1
2
3
4

	

(020)
	

1
2
3
4

7.07
14.21
14.24
7.10

15.63
13.54
15.60
13.50

13.50
5.50

13.50
5.60

11.76
11.76
11.77
11.77

20.87
12.59
12.83
5.62

12.93
16.82
13.85
14.14

6.51
6.49
6.49
6 . 51

-0.42
1.87
-0.62
8.70

2.57
-1.98
-2.24
4.90

2.42
-1.97
-2.91
10.07

-3.76
-3.76
3.02
3.02

-3.82
-2.12
-0.80
9.14

-1.46
-3.93
-0.71
5.25

7.89
-0.90
-0.90
7.89



11 Conclusions

1. All the methods employed essentially give the same predicted morphology.

2. The additive approach can be used to consider the effect of solvents.

3. Conforinational correction may have to be considered in modelling crystal

growth.
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Chapter 10

Conclusions and Suggestions for Further Work
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1 Introduction

The aims of this work were,

1. To develop programs in order for morphological investigations based on a

knowledge of internal crystal structure to be carried out,

2. To develop a basic approach which contained guidelines for the use of these

programs,

3. To use these programs to confront specific problems in relating crystal shape

and structure including,

• a comparison of current methods,

• the importance of potential function choice,

. the effect of tailor made additives,

• solvent effects,

• polar morphology.

In the following section the results are summaried and conclusions drawn

roughly in the order outlined above. Suggestions for further work are outlined

in section 3.

2 Conclusions

2.1 Programs

Three programs have been written to carry out morphological calculations.

CRYSTLINK, MORANG and PCLEMC have been tested against a variety of

.exarnples and the results presented in this thesis. The programs have also been

used by other workers to confront exaniples of interest to them (see Appendix

E). This also served as a useful test of the programs. MORANG has also been
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materials like berizoic acid and benzainide there is some strong bonding hut it

is limited within cliiners. The result is that the DII model is not bad as in the

cases where there is extensive networked strong bonding.

In Chapter 9 the common current methods inciu(hing DII, A E, Ilartman-

Perdok (HP) and Ising (IS) models were systematically applied to benzophenone.

This was the first study of it's kind where all the methods were applied to one

material. The result was that all the methods produce the same morphology.

A subsequent study by Bennema, Roberts and Tack (unpublished results) has

shown similar results for long chain hydrocarbons.

2.4 Importance Of Potentials

The interactions between molecules can be described by using a variety of poten-

tials and a selection of parameter sets. In Chapter 6 a selection of potental func-

tions/parameter sets were used in a study of compounds including anthracene,

biphenyl succinic acid and benzoic acid. The result is that the AE method is

relatively independent of the potential function choosen as long as the func-

tion choosen is giving a reasonable description of the intermolecular bonding.

Comparing the lattice energy against the sublimation entlialpy is a simple and

reliable check if the sublimation enthalpy is known.

2.5 Tailor-Made Additives

Calculations of the effects of time tailor-made additives are detailed in Chapter 8.

The best calculation results were found for the disruptive additive type and the

new proposed Ea" parameter, which can be used to compute the morphology

with an additive present, gave good correlation with experimental observations

on the benzarnide/benzoic acid host/additive system.

2.6 Solvent Effects

The additive approach gave an opportunity to consider particular solvent effects.

Toluene has a significant effect on the morphology of benzophenone. Consider-

ing toluene as a tailor-mache additive allowed interpretation of this effect. The

calculations have beemi considered in greater detail in Chapter 9.
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2.7 Polar Morphology

A number of paranieters are thought to be responsible for polar niorpliology.

These include solvent effects at the differeiit surfaces exposed at the opposite

ends of a polar direction and the different conformations flexible entities exposed

at these surfaces can adopt. None of the current methods employed, whether

AE, DII, IS, or li p can accouiit for a polar morphology since they depend on

bulk structural projerties for their calculation. Urea is a planar molecule in

both the solid state the gas phase. Urea grown from sublimation has a polar

morphology. The polar morphology is therefore not a result of solvent effects or

flexible entities. It was accounted for by considering the charge distributions of

a urea molecule in the vapour phase, in the solid bulk and at. a crystal surface

and using a modification of the current attachment eiiergy approach.

2.8 Conforniational Correction

The calculations on benzophenone indicated that this molecule had some degree

of conformatioiial freedom. There maybe srniie need for the molecule to correct

itself oii euteriiig the crystal structure. This highlighit.ecl a wider issue coiicern-

ing crystal growth of organic molecules. Sonie organic molecules have a number

of conformations which are about the same energy. The molecules are likely to

adopt a range of these conformations and this could affect crystal growth. In

different solvents different conformations may be adopted. This could explaimi

why different polymorphs can be obtained from different solvents. This is an

area which could benefit from extensive molecular mecha.nics/ quantum chemn-

istry calculations. If the degree to which the molecule has to correct itself is

surface depemiclent then this could explain slight differences in some predicted

and observed morphologies.

2.9 Kinetic Roughening

When kinetic roughening occurs a transition takes place between smooth surface

ordered growth and rough surface disordered growth (see Chapter 2). This

can be observed by growing crystals at different levels of supersaturation. For

biphenyl as the supersaturation increases [21 the (020) face disappears. The

calculations in chapter 6 show that of the observed fromns 011 biphenyl the {020}

has the lowest slice energy and is therefore the weakest face amid should be the

first to roughen. The calculations suggest that tIme (201) face should be iiext to
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roughen. This is in agreement with experiment [2]. The slice energies calculated

therefore can give a feel for the faces that will roughen first and can thefore

be used to predict the possible changes in habit which result from changes in

supersaturation.

2.10 Competing Faces

When faces are growing out in the same general direction they can be regarded

as being in competition. Small changes iii the relative growth rates can result in

what appears to be significant changes in morphology. For 1-alanine the (120)

and (110) faces are in competition and only slight changes are necessary to alter

the size of each face appearing on time final morphology. For benzoic acid the

(100) and (10) faces are competing and again only sinai! changes are needed

to switch the importance of one over the other. For anthracene the morphology

usually has the (110) and (111) faces. Occasionally the (liT) faces are not found.

These two faces are competing faces and it only requires slight changes to in the

importance of (110) to reniove the (111) face. A useful feel for the degree of

difficulty of changing a crystal shape can be found by altering the relative growth

rates and recomputing the crystal shape.

3 Suggestions For Further Work

3.1 Programs

MORANG and CRYSTLINK are highly sub-routined programs which makes

them easy to improve and debug. The main code of PCLEMC could be more

routined hence making it easier to improve and debug.

In more general terms attempts should be made to produce a system

of programs for morphological calculations. This should include the programs

presented in this thesis PCLEMC, CRYSTLINK and MORANG as well as ad-

ditiomial programs such as ShAPE [3] and TCCALC [4]. This would involve

writing interfaces between the progranis using the XR format file as the starting

point and the means of communication with molecular modelling packages. The

interface routines could be built in to CRYSTLINK easily and allow automatic

assignment of atom type based on connectivity and bond distances, the pick-

ing up of time most common symmnetery operators and the use of an extensive

selection of potential functiomis. The aim would be to produce all the models
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including Ising nioclels with xiiore reliability and in a shorter space of time than

is the norm at present.

3.2 Additive Calculations

The additive calculation routines need improvement to deal with the blocker

type of additives. The current approach works well for the disruptive type but

gives only the likely sites for where the blocker additive can get into. One pos-

sible route would be to minimse the oncoming slice around the surface with the

additive present to obtain a more realistic value for E attu. The surface and the

part of the additive in the crystal surface could be constrained and the oncoming

slice and exposed apart of the additive minimnised. This would involve combining

crystal packing calculations with molecular mechanics methods. Code is being

developed under the Collaborative Computing Project (CCP) at Daresbury lab-

oratory [5,6] to carry out these intra and intermolecular calculations.

The dispuptive additive approach works very well in the case on benza-

mnide/benzoic acid but it would be useful to have more experimental information

on adipic/succinic acid to confirm the accuracy of this approach.

3.3 Solvent Effects

The additive approach allowed the effects of toluene on the benzopheone crystal

habit to be considered. A similar approach could be adopted for the non-linear

optic material p-nitro-p'-methyl benzilidine aniline (NMBA). Calculations on

this material have already been undertaken (see Appendix E). The habit of this

material is known to be affected by toluemie.

3.4 Polar Morphology

In the case of urea the polar morphology has beeeu accounted for by consici-

eration of surface, bulk and isolated molecule charge distribution. It would be

useful to consider the role of these effects in the polar morphology of other ma-

terials. 'y-glycine might prove to be a useful case study as it exhibits a polar

morphology [7] and it is a sinai! enough molecule to consider carrying out ex-

tensive quantum chemistry calculations. It does have flexible entities including

the NH3 group which is free to rotate. Quantum chemistry caiculatiomis could

be employed to determine the degree of freedom of this group, the rest of the

molecule could be held rigid. Studies of the crystallographic data on the other
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amino acids might also reveal the most favoured conformations of the amino

group. Manipulation of the additive code should allow PCLEMC to take into

account the 'conformational correction' effect on crystal habit and the extent

to which conformation is responsible for polar morphology. The conformational

should also be used on other materials like benzoplienone to investigate the ef-

fect of conformational freedom for the molecule in the motherphase on the final

crystal habit.
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1 Introduction

One method of determining crystal growth morphology is to compare the ob-

served interfacial angles with calculated interplanar angles, allowing the iclen-

tificatioti of the forms present on the crystal habit. These calculations can be

carried out by hand but it is more convenient to perform the calculations on a

computer. A simple Fortran program (MORANG) has beemi written to help in

determining crystal morphology allowing not only the calculation of the angles

between planes but also the identification of the forms likely to dominate the

crystal habit.

Tile computer program MORANG described here can be considered to

consist of three main routines ANGLE, MORPH2 and MAID. The ANGLE

routines carry out the calculation of angles between crystal planes and directions

(i.e plane-plane, direction -direction and pole-direction angles). MORPH2, a

modified version of MORPH [1] allows the identification of the planes (hkl) likely

to dominate the crystal habit, the inorphologicahly important forms {hkl} having

the greatest interpianar spacing (d hkl ). This approach was pioneered by Bravais-

Friedel [2] and later developed by Donnay-Harker [3] to take into account the

reduction of interplanar spacings due to space group symmetry. A reduction in

the interplanar spacing of a crystallographic form results in a reduction of tile

morphological importamice of that forni. This method has been used by a number

of workers in predicting crystal morphology [1,2,3,4] aiicl used as an initial guess

of the important forms before further refinement of the morphological prediction

by energy calculations [5].

MAID is the Morphological Aid section of the prograiii which uses rou-

tines called by ANGLE and MORPH2 to obtain the angles between the planes

likely to dominate the crystal shape. The user can then obtain the interplanar

angles for the niorphologically important forms in a given zone and if the user

inputs a measured interfacial angle and estiniateci error, the program searches

and outputs the possible planes.

2 Calculation Details

The program uses the relationships for direct and reciprocal lattice along with

the equations for calculating the interplanar angles and spacings given for the

generahised triclinic case in International Tables for X-ray Crystallography [6].
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2.1 Reciprocal Lattice

For a unit cell of dimensions a,b,c,a,f3 and -y, the unit cell volume V is given by

the equation,

V = 2abc(sin(5)siri(S - c)sin(S - 13)sin(S - 7))1/2 	 (A.1)

S = (o+f3+7)	 (A.2)

The reciprocal lattice elenients denoted by the * superscript (i.e. a,b)

can be obtained from the relationships:

a = bcsinc/V

= casinf3/V
	

(A.3)

c = absin-y/V

and the cosines of a etc are given by:

coscx 5 = [ ( Cos/3Cos7 - cosci)/sin/3sii-i7]

cosf3 5 = [ ( cos7Cosa - CO313)/Sin7.sincx]	 (A.4)

cos'y = [ ( co.sacos/3 - COS7)/SiflOSinf3]

These values are calculated in the sub-routine SETUP (see section 3.3)

a sub-routine called by the routines in MORPH2 and ANGLE.

2.2 Interplanar Angles

The interplanar angle between two planes (hkl) and (h'k'l') can be calculated

from the equation

cosq = [(hh'a2 + U'b + ll'c2 + (ki' + lk')bccosat + ( lh' + hl')c5a5cos,@5

+(hk' + kh' )abcos7)/ 1( Qk1Q'k'l')]	 (A.5)

where Qk1 is the so-called quadratic form given in (A.6).
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•	 2 .2
Qhkl = h a + k2 b 2 + 12 c 2 + 2kl b ccosa + 2lhcacos/3 + 2hkabcos-y (A.6)

The equation for the angle 0 between two directions [uvw and [u'v'w'] is

of the same form as equation (A.5) replacing h,k,l,h',k'l' with u,v,w,u',v',w' and

the reciprocal lattice eleineiits with direct lattice elements as shown in equation

(A.7) and (A.8).

cos0 = [(ut'a2 + vv'b2 + ww'c2 + ( uw' + wv')bccoso + (wu' + utu')cacosf3

+( uv' + uw')abcos7)//(	 (A.7)

where QhkI is the modified quadratic form given in (A.8).

Qhkl = u2 a2 + v2 b2 + w2 c2 + 2vwbccosc + 2wucacos3 + 2ut'abcos7 	 (A.8)

A plane normal (pole) -direction angle can be calculated froimi a combi-

nation of the plane-plane equation (A.5) and direction- direction equation (A.7)

explained above. The angle z between a crystal pole (hiki) and direction [u,v,wJ

is, allowing for eliniination of combinations of direct and reciprocal lattice given

in equation (A.9) These equations are used in the ANGLE routines, ANGPOL,

ANGDIR and ANG1DR respectively ( see section 3.3).

cos ji = liu + kv + lw/ /( Q kjQUVW)	 (A.9)

2.3 Interplanar Spacings

The MOILPII2 routines allow the calculation of the ititerplaitar spacing for se-

lective v1iI1er indices or the identification of the niost important morphological

forms (hkl) according to interplanar spacings. Both these options require the

calculation of interplanar spacing dlhkl and this is obtai ncl using equation (A. 10)

dhkj	 (A.10)

where Qk1 is as defined in the section 2.2.
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2.4 Zone Laws

One of the options in the morphological aid section of the program is the cal-

culation of all the angles for the planes in a given zone. A plane (hkl) lies in a

zone [uvw] if the relationship outlined iii equation (A.11) holds true [6].

ha+kv+1w=0	 (A.11)

3 Program Description

3.1 Machine Requirements

The program is written in standard Fortran-77 (American National, Standard

ANSI X3.9 1978) and has a code area size of 23.9K. The program has been

compiled on a VAX 11/782 with Digital's VAX-li Fortran Compiler and on an

IBM-AT with the IBM Fortran compiler (Version 2.00) without any changes to

the source code. It should be possible to run the program oti any machine which

supports a standard Fortran- 77 compiler without any changes. The executable

code generated on the IBM was used directly on an AMSTRAD 1512 indicating

that it should be possible to run the executable code on a number of 'PC-

compatibles' without any need to change and recompile source code.

3.2 Program Operation

The program is interactive and menu driven. The main menu appears after

input of a title, crystal system and unit cell information. This input becomes the

default cell parameters, users are given the option to change these parameters

on entering any of the sub-options. The main nienu gives the option to run

either ANGLE or MORPH2 individually or to run the MAID routines which call

some of the ANGLE and MORPH2 sub-programs. ANGLE gives a menu with

options to calculate the angles between crystal planes and directions. MORPH2

allows either the calculation of time imiterplanar spacing for a given set of PvIihler

indices or the identification of the mnorphologically important forms according to

interplanar spacings. Users will be prompted for the input information required,

default values have been supplied where ever possible. rIh1e input information

for each of the maui routiiies will be discussed in section 4. The program gives

time user the option to write results to a file as well as to the screen. The file

is opened whilst running the program usually on entering one of time options.
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Figure A.1 Schematic of tile routines in the program MORANG.



The user will be prompted for the output filename, the file will be automatically

closed on the exiting of one of the sub-programs.

3.3 Main Subroutines

The routines used in the MORANG program are outlined in this section. The

routines are listed with the MAID routines first, followed by the ANGLE and

MORPH2 routines and finally the general routines. Figure A.1 is a schematic of

the modules in MORANG. The chart clearly shows the MAIN program and the

sub-menus ANGLE, MORPH2, MAID and the various routines used by these

options. Routines called more than once are labelled by the number of times

they are called. Routine OUTPUT for example is called twice, firstly to open

and timemi to close an output file.

SUBROUTINE MAID - the interface between ANGLE and MORPH2. The

program contains the menu for the zone and observed angle options.

SUBROUTINE DRANG - Calculates all the interplanar angles for the likely

planes identified as the most important by the MORPh routines. This routine

is called by MAID.

SUBROUTINE ANGLE - Contains the menu for the ANGLE options.

SUBROUTINE ANGPOL - Calculates the cosine of the angle between two crys-

tal planes.

SUBROUTINE ANGDIR - Calculates the cosine of the angle between two crys-

tal directions.

SUBROUTINE ANGPDR - Calculates the cosine of the angle between a plane

normal (pole) and a direction.

SUBROUTINE SUB1 - Interactive routine for calculating the angle between two

planes.

SUBROUTINE SUB2 - Interactive routine for calculating the angle between two

crystal directions.

SUBROUTINE SUB3 - Interactive routine for calculating the angle between a

plane normal and a crystal direction.

SUBROUTINE SUB4 - Interactive routine which uses the functions available in

SUB 1, SUB2 and SUB3 to calculate the three angles for a given pair of indices.

SUBROUTINE CONV - Converts the cosine of an angle to degrees.

SUBROUTINE RMILL - Converts Miller indices read in as integers to real

numbers for calculations.

SUBROUTINE MORPH2 - Contains the menu for MORPH2 routines.
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SUBROUTINE MORPh - Calculates the interplanar spacings for various faces

identifying the most important planes according to interplanar spacings. This is

largely the program MORPH [ij with some moclifictions. Firstly the program

now operates in two modes, when called from the MAID routiiies it assumes

some default input values and directs the output into common blocks rather

than the screen. Secondly the prograni calculates interplanar spacings rather

than recticular area and thirdly the input and output format has been changed

to allow interactive input and output. The actual changes have been highlighted

with comments in the source code.

SUBROUTINE EXT - Removes the forbidden reflections according to the ex-

tinction conditions for the space group in question.

SUBROUTINE SCAL - Calculates the default scan values for h,k and 1 based

on the unit cell parameters. The smallest unit cell parameter is given a scan

value of -7 to +7, the rest are scaled relative to that. The larger the unit cell

the smaller the scan required. This routine gives the user the option to replace

these default values.

SUBROUTINE CALC - Interactive calculation of the interplanar spacings for

selective Miller indices.

SUBROUTINE SETUP - Calculates direct and reciprocal lattice elements as

outlined in section 2.1

SUBROUTINE MODQ - Calculates the direct and reciprocal lattice moduli.

This routine called by the ANGLE routines and by MORPh and CALC.

SUBROUTINE INPUT - Gets the general input inforniatiomi including title,

crystal system and unit cell cliniemisions. This informatioii is used by most rou-

tines.

SUBROUTINE OUTPUT - This routine operates in two modes. 111 the first

mode it gets the output filename and opens the file for writing results through

channel 6. In mode two the the routine closes the file this occurs after exiting

one of the routimies.

4 Input Requirements

As mentioned earlier, the program is iiiteractive in nature prompting the user

for the information required. Default values are supplied as input options where

possible. In this section the input information for the various sections is sum-

marised.
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4.1 ANGLE

The angle routines require a title, the unit cell dimensions and the Miller indices

to be considered. The user is prompted for the general input information via the

INPUT routine (see section above). The user is then presented with a menu and

after selecting the option required the user will be prompted for Miller indices

of the planes to be considered. Output is to the screen and a file if required,

square brackets indicate a crystal direction, round brackets a crystal plane and

no brackets a pole (see TEST OUTPUT 2).

4.2 MORPH2

\Vhen calculating the selective interplanar spacings the general input is obtained

via the INPUT routine. The user will then be prompted for the Miller indices of

the planes whose interplanar spacing (d hkl ) is to be calculated. When identifying

the planes likely to dominate the crystal morphology the general input required

is basically the title and unit cell dimensions. Additional input required includes

the number of planes to be outputted, the scami values for the Miller indices and

the extinction conditions for the space group in question as given in International

Tables for Crystallography [6]. These rules for the extinction of x-rays are

identical to the conditions whmezi a reduction of the interplanar spacing occurs clue

to space group symmetry. If the interplanar spacing is reduced the morphological

importance of a crystallographic form is also reduced [2]. This input requires

a name identifer, an extinction condition and an integer. The nanie identifiers

possible are listed below along with the extinction conditions and their numerical

labels.

NAME IDENTIFIERS:

hkl—( 1), hhl—(2), hkh—(3), hll—(4), hho—(5), Okl—(6), hOl—(7), hko—(8), hOO—(9),

OkO—(10), 001—(11).

EXTINCTION CONDITIONS:

h+k,k+l= —(1), li+k —(2), h+l= —(3), k+l= —(4), h+k+l= —(5) -h+k+l= —(6),

11= —(7), k= —(8), 1= —(9), 2li+lz —(10), 2h+k= —(11), 21+h —(12).

Using the numbers to represent the conditions the input to the program

consists of a three number code to identify the extinction condition. An example

is for organic compound 1- alanine which crystallises in the orthorhoinbic space

group P2 1 2 1 2 1 . There are three extinction conditions given in Intermiational

Tables [6] and these are given below along with the code for entering into the

program.
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CONDITION	 INPUT CODE

1100 li=2n	 9 7 2

OkO k=2n	 10 8 2

001 l=2ii	 11 9 2

4.3 MAID

This routine uses the ANGLE aiicl MORPH2 routines the input required being

identical to that outlined in the two previous sections. The user will be prompted

for a zone [uvw] or for an observed interfacial angle and estimated error.

5 Output

The program outputs results to the screen and to a file if the user requires it

The file is opened via the OUTPUT routine when entering one of the sub

program units. This file is automatically closed on exiting tile routine.

At tile end of this appendix samples of the output from tile program

are given for the organic material 1-alanine. An observed interfacial angle of

45.6+0.3°[7] was used as input to the morphological aid routine, the extinction

conditions for this material and their input code was given in section 4.2. The

unit cell dimensions are given in the test input summary whicli contains all

the information used to generate the test output files given at tile end of this

appendix and outlined in the test output summary.

6 Test Input Summary

Title: L-alanine

Crystal System: Orthorhombic

Unit cell dimensions: a = 6.025A, b = 12.324A, c = .5.783A [8]

Extinction Conditions: hiOO h=2n, OkO k=2n, 001 l=2n.

Observed Angle: 45.6°

Error: 0.3°

7 Test Output Summary

TEST OUTPUT 1 - The identification of the morphologically important forms

according to interplanar spacing. Output file created using default options when
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TEST OUTPUT 1

1-alanine

CELL PARAMETERS
a -	 6.02500(ANGSTROMS)
b	 ].2.32400(ANGSTROMS)
c =	 5.78300(ANGSTROMS)
alpha = 90.00000(DEGREES)
beta	 90.00000(DEGREES)
gamma - 90.00000(DEGREES)

MILLER INDICIES ARE:-
H- -6 TO 6, K= -3 TO 3, L= -7 TO 7

EXTINCTION CONDITIONS

hOO:	 h =2n
OkO:	 k =2n
001:	 1 =2n

MORPHOLOGICAL
IMPORTANCE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

FACE
HKL
020
1 -1 0
O 1 -.1
1 -2 0
0 2 -1
1 0 -1
1 1 -1
1 2 -1
1 -3 0
0 3 -1
200

MULTIPLICITY

2
4
4
4
4
4
8
8
4
4
2

SLICE THICKNESS
(ANGSTROMS)
6.16200
5. 41278
5. 23527
4. 30794
4. 21682
4. 17213
3.95182
3. 45474
3.39413
3.34903
3. 01250



TEST OUTPUT 2

1-alanine

CELL PARAMETERS
a -	 6.02500(ANGSTROMS)
b	 ].2.32400(ANGSTROMS)
c -	 5.78300(ANGSTROMS)
alpha = 90.00000(DEGREES)
beta - 90.00000(DEGREES)
gamma - 90.00000(DEGREES)

(020 )

(020 )

(110 )

[020 I

[020 ]

(120)
(110)
(120)
[110]

[120]

MGLE= 45.64(DEGREES)

ANGLE= 63.95(DEGREES)

ANGLE= 18.30(DEGREES)

ANGLE= 26.05(DEGREES)

ANGLE= 13.74(DEGREES)



TEST OUTPUT 3

1-alanine

CELL PARAMETERS
a -	 6.02500(ANGSTROMS)
b -	 12.32400(ANGSTROMS)
c -	 5.78300(ANGSTROMS)
alpha 90.00000(DEGREES)
beta = 90.00000(DEGREES)
gamma = 90.00000(DEGREES)

- - PLANES - -
OBSERVED

	

0 -2 0	 -1 -2 0
	

45.60

	

0 -2 0
	

1 -2 0
	

45.60

	

0 2 0
	

1 2 0
	

45.60

	

0 2 0	 -1 2 0
	

45.60

	

-1 -2 0
	

0 -2 0
	

45.60

	

1 2 0
	

0 2 0
	

45.60

	

-1 2 0
	

0 2 0
	

45.60

	

1 -2 0
	

0 -2 0
	

45.60

ANGLES (DEGREES)
ERROR
	

CALCULATED

	

.30
	

45.64

	

.30
	

45.64

	

.30
	

45.64

	

.30
	

45.64

	

.30
	

45.64

	

.30
	

45.64

	

.30
	

45.64

	

.30
	

45.64



possible. The terni 'multiplicity' in the output is the number of of symmetrically

equivalent forms.

TEST OUTPUT 2 - The file produced during angle option

TEST OUTPUT 3 - Output from the morphological aid option. File created

using default options except in the input of error.
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1 Introduction

As outlined in chapter 4, CRYSTLINK was developed as a support program

to the project as the work progressed. It contains a series of routines for data

manipulation. A summary of the menus available in CItYSTLINK and where the

options provided fit into the overall scheme has been given in chapter 4. In this

section details of the program are outlined including a sumnimiary of the important

routines/variables and how to change CRYSTLINK for other computer systems.

Details of time calculations carried out in time program are given in section 2.

2 Calculation Details

2.1 Crystal to Cartesian Co-ordinates

Some of the computer packages used in this work require cartesian co-ordinates

rather than crystal co-ordimiates as input. This means it is necessary to convert

from one co-ordinate system to another. CRYSTLINK uses the same procedure

as the VIEW program in Daresbury Laboratory [1]. Crystal co-ordinates (x,y,z)

can be converted to cartesian co-ordinates (x',y',z') by multiplication with the

matrix A.

(i) 
=A()

a bcos7 ccos/3
A	 0 bsina	 Al

0 0	 N

Al = (c(cosa - cos/3cos7)/sin-y)

N = (V/(absina)

(B.1)

(B.2)

(B.3)

(B.4)

V is the unit cell volunie which can be calculated from equation (A.1)

given in Appendix A, a,b,c, a, 3 and 'y are the unit cell dimensions. The matrix

is setup in the routine MATRIX , the calculation of cartesian co-ordinates takes

place in the routine ORTHOC4 ( see following section).
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2.2 Cartesian to Crystal Co-ordinates

One of the Iliajor purposes for writing CRYSTLIN K was to ol)taifl crystal co-

ordinates froiii iliolecular graphics packages which work in cartesian co-ordinate

systems. After the fitting of hydrogens to incomplete structures or obtaining the

co-ordinates of an additive in terms of a host lattice it is necessary to have the

co-ordinates in crystal axis system. The importance of this has been discussed

in Chapter 4.

This requires a reversal of the procedure carried out in the previous sec-

tion. Cartesian co-ordinates (x'y'z') can be converted to crystal co-ordinates

(x,y,z) by multiplication by the inverse of n1atrix A.

(fl 
=A1()	 (B.5)

This inversion procedure is carried out by the routine INVERT which

calls the NAG library [1] routine FO1AAF. The routine will notify the user if

the matrix inversion fails. The variable IFAIL is carried into the routine with a

value of 0 and flagged to 1 if any problems result during inversion.

2.3 Packing Diagrams

As described in chapter 2 using the co-ordimiates of one molecule and the sym-

metry relations between the molecules in tl1e unit cell it is possible to generate

a 3D model of the crystal. This routine uses a standard file from the CSSR

database [2] which contains co-ordinates and connectivity and a file containing

the synnuetry operators from International Tables [3j in the format adopted for

PCLEMC ( see chapter 5 section 4). The routine generates a unit cell, repeated

production of the unit cell in the three crystal directions U, V arid \V allows

a 3D model to be built. The user is prompted for the values of U, V and W.

The output file is in the same format as the CSSR input file allowing it to be

used as input to a variety of molecular graphics packages and back into the data

formatting routines available in CRYSTIJINKd The output file comitains the miew

co- ordinates of the atoms in the crystal and the updated connectivity. The file

is limited in size to 999 atoms by the format of the CSSR file. rrhlis routine was

used to produce packing diagrams in this thesis as well as generating the files for

simulating quantum chemistry calculations on molecules in the crystal lattice (

see chapter 7). This routine is currently being incorporated into the computer
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modelling program LEG 0 [4j.

2.4 Slice Diagrams

The generation of the slice cliagranis follows the same procedure as that for

packing diagrams. The user will be prompted for the same input information as

before and the I'vliller indices of the slice to be considered. The program starts

to generate a 3D model of the crystal but utihises the slice definition procedure

used in PCLEMC (see Appendix C) to decide which molecules are inside the

slice and which are not. The co-ordinates of molecules within a slice are stored

in a file, molecules outside the slice are disregarded. The thickness of the slice is

defined by the interplanar spacing dhkl (see Chapter 1, section 4), the procedure

for deciding which molecules are inside the slice has been given in chapter 5.

The output file is in the CSSR format allowing these files to be used as input to

a variety of molecular graphics packages.

2.5 Centre of Gravity

The centre of gravity of a molecule (xg ,yg ,zg ) can be calculated from the sum-

inations given below.

Xg =

N

yg = > yA /MW	 (B.6)
i=1

N

= >zjA,/MW

where ( x, yi, z 1 ) are the fractional co-ordinates of atom i which has an

atomic number A 1 . N is the number of atoms in the molecule and MW is the

molecular weight of the molecule.

3 Program Description

3.1 General Deti1s

The program is written in Vax Fortran [5] and consists almost entirely of sub-

routines. This allows easy modifications and updates. Important variables are

passed into the subroutines via common blocks including CELL for the unit
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cell dimensions, COORDS for the co-ordinates of the atoms and CONN for the

connectivity. The common blocks are held iii the file COMMON.FOR which is

included into the program during compilation. The program is currently liin-

ite(l to 2000 atoms and to time most common organic elements. rrlIis could be

increased if required. The program uses channels 5 and 6 for input and out-

put respectively. The program uses some file handling options particular to the

VAX computing system. \Vheii reading in a file the program uses the INQUIRE

option to check the file exists before opening for readiiig. If the file does not

exist the user is prompted for another file name. When opening a file for writ-

ing output the program uses the CARRIACECONTROL=LIST option. This

option determines the type of carriage comitrol processing to be enibedded into

the file. In essence the use of this particular option creates a data file as output

rather thiaii a 'results' file. This allows the outputted file to be changed using the

system editor if required ( keywords may have to be changed for non-standard

calculations).

3.2 Program Operation

On executing the program the user will be faced ivith the main menu from which

four sul)-menus may be accessed. On entering a sub-menu the user will be faced

with a miumber of options. Oii choosing an option the user will be prompted for

the input inforniation required. On exiting one of the options any file opened

will be closed and the user returned to the current menu. Figure B.1 shows a

schematic of the overall structure of the program CRYSTLINK. The diagram

clearly shows the four menu's accessible froiii time main program and the routines

called by these nienu's. Routines called more thami once are highlighted with the

number of calls being written aloiigsicle the routine box. The external module

FO1AAF is highlighted in a shaded box. A summary of these routines follows

in section 3.4

3.3 Program Input

The primary source of input to the program is a file from the CSSR database

[2]. A file from the CSSR database is shown in Figure B.2. The file contains the

unit cell dimensions on lines 1 and 2, lines 3 and 4 contain information used by

the database. The bulk of the informatioii is held in the subsequent lines. It can

be divided up into a number of colunimis. Column 1 is the atom number, column

2 consists of the atom label, colunins 3, 4 and 5 are the crystal co-ordinates
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refcode reference	 unit cell	 space group
number	 details	 Information

HREFERENCE STRUCTURE 29542 A,B,C 	 5 510 5 157 21 973
ALPHA,BETA,GANMA 	 90.000 97.410 90.000 	 SPGR 14 P21/C
15 0 C0DENBENZAC01 SYM0PS 4757
40	 RFAC 3.8 ERRFLAG=0 (C-C)ESD2
1 01	 0.22130	 0.23720	 0.01320	 3
2 02	 -0.09080	 0.14100	 0.06470	 3 15
3 Cl	 0.10010	 0.27130	 0.05760	 1	 2	 4
4 C2	 0.18160	 0.47400	 0.10370	 3	 5	 9
5 C3	 0.38490	 0.62650	 0.09700	 4	 6 10
6 C4	 0.45960	 0.81820	 0.14060	 5	 7 11
7 CS	 0.33170	 0.85340	 0.19020	 6	 8 12
8 C6	 0.12990	 0.70240	 0.19650	 7	 9 13
9 C7	 0.05330	 0.51330	 0.15340	 8	 4 14

10 113	 0.47300	 0.59900	 0.06100	 5
11 H4	 0.60600	 0.92400	 0.13600	 6
12 115	 0.38200	 0.99100	 0.22100	 7
13 116	 0.04100	 0.73000	 0.23200	 8
14 117	 -0.09100	 0.40500	 0.15800	 9
15 1110	 -0.13600	 0.01300	 0.03800	 2

IN
atom	 atom	 fractional	 connectivity
number label	 co-ordinates	 information

Figure fl.2 Typical Xfl tile format.
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relative to the unit cell chiniensions given in lines 1 and 2. The later columns

consist of the connectivity inforivation. This inforrnatioii tells the molecular

graphics package which atoms are connected. For organic crystals this usually

consists of four columns due to the common tetrahedral arrangement present

around carbon atoms. rI11e forniat of the file allows for the possibility of eight

connections.

On entering the packing options the user will be reciuired to input the

synunetry operators which relate one molecule to the others in the unit cell. The

input format is identical to that adopted for PCLEMC ( see chapter 5, section

5). The program will also read iii a 'D' type file from INTERCHEM [6].

3.4 Program Routines

The module chart given in Figure B.1 shows where each routine is used. In this

section a brief summary of each of the routines is given.

MAIN PROGRAM - The main section of the program contains the main menu.

SUBROUTINE MANIP - This subroutine contains the menu for the data ma-

nipulation routines.

SUBROUTINE FRACTION - this is the driver routine which converts cartesian

co-ordinates to crystal co-ordinates.

SUBROUTINE PACK - this is the driver routine which provides the sub-menu

for packing options.

SUBROUTINE MISC - this is the menu routine containing the miscellaneous

options.

SUBROUTINE INFO - this routine reads in the the information from the Dares-

bury CSSR file, including the unit cell dimensions, atomic co-ordinates and con-

nectivity.

SUBROUTINE MNDO - converts input information from INFO into a format

acceptable to MNDO [7].

SUBROUTINE GAMESS - converts information into a format acceptable for

the quantum chemistry package GAMESS. Users may have to add keywords for

particular types of calculations (see GAMESS [8] manual)

SUBROUTINE ORTEP - prepares information for the program ORTEP-lI [9].

The routine prepares a file for drawing a single molecule using standard bond

search distances of O.8A to 1.5A. Users may have to change these parameters.

SUBROUTINE TEST - converts a file from INTERCHEM to ORTEP-Il format.

The same search distance as outlined above are used.
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SUBROUTINE INTERCIE - reacts in the iiiformation contained in an INTERCHEM

file. The file should be of the 'D' type.

SUBROUTINE MATRIX - this routine sets up the matrix for the conversion of

crystal co-ordinates (see section 2.1).

SUBROUTINE INVERT - this routine inverts the matrix generated in the above

routine. The matrix is inverted using the NAG routine FO1AAF.

SUBROUTINE ORTHOG - this routine converts crystal to cartesian co-ordinates

by multiplying with the matrix generated in MATRIX.

SUBROUTINE REFRACT - converts cartesian co-ordinates using the matrix

generated by the INVERT routine.

SUBROUTINE DIFFER - checks for difference in cartesian co- ordinates and

those read in from INTERCIIEM. Checks for any translations particular to

INTERCHEM.

SUBROUTINE OUTPUT - This routine outputs the results in a format identical

to the CSSR file.

SUBROUTINE CNDO - prepares a file in a format for the program CNDO [1OJ.

Users may have to change keywords for non-standard calculations.

SUBROUTINE PACKER - routine which produces the co-ordinates for pack-

ing diagrams. Generates a new file containing new co- ordinates and updated

connectivity.

SUBROUTINE PLOTS - Generates a file for use with the plotting program

PLOTS [11].

SUBROUTINE SLICE - generates the co-ordinates and coiinectivity for the

molecules that are within the slice of thickness dhkl where (11k1) are the Miller

indices input by the user.

SUBROUTINE SETUP - sets up the direct and reciprocal lattice variables as

outlined in Appendix A. A similar routine is used by PCLEMC.

SUBROUTINE MODQ - Calculates direct and reciprocal lattice modulli (see

chapter 5)

SUBROUTINE ANGPLDR - calculates the aco-sine of the angle between the

normal to a plane and a direction. A simuilar routine is used in PCLEMC.

SUBROUTINE CENTRE - calculates the centre of gravity as outlined in section

2.5.
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3.5 Changing CRYSTLINK

The program currently runs on a VAX 11/782. If the program has to be changed

to run on another system a number of factors have to be considered.

1. FILE HANDLING OPTIONS - The program uses the 'INQUIRE' option

to check the existance of a file before opening for reading. The program also

uses the 'CARRIAGECONTROL= LIST' option when writing a results file.

This prevents carriage control affecting the output file. Both these options are

non-standard. To change this a user must find the equivalent commands on

the system of implementation. The other option would be to remove these

commands and replace with standard commands.

2. INCLUDE OPTION - The common blocks are held in the file COMMON.FOR,

this file is brought into each routine via the 'INCLUDE' command. The format

of this command may be system dependent. Slight variations in the format of

this command may be reciuired.

i.e VAX INCLUDE 'filename' starting column 6

and IBM INCLUDE 'filename' starting column 1,

where 'filename' is the name of the file containing the inforniation to be brought

into the routine.

3. NAG LIBRARY - As mentioned earlier the program requires linking to

the NAG library. The conimnanci linking the library during compilation will be

system and site dependent.

4. INTERFACE TO MOLECULAR GRAPHICS - The current version of the

program, has been interfaced to the molecular graphics package INTERCHEM

[6], the in-house software at Strathclyde University. The program has been

written to accept a file of the 'D' type. In order to interface to other molecular

graphics packages this subroutine must be re-written to read in the appropriate

information in the format supplied by the package. The important variables are

held in the common blocks a summary follows in the next section. Examination

of the INTERCH routine should provide the basic structure of the new routine

required.
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3.6 Important Variable Glossary

The important variables are held in common blocks and passed into each of the

routines. A summary of these variables follows.

AA,BB,CC,ALP,BET,GAM - the unit cell dimensions a, b, c, , j3 and y.

X,Y,Z - fractional co-ordinates read in from the CSSR file.

XF,YF,ZF - fractional co-ordinates calculated after fitting hydrogens.

XXO,YYO,ZZO - cartesian co-ordinates calculated from fractional co-ordinates

using MATRIX and ORTHOG.

XXI,YYI,ZZI - cartesian co-ordinates read in through the INTERCH option.

AMAT - matrix for converting fractional to cartesian co- ordinates.

AMATINV - inverse of matrix AMAT. For converting cartesian to fractional

co-ordinates.

NUM - number of atoms in one molecule. Read in from line 3 of CSSR file.

ACHAR - character array which contains the atom labels.

TITLE1, TITLE2, TITLE3, TITLE4 - all character variables which contain the

titles at the top of the CSSR file.

ICONN - Array which contains all time connectivity for the atoms.
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1 Introduction

PCLEMC (Program to Calculate the Lattice Energy of Molecular Crystals) was

developed as a computational model of molecular crystals. The program consists

of a structural description of the crystal and uses the atom-atom approximation

to determine the interactions between molecules in the crystal. Calculation of

these interactions allows evaluation of lattice, slice and attachment energies, pa-

rameters which are used in computing theoretical morpliologies. Where these

parameters and PCLEMC fits imito the overall scheme has been outlined in chap-

ter 4.

In this section details of the calculations are given along with examples

of how to run the program in it's various operational modes. Sample input files

will be used to illustrate input requirements for each imiode. The role of each

mode will be related back to the flowcharts in the chapter 4. A full description of

the program PCLEMC will also be given. Details of the main program, general

sub-routines and the graphical routimies are provided in section 4 along with

details on how to change PCLEMC for running on different machines.

2 Calculation Details

2.1 Structural Details

The program requires basic structural information to generate the three dimen-

sional model of the crystal. The input required includes the unit cell dimensions

(a, b, c, ,j3 and -y), the co-ordinates of the atoms in one molecule and the symn-

metry relations between the molecules in the unit cell. This information can be

obtaim1ed froni any conventional x-ray structure analysis as outlined in Chapter

2,section 1.2. The program uses this information to construct a unit cell. The

unit cell is the basic building block of a crystal, repeated generation of this unit

cell along the crystal directions (U, V and "N) allows a three cliniensional model

of the crystal to be built.

2.2 Lattice Energy

The lattice energy (Eiatt ) can, for molecular crystals, be considered to consist of

the sunimnation of all tile atom-atom interactions betweemi a central molecule and

all the surrounding molecules. For a crystal with a central molecule containing

n atoms amid N surrounding molecules each containing n' atoms then the lattice
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energy can be calculated from the summation given in equation (C.1).

N n

Eiatt = 1/2Vk 3	(C.1)
k=1 i=1 j=1

Vkj is the interaction energy between atoiii i of the central molecule

and atom j of the kttt surrounding molecule. The factor 1/2 is introduced to

avoid double counting pairs of interactions. The interaction energy can be

calculated by an atom-atom approach as outlined iii chapter 1, section 3 and

later in chapter 5.

In PCLEMC the number of surrounding molecules is governed by a sum-

ination limit. This limit is the radius of the sphere inside which the summation

is carried out. In lattice energy mode (see following section) PCLEMC allows

a series of limits to be iiitroduced. In the next chapter some profiles of the lat-

tice energy as a function of summation limit are plotted for a variety of organic

materials. The calculations show an initial increase in the lattice energy with

summation limit. Eventually the lattice energy reaches a plateau beyoiid which

increasing the sunirnation limit has negligible contribution to the calculated lat-

tice energy [1].

Once the lattice energy has beemi calculated at this sunimnation limit it

can be compared to the experimental sublimation enthalpy [2,3]. These values

will be of opposite sign but should be of the same order of magnitude. In

the following chapter a series of calculated lattice energies are compared to

the experimental sublimation enthalpies for a variety of organic compounds,

agreement being found between calculated and experimental values. This is a

useful test of the input, information and of time atom- atom parameters selected

to describe time interactions in the n1aterial of interest. It serves as a check of of

the calculations before more comnputationally intensive calculations of slice and

attachment energies (see flowchart in Fig 4.1).

2.3 Slice and Attachment Energies

Once the lattice energy has beemi calculated it is possible to carry the calcu-

lations one step further and calculate the slice and attachment energies. The

program requires the Miller indices (hkl) of the faces to be considered. The

program calculates the slice energy by summing time interactions between a cen-

tral molecule and all time molecules within a layer of thickness dlhkl. The layer is

centered at each of the symmetrically independent sites in the unit cell in turn
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succesive
(hkl) planes

/

N

A is the central molecule.

B is a molecule in the crystal out of the slice

D is a molecule in the slice

N is the growth normal to the planes (hkl)

AB and AD are 'bonding vectors'

dhkl is the interplanar spacings

& is the- angle between the growth normal and the bonding vector.

AC is the component of the vector AB parallel to N the growth

normal.

Figure C.1 Outline of the routine for deciding whether molecule

is in a slice not.



and then averaged [1]. The attachment energy is calculated by suniming all the

interactioiis between a central molecule and all the molecules outwith the slice.

These attachment energies can be used as a measure of the relative growth rates

nornial to the faces being considered [4].

The program decides which molecules are inside the slice by calculating

the bonding vector between the central molecule (A) and the molecule under

consideration (B) (see Figure C.1). The program calculates the cosine of the

angle 9 between the normal to the face under consideration and the bonding

vector. This allows the magnitude of AC to be calculated (i.e. the size of the

bonding vector parallel to the growth normal). Since the slice is centered on

the molecule as shown in Figure C.1, if the magnitude of AC is smaller than

d hkm/ 2 theim the molecule is inside the slice, otherwise the molecule is outside the

slice. Figure 1 shows a schematic of this procedure. Molecule B is clearly out

of the slice, molecule D is an example of a molecule inside the slice. In order

to identify any possible stable growth layers, the program allows the slice to be

shifted along the growth normal. A more detailed discussion of this approach

has been given by Berkovitch-Yellin [1].

3 Program Operation

3.1 Basic Input and Output

CARD 1 TITLE
The title can be up to eighty characters in length. If 'LAST' the the program

terminates. If 'PLO1','PLO2','HIS1',or 'HIS2' then the appropriate graphic rou-

tines are activated. The 'POTS' option to obtain general information about the

potential functions and parameter sets available in the program.

CARD 2 MODE INFORMATION (A4)
This four letter code switches the program into one of four modes. 'LATT' puts

the program into lattice energy mode and 'FULL' puts the program into a mode

where it calculates slice and attachnient energies. 'POLR' and 'ADDT' switch

the program into polar morphology and additive calculation modes respectively.

CARD 3 MNU,MXU,MNV,MXV,MNW,MXW ( free format)

The maximum and minimum scan values in the crystal directions U, V and W.

CARD 4 A, B, C, AL, BE, GA (free format)

The unit cell dimensions, the dimensions in angstroms and the angles in degrees.

CARD 5 NZ, NUM, NT, DIEL, IBUG (free format)
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NZ = the number of molecules in the unit cell.

NUM = the nunll)er of atoms in one molecule (asymmetric unit).

NT = the number of model to be used. This gives a choice of the potential set

to be used.

DIEL = the value of the dielectric constant to be used in calculating the elec-

trostatic contribution using a simple coulombic interaction.

IBUG = the debug helper. This controls the amount of output through channel

6. When IBIJG = 0 the lattice energy is outputted. This is the minimum

amount of output produced. When IBUC is set equal to -1 the intermolecular

interactions between the central molecule and surrounding molecules are printed

out . Each intermolecular interaction is identified iii ternis of it's position in the

crystal and given a particular number NNUM. When IBUG is set to NNUM the

atom-atom interactions for a particular intermolecular interaction are outputted.

Using this debug facility can be helpful in identifying the strong bonds in a

crystal during a PBC analysis. It is possible to investigate intermolecular and

individual atom-atom interactions. This produces a substantial amount of out-

put and should only be used in 'LATT' mode.

CARD 6 NS, STEP (free format)

NS is the number of steps with which to move the growth slice along the growth

normal. STEP is time size of the shift in angstronis.

CARD 7 CGX, CGY, CGZ (free format)

Input parameters cot the origin oc the shce. 'W'nen he \a'tce pdint

is taken as the origin. The center of gravity or time position of an important

atom can be used. The input is in fractional co-ordinates.

CARD 8 Two cards repeated NUM times

CARD 8 (a) ID,ND (A4,13)

ID is the atom label used to identify the atom. This can be useful when the

printing control option has been activated.

ND is the atom number. It is used for the selecting the appropriate parameters

to describe time atom-atom potential interaction. Using the POTS option allows

these potentials to be identified before use.

CARD 8 (b) X,Y,Z.CT (free format )

X, Y and Z are the fractional co-ordinates for the atom described in CARD 8

(a). CT is the partial charge on that atom.

CARD 9 The symmetry operators. Repeated NZ times

The symmetry cards [6], usually one for each molecule in time unit cell. Each
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set can be broken up into three component groups of five, one for the symmetry

component of each axis. The first three numbers then represent the X,Y and Z

components of the X-axis. The last two miumbers represent the the translational

part.

some examples are:

x,y,z 1000 00 10 0000 100

x+y,y+1/3,-zl 10000101300-100

CARD 10 Two cards repeated

CARD 10 (a) H, K and L (free format)

Time Miller Indices of the face whoose slice and attachment energy are to be

calculated.

CARD 10 (b) ALIM (free format)

The limiting radius, the size of the sphere inside which the potentials are summed.

CARDS 11 Identical to CARD 10

Terminated by 99.0 0.0 0.0

RETURN TO CARD 1

3.2 Output Summary

This is a summary of the input and output channels used in PCLEMC during

various calculation modes. Some are common to all types of calculations, unit

5 for example is always used for standard input information. Unit 1 is oniy

used during an additive calculation to write and read iziforniatiomi to time file

TEMP.DAT.

UNIT=5 Input of the host information PCLEMC.

UNIT=3 Input of additive information.

UNIT=6 Standard output chanmiel for results.

UNIT=1 Output and input channel for file TEMP.DAT. The file is opened and

closed by time program. This is only used iii additive calculations

IJNIT=7 Output channel for file containing summarised output.

UNIT=8 Output clianimel for line printer histogram.

UNIT=10 Graphical output channel of .RCO plot files [7]. An .RCO file type

is a file containing graphical information that can be sent to a variety of output

devices.
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3.3 Lattice Calculation

This type of calculation can be run interactively. The use of the 'LATT' identifier

in line 2 flags the program into lattice energy calculation mode. The sample file

for /3-succinic acid shows the input to perform a lattice energy calculation on

this material. The basic structural information for /3- succinic acid is given in

Chapter 7. The input file shown in section 6 gives the basic input information

for calculating the lattice energy at successive summation limits including 8A,

ioA, 12A and 30A. Example profiles of this type are shown in Figure 5.1 This

input file is read in through unit 5, the resultant output summary from unit 7

is also given in section 6. The output information includes the basic structural

information, details on potential set selected amid results including number of

intermolecular contacts, electrostaic contributions and lattice energy.

3.4 Full Calculation

The input for the full calculation mode is essentially the same as that for the

lattice energy mode. The difference is that instead of a series of limiting radii

a selection of faces can be entered. The limiting radius is usually kept constant

for these calculations. At line 2 in the example input file the mode option has

been changed to 'FULL'. The input file for /3- succinic acid is given at the end of

this appendix. The faces to be considered in the sample input file are (100) and

(110). The output from this mode is essentially the same as for 'LATT' mode

except that slice and attachment energies replace the lattice emiergy results.

3.5 Polar Calculation

The calculation for polar morphology can be activated using the 'POLR' flag

on line two (see exan1ple input file). The input is identical to that for the

'FULL' niode except that an extra set of charges have to be inputted. A sample

input file for urea has beemi given at the cud of this appendix. The first set of

charges is for the molecule in the crystal lattice, the second set of charges is for

the isolated molecule. The method of obtaining the distribution over isolated

molecules and molecules in the crystal lattice is given in chapter 7. When

carrying out the polar morphology calculation the approach is almost identical

to the normal calculatiomi, except that the program assigns different distributions

to the molecules inside and outside the slice. The lattice charge distribution

is assigned to the molecules inside the slice, the monomer distribution to the
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molecules outwith the slice i.e. the onconing molecules.

3.6 Additive Calculation

When carrying out an additive calculation the program currently operates in

two modes, switching between these two modes automatically for each crystal-

lograpliic independent site. In niocle 1 the additive is placed in a slice and the

familiar slice energy calculated ( Esi'). In this mode the attachment energy of

a pure slice coming onto an surface containing an additive (Eatt") is also calcu-

lated. During these calculations the site of the additive for niode 2 calculations is

obtained. The 'site' is defined as the closest position to the slice origin molecule

available outwith the slice. The 'site' is recorded in terms of crystal directions

(U,V,\'V) and 1)OS1LiOU in the unit cell (Z) This itiforimiation is written through

channel 1 to the file called TEMP.DAT. In mode 2 the information in the file

TEMP.DAT is read through channel 1 and used to locate the additive site. At

the 'site' the host molecule is replaced by an additive molecule and the attach-

ment of a layer containing an additive to a pure surface (Eatt') is calculated.

The models for Eshice', Eatt' and Eatt" have been detailed in Chapter 2 (see

Fig 2.20).

The program requires the standard input for the program in 'FULL' mode. This

standard file is read in through channel 5 (see subsections 3.2). In 'ADDT' mode

the program requires some information concerning the adlditive which is read in

through chaniiel 3. It was found most conviemient to keep input inforniation in

this mode in two seperate files, and to read the files in through different channels.

This allows a number of additives to be considered for oiie host system. The

additive file was given the .ADD filetype. The program can be flagged into

additive calculation in line two of the standard input file. The format of the line

would be
ADDT 'filename'

where 'filename' is the name of the file that contains information on the additive.

Examples of the two files needed for additive calculations are given in section 6

for the host/additive system of benzamide/benzoic acid [8].
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4 Program Description

4.1 General Description

The program has been written in standard Fortran-77 (American National Stan-

dard ANSI X3.9 1978) except for the graphic routines which are written using

the GINO plotting software. The program has sucessfully been run on a VAX

11/782 with Digital's VAX Fortran Compiler and on an IBM-AT with the IBM

Fortran Compiler (V2.0). The main program can be considered to consist of a

number of sections. The first section consists of reading in the input information

including structural details and prograni niode. The second section consists of

generating the three dimensional model of the crystal by generating the unit cell

along the crystal directions U, V and W. The main section of the program con-

sists of identifying atom-atom pairs, calculating their distance apart, evaluating

thier interaction energy and deciding whether the calculated intermolecular in-

teraction belongs to the slice energy or not. The final section is the output of

results and the routing of appropriate information into the graphical subroutines

via the common block GRAPHIC (see graphical subroutines)

4.2 General Sub-routines

SUBROUTINE SETUP - the subroutine uses the unit cell dimensions to calcu-

late the direct aiid reciprocal lattice information stored in the common blocks

TEND, TENR. The mathematics are outlined in the International Tables [6]

and in Appendix A.

SUBROUTINE MODQ - Calculates the direct and reciprocal nioduhii depending

on the value of variable T. T=1 ... reciprocal and T=2 ......direct.

SUBROUTINE ANGPLD - This subroutine calculates the angle between a crys-

tal plane and a crystal direction.

SUBROUTINE DISTAN - This program calculates the distance between two

points . It calls the subroutine MODQ in direct mode

SUBROUTINE POTL - This routine directs the program to the appropriate

potential subroutine containing the correct data set.

SUBROUTINE POT1 - contains the parameters to describe the interaction be-

tween an atom-atom pair. It outputs the attractive and repulsive part of the

interaction. The program as supplied contains a number of potential sets. Users

can install their own preferred parameter sets. The general structure of the

routine can be seen from the program. The output from this program is the at-
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tractive and repulsive contributions from an atom-atom interaction. The routine

is called at the start to setup the potentials.

SUBROUTINE DETAIL - this routine calls each of the potential sub- routines

in turn extracting the general information about each of the potential sets and

outputting results to a file. This can be called using the 'POTS' option as

described in section 3.1.

4.3 Graphical Sub-routines

The input from the main program to these subroutines are stored in the common

block called GRAPH.

SUBROUTINE IIIS1 - This produces a histogram of the relative morphological

importance based on the attachment energies calculated from the main program.

It uses the GINO[9] software and creates a file which can be dumped to a nuniher

of graphical devices. This routine creates a graphical file of the RCO type [7].

SUBROUTINE HIS2 - Produces a histogram of the relative morphological im-

portamice which can be clumped to a line-printer. It outputs to unit 8 in a file

called HIST.DAT.

SUBROUTINE PLO1- plots the lattice energy against time size of the sphere

inside which the summation takes place. Again the GINO software is utilised.

SUBROUTINE PLO2 - plots the number of intermolecular contacts against the

limiting radius using the GiNO software routines.

4.4 Changing PCLEMC

As the program is largely written in standard Fortran-77 (ANSI- X3.9 1978)

the program should be easy to implement on aimy machine which supports a

Fortran 77 compiler. The graphical subroutines which are not fundamental

to the execution of the program can be replaced with chummy subroutines if

time GINO [9] software is not available, or replaced by routines written by the

user for the graphics software available on the machine orf implementation.

The IBM versions has the graphic routines replaced. The information for the

graphical sub-routines are held in the common block GRAPH. Users can change

the potential sub-routines to use parameter sets of their own preference. The

output from these routines is the attractive and repulsive contributions for an

atom-atom interaction. Looking at tI1e form of the routines POT1 and POT2

etc should allow tl1e user to write their own potential routines.
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EXAMPLE 1 Succinic acid in 'LATT' mode.

SUCCINIC ACID - force field of Hagler
LATT
-10 9 -10 9 -10 9
5.519 8.862 5.101 90.0 91.6 90.0
2 14 1 1 0
0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
CARl 3
0.08080 -.06640 -.02770 -0.20
CAR2 4
0.25990 -.03450 -.23640 0.38
OXY1 6
0.25280 0.07750 -.37600 -0.38
OXY2 7
0.42400 -.13950 -.25700 -0.38
HYD1 1
-.02530 -.16350 -.09240 0.10
HYD1 1
0.18160 -.10350 0.14660 0.10
HYD2 2
0.53550 -.11890 -.40250 0.38
CARl 3
-.08080 0.06640 0.02770 -0.20
CAR2 4
-.25990 0.03450 0.23640 0.38
HYD1 1
0.02530 0.16350 0.09240 0.10
HYD1 1
-.18160 0.10350 -.14660 0.10
OXY1 6
-.25280 -.07750 0.37600 -0.38
OXY2 7
- .42400 0.13950 0.25700 -0.38
HYD2 2
-.53550 0.11890 0.40250 0.38
l00000l00000ioO
1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 2
100
10.0
100
15.0
100
30.0
99 0 0
LAST

title (80 chars)
program mode
U,V,W scan values
unit cell dimensions
NZ,NUM,MODEL,IDIEL,IBUG
growth slice shift
origin of slice
atom label and identifier
fractional co-ords and ch

symmetry operators

face to be considered
- - -- summation limit

- - - - terminate input
program stop



EXAMPLE 2 Succinic acid in 'FULL' mode.

SUCCINIC ACID - force field of Hagler
FULL
-10 9 -10 9 -10 9
5.519 8.862 5.101 90.0 91.6 90.0
2 14 1 1 0
0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
CARl 3
0.08080 -.06640 -.02770 -0.20
CAR2 4
0.25990 -.03450 -.23640 0.38
OXY1 6
0.25280 0.07750 -.37600 -0.38
OXY2 7
0.42400 -.13950 -.25700 -0.38
HYD1 1
-.02530 -.16350 -.09240 0.10
HYD1 1
0.18160 -.10350 0.14660 0.10
HYD2 2
0.53550 -.11890 -.40250 0.38
CARl 3
-.08080 0.06640 0.02770 -0.20
CAR2 4
-.25990 0.03450 0.23640 0.38
HYD1 1
0.02530 0.16350 0.09240 0.10
HYD1 1
-.18160 0.10350 -.14660 0.10
OXY1 6
-.25280 -.07750 0.37600 -0.38
OXY2 7
-.42400 0.13950 0.25700 -0.38
HYD2 2
-.53550 0.11890 0.40250 0.38
100000100000100
100000-101200112
100
30.0
110
30.0
1 1 -1
30.0
99 0 0
LAST

title (80 chars)
- program mode
U,V,W scan values
unit cell dimensions
NZ,NUM,MODEL,IDIEL,IBUG
growth slice shift
origin of slice
atom label and identifier
fractional co-ords and ch

-- - - symtrtetr Qtetct.

face to be considered
lattice limit
another face

terminate input
program stop



EXAMPLE 3 Urea in 'POLR' mode.

UREA HAGLERS POTS AND CHARGES - POLAR CALCULATION
POLR
-10 9 -10 9 -10 9
5.565 5.565 4.684 90.0 90.0 90.0
28110
0 0.0
0.00 0.500 0.316
CAR2 4

	

0.00000	 0.50000	 0.32600	 0.38	 0.365	 <---- fractional co-
OXY1 6	 and charges

	

0.00000	 0.50000	 0.59530	 -0.38 -0.310
NITR 5

	

0.14590	 0.64590	 0.17660	 -0.83	 -0.793
HYD2 2

	

0.25750	 0.75750	 0.28270	 0.415	 0.388
HYD2 2

	

0.14410	 0.64410	 -0.03800	 0.415	 0.349
NITR 5

	

-0.14590	 0.35410	 0.17660	 -0.83	 -0.83
HYD2 2

	

-0.25750	 0.24250	 0.28270	 0.415	 0.388
HYD2 2

	

-0.14410	 0.35590	 -0.03800	 0.415	 0.349
100000100000100
0 1 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 1 0
110
30.0
001
30.0
111
99 0 0
LAST



EXAMPLE 4 Benzamide in 'ADDT' mode with additive benzoic acid.

BENZAMIDE
ADDT BENZOIC.ADD
-10 9 -10 9 -10 9
5.590 5.0110 21.930 90.0 90.75 90.00
4 16 1 1 0
o o.o
-0.5 0.076 0.115
CARl 3
-.17772 0.13046 0.19814 -0.1
CARl 3
-.34743 -.06584 0.20369 -0.1
CARl 3
-.52163 -.09500 0.15844 -0.1
CARl 3
-.52547 0.07294 0.10909	 0.0
CARl 3
-.35564 0.27025 0.10439 -0.1
CARl 3
-.15858 0.29596 0.14893 -0.1
CAR2 4
-.71288 0.03114 0.06120 0.38
HYD1 1
-.05504 0.15513 0.22906 0.1
HYD1 1
-.36226 -.18055 0.24069 0.1
HYD1 1
-.64295 -.23486 0.16391 0.1
HYD1 1
-.34756 0.37927 0.06838 0.1
HYD1 1
-.04949 0.43365 0.14257 0.1
HYD2 2
-.90713 0.23037 0.00075 0.415
HYD2 2
-.74808 0.40960 0.04141 0.415
NITR 5
-.78003 0.24030 0.02826 -0.83
OXY1 6
-.80214 -.19107 0.05309 -0.38
100000100000100
-1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 0 0 -1 1 2
-1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
100000-101200112
002
30.0
100
30.0
99 0 0
LAST

- program in ADDT mode and name
file containing additive info



EXAMPLE 5 Benzoic additive input information.

benzoic acid
15
CARl 3
-.17772 0.13046 0.19814 -0.1
CARl 3
-.34743 -.06583 0.20369 -0.1
CARl 3
-.52163 -.09499 0.15844 -0.1
CARl 3
-.52547 0.07295 0.10909 0.0
CARl 3
-.35564 0.27025 0.10439 -0.1
CAR]. 3
-.15858 0.29598 0.14893 -0.1
CAR2 4
-.71289 0.03115 0.06120 0.38
HYD1 1
-.05504 0.15513 0.22906 0.1
HYD1 1
-.36227 -.18054 0.24069 0.1
HYD1 1
-.64296 -.23486 0.16391 0.1
HYD1 1
-.34757 0.37927 0.06838 0.1
HYD1 1
-.04949 0.43365 0.14257 0.1
HYD2 2
-.90714 0.23038 0.00075 0.38
OXY2 7
-.78003 0.24031 0.02826 -0.38
OXY1 6
-.80214 -.19106 0.05309 -0.38

additive title
no of atoms in additive
atom label and Identifier
co-ordinates and charge on



5 Sample Input

The sample input files are given at the end of this appendix. Example 1 is for the

program operating in 'LATT' mode with a range of limiting radii.. Example 2 is

a 'FULL' calculation on succinic acid with a number of faces being considered.

Example 3 is for the program operating in 'POLR' mode. Examples 4 and 5

are concerning the program operating in additive calculation mode. Example 4

shows the input for the main file and Example 5 shows the input information

for an additive file. The example shown is for benzamide with benzoic acid the

additive.
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Fitting Hydrogens To Incomplete Structures
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1 Introduction

In a iiumber of cases the published crystal structure of an organic compound

is not complete and does not have the positions of the hycirogens reported. In

such cases an attempt can be made to predict the positions of the hydrogens by

fitting the hydrogens to the skeletal structure assuming standard bond lengths

and geometry and then rniniinsing the interaction energy with respect to the

hydrogen positions.

In a crystal the positions of the hydrogens are governed by both the inter

and intramolecular interactions. Since the minirnisation of the positions deals

oniy with the intramolecular interactions then the validity of such an approach

must be tested.

2 Procedure

The crystal structures of both 1-alanine and anthracene have been reported in

the literature [ 1,2 j. In both cases the hydrogen positions have been reported.

In the case of 1-alanine the structure determination was carried out using neu-

tron diffraction rather than conventional x-ray diffractioii. A neutron diffraction

study is generally accepted as being a more accurate method of determing the

positions of hydrogens since the scattering results from interactions with the

nucleus rather than with the electrons as is the case with conventional x-ray

diffraction ( see Chapter 2). The cases of 1-alanine and anthracene were consid-

ered as there are different degrees of intra and intermolecular bonding present.

The hydrogeii atoms were removed from the 1-ahanine and anthracene

structures and then fitted back onto the skeletal structure assuming standard

bond lengths and geometry using the molecular graphics routines available in

INTERCHEM [3J. The positions of the hydrogens were then niinimised using

MOPAC [4]. The resultant cartesian co-ordinates were then converted back to

fractional co-ordinates using INTERCHEM and CRYSTLINK ( see Chapter 4

and Appendix B).

3 Results

The reported hydrogen co-ordinates are compared to the fitted co- ordinates

for 1-alanine and anthacene in Tables D.1 and D.2. In these and subsequent

tables in this appendix the * means fitted value. The results are in reasonable
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H2

Figure D.1 Molecule of 1-alanine with fitted and reported hydrogens

Shaded atoms are fitted hydrogens.



lB

15B

H4B

Figure D.2 Molecule of anthracene with fitted and reported hydrogens.

Shaded atoms are fitted hydrogens.



Table D.1	 Fitted and reported hydrogen fractional co-ordinates

for 1-alanine C * - fitted).

ATOM	 FRACTIONAL CO-ORDINATES

X	 y	 2	 2*

Hi

Hi 1

H21

H2

H22

H3

H23

-0.2893

-0.5643

-0.6811

-0.4052

-0.8541

-0.2158

-0.7900

-0.2957

-0.5663

-0.6921

-0. 3894

-0.8619

-0. 2053

-0. 7904

0. 0593

0. 2473

0.0067

0. 1489

0.10501

0.1917

0.1106

0.0581

0. 2484

0. 0033

0. 1553

0.1111

0. 1831

0. 1066

-0. 7997

-0. 6624

-0. 6943

-0. 9822

-0. 5705

-0. 7889

-0.8671

-0. 8109

-0. 6676

-0. 6826

-0. 9807

-0. 5757

-0. 7793

-0. 8746



Table D.2	 Fitted and reported hydrogen fractional co-ordinates

for anthracene C 
*	 fitted ).

ATOM	 FRACTIONAL CO-ORDINATES

x	 x*	 Y	 Y*	 2	 2*

Hi	 0.1308	 0.1323	 0.1084	 0.0836	 0.4718	 0.4737

H2	 0.1959	 0.1882	 0.3246	 0.3182	 0.3167	 0.3193

H3	 0.1546	 0.1559	 0.3764	 0.3711	 0.0852	 0.0848

H4	 -0.1207	 -0.1300	 -0.4304	 -0.4207	 0.1432	 0.1463

H5	 -0.0239	 -0.0263	 -0.3239	 -0.2774	 0.3791	 0.3879

H1B	 -0.1308	 -0.1325	 -0.1083	 -0.0837	 -0.4718	 -0.4737

H2B	 -0.1959	 -0.1884	 -0.3246	 -0.3183	 -0.3167	 -0.3193

H3B	 -0.1546	 -0.1561	 -0.3764	 -0.3712	 -0.0852	 -0.0847

H4B	 0.1207	 0.1298	 0.4304	 -0.4207	 -0.1432	 -0.1463

H5B	 0.0239	 0.0262	 0.3239	 0.2773	 -0.3791	 -0.3880



Cli

Cii

Cii

Cii

Cli

Ni

C21

C21

C2i

Ni

Ni

Cii

H21

H22

H2 3

Hi

H2

Hil

i.iiO

1.110

i.ii3

1.027

i.022

i.i23

110.3

110.5

liO.4

111.3

109.5

106.9

113.3

110.0

111.9

i12.8

112.8

106.1

1.097

1.081

1.080

1.028

1.047

1.091

Table D.3 Comparison of bond lengths and angles between fitted and

reported hydrogens for 1-alanine ( * = fitted ).

ATOMS
	

BOND LENGTHS
	

BOND ANGLES
A	 B
	

C
	

(B-C)	 (B_C)*
	

(ABC)	 (ABC)*
(Angstroms)



C6

C7

C4

Cl

C4B

C2

C6B

C7B

C1B

C2B

C7

Ci

C3

C2

C5

C3

C5B

C].B

C2B

C3B

H4

H5

H3

Hi

H3B

H2

H4B

H5B

H1B

H2B

120.5

118.6

119.6

120.0

119.7

119.7

119.2

118.6

120.0

119.7

123.8

130.7

119.2

113.5

120.4

116.3

115.7

130.7

113.5

116.3

1.092

1.094

1.091

1.093

1.092

1.089

1.091

1.093

1.093

1.090

1.127

1.187

1.117

1.134

1.117

1.145

1.127

1.187

1.134

1.145

Table D.4 Comparison of bond lengths and angles between fitted and

reported hydrogens for anthracene ( * - fitted ).

ATOMS
	

BOND LENGTHS
	

BOND ANGLES
A	 B
	

C
	

(B-C)	 (B_C)*
	

(ABC)	 (ABC)*
(Angstroms)



agreement with each other. The bond distances and bond angles in the reported

and fitted cases were also calculated and are shown in Tables D.3 and D.4. The

bond distances are again in reasonable agreement with each other the bond an-

gles also showing good agreement perhaps the best agreement being found in

the l-alaniiie. The deviations in the case of l-alanine were very small differing

by 40 at most. in anthracene the deviations were slightly greater 12° at maxi-

mum. Figures D.1 and D.2 are the molecules of 1-alanine and anthracene, the

shaded atoms indicating fitted hydrogens. The theoretical bond lengths are in

excellent agreement with those observed. In the 1-alanine case they tend to be

slightly overestimated and in the anthracene case underestimated. This could

be corrected by using the average of the bond lengths determined from crystal-

lographic studies of related compounds rather than the default values supplied

by INTERCHEM [1]. A comprehensive study of the bond distances determined

by x-ray and neutron diffraction has already been undertaken [5].
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1 Publications From Thesis

[1]Modelling The Morphology of Molecular Crystals. Application To Anthracene,

Biphenyl aiicl /3-Succinic Acid.

R. Docherty and K.J. Roberts

Journal Of Crystal Growth 88 (1988) 159

[2] MO RANG - A Computer Program Designed To Aid In The Determinations

of Crystal Morphology.

R. Docherty, K.J. Roberts and E. Dowty

Coniputer Physics Communications 51(1988) 9

2 Publications and Reports Using Programs
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presented at,
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Eighth International Conference On Crystal Growth, York, August 1986.
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[4] PCLEMC, Program For Calculating The Lattice Energy Of Molecular Crys-
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